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“We’re all hallucinating all the time, even right now.  

It’s just that when we agree about our hallucinations,  

we call that reality”

Prof. dr. Anil Seth, TED Talk 2017
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Chapter 1

Hallucinations and related phenomena

Hallucinations are perceptions experienced in the absence of external stimuli. Hallucinations can 

occur in every perceptual modality, e.g., auditory, visual, tactile, and olfactory modalities (see Box 

1 for examples).

BOX 1. Examples of hallucinations in various modalities

Hallucination modality Examples given by individuals who participated in our studies

Auditory The doorbell, Christmas song “Jingle Bells”, or insulting voices “You’re fat”.

Visual Camels in the room, deceased grandparents, a black shadow.

Tactile A hand on the person’s arm or cheek, itching little creatures.

Olfactory A sudden smell of bananas, the smell of fire.

A milder form of hallucinations is termed “minor hallucinations” which includes misperceptions, 

illusions, passage hallucinations, and sensed presence. The definitions of these phenomena are 

explained in Box 2.

Delusions are beliefs that are clearly false and indicate an abnormality in the affected individual’s 

content of thought. This false belief is not in line with the individual’s cultural or religious background 

or his or her level of intelligence. A key feature of delusions is the high level of conviction that this 

belief is true. There are various types of delusions. An example is a paranoid delusion in which 

the individual is highly convinced that he or she is being observed by the secret service all day. 

Delusions can co-occur with hallucinations. In combination, hallucinations and delusions can be 

frightening, are sometimes associated with aggression and self-harm, and are invariably related 

with poor psycho-social functioning (Kaplan & Harrow, 1999; Evensen et al., 2011; Penagaluri et al., 

2010). Assessing the presence of both hallucinations and delusions could help establish later risk of 

psychosis in individuals with a diagnosis other than a primary psychotic disorder (Waters et al., 2017).

Both hallucinations and delusions are psychotic experiences. The term psychotic experiences 

generally refers to subthreshold forms of hallucinations and delusions, whereas psychotic symptoms 

refer to full threshold positive phenomena (Yung & Lin, 2016). In this thesis, we use the term psychotic 

experiences as an umbrella term for both subthreshold and full threshold phenomena.
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BOX 2. Definition of hallucinations and related phenomena

Hallucinations Hallucinations are perceptions in the absence of external stimuli, e.g., hearing a voice 

whereas no one else can hear this.

Illusions Illusions are misperceptions of an external stimuli, or perceiving something different than 

it is in reality, e.g., seeing a person when there is actually a coat on a hanger.

Passage 
hallucinations

Passage hallucinations concerns a sensation that something is passing sideways, e.g., 

seeing an animal pass in the corner of your eye that is not there when you turn your 

head.

Sensed presence Sensed presence refers to the sensation that someone is nearby, without seeing that 

person or anyone actually being present, e.g., a guardian angel.

Misperceptions The term misperception is often used as an umbrella term for both hallucinations and 

illusions (Blom, 2010).

Delusions Delusions are false beliefs that are very persistent, unreal and are not shared by others 

with the same educational and cultural background. These beliefs should include a 

strong degree of conviction.

Transdiagnostic approach

The usefulness of the current psychiatric classification, which is based on the ICD/DSM categorical 

diagnoses (APA, 2013), remains a debatable issue (Kendell & Jablenksky, 2003; First et al., 2018). As 

a promising alternative, the “transdiagnostic” approach has been put forward. This approach cuts 

across existing categorical diagnoses and could thereby improve the way we classify and treat mental 

disorders (Cuthbert et al., 2014).

Until recently, a diagnosis-based approach dominated the way hallucinations were conceptualized 

and researched. Hallucinations are traditionally studied within context of schizophrenia. This 

diagnosis-based approach has determined how treatment options have been developed and 

evaluated. Whilst this approach has proven effective in the past, previous studies have indicated 

that hallucinations are not necessarily a hallmark symptom of psychosis (Waters et al., 2018), but 

also occur in a wide range of other diagnoses (Sommer et al., 2012). Consequently, there is growing 

consensus among international experts that a transdiagnostic approach, symptom-based approach, 

is needed to further enhance the hallucination research field (Ford et al., 2014; Waters et al., 2014b; 

Waters & Fernyhough, 2017; Pienkos et al., 2019). A transdiagnostic approach is compatible with the 

Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) established by the US National Institute for Mental Health, as an 

alternative for DSM criteria (Insel et al., 2010).

Phenomenology

Hallucinations can present in various forms across individuals characterized by similarities and/or 

differences in phenomenological features. Phenomenology refers to the clinical characteristics of 

hallucinations, such as frequency, duration, amount of distress, content, and insight into the realness 

1
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of hallucinations. A large heterogeneity in phenomenological characteristics is reported within and 

across diagnoses (McCarthy-Jones et al., 2014).

Questionnaires and interviews can be used to assess phenomenological characteristics of 

hallucinations. There is a wide variety of questionnaires, each used to assess a set of psychotic 

experiences in one specific diagnosis. For example, the Psychotic Symptom Rating Scales (PSYRATS; 

Haddock et al., 1999) is used in schizophrenia. the SCales for Outcomes in PArkinson’s disease-

Psychiatric Complications (SCOPA-PC; Visser et al., 2007) in Parkinson’s disease, the Neuropsychiatric 

Inventory (NPI; Cummings et al., 1994) in dementia, and North-East Visual Hallucinations Interview 

(NEVHI; Mosimann et al., 2008) in the elderly.

Hallucinations across diagnoses

Hallucinations are considered a core symptom of schizophrenia. However, hallucinations also occur 

in a range of other psychiatric, neurological and general medical disorders, and even in a minority 

of the healthy individuals (Sommer et al., 2012). Hence, psychotic experiences cut across diagnoses 

and are not uniquely diagnostic of schizophrenia (Waters et al., 2017; Waters & Fernyhough, 2017). 

Box 3 illustrates this by some case examples of individuals who experience hallucinations.

BOX 2. Examples of hallucinatory experiences in different diagnoses

Hallucination Diagnosis

Peter hears voices for over 20 years. He hears both gods and devils that yell at him 

and tell him to hurt himself. He tries to ignore the voices, but that does not always 

work.

Schizophrenia

Susan has vision loss, yet she sees angry faces alongside the street who keep staring 

at her.

Visual impairment

Elizabeth sees visitors that no one else sees and she has tea with them. Sometimes 

she wishes they would not visit her as she prefers to be alone with her husband.

Parkinson’s disease

Dennis remembers frightening ‘unreal’ experiences during his stay at the ICU, but he 

is ashamed to admit it because he thinks that people might assume he is mentally 

unstable.

Delirium

Sally hears a voice of the men that threatened her during a robbery a few months 

ago. She hears him shout and use his gun when she relives this horrific moment.

Post-traumatic stress 

disorder

Hallucinations in psychiatric disorders

Schizophrenia
Patients with schizophrenia often report hearing voices (i.e., auditory verbal hallucinations), but 

hallucinations in other modalities are experienced as well (Waters et al., 2014a). Around 60-80% 

of the patients with schizophrenia experience voices (Andreasen & Flaum, 1991), of which 25% is 
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treatment resistant (Shergill et al., 1998). Patients often experience voices on a daily basis often 

last for more than an hour per episode (Nayani & David, 1996). The voices often have a negative 

content such as comments on their behavior, criticism, or instructions to harm themselves or others 

(Nayani & David, 1996; Close & Garety, 1998; Davies et al., 2001; Delespaul et al., 2002; Johns et al., 

2002). These voices can be so destructive, that they can lead to hospitalization and increase risk 

of suicide (Hor et al., 2010). Most patients have no insight in the realness of their hallucinations, 

making the experiences even more frightful (Amador & David, 2004). Delusions often co-occur with 

hallucinations in schizophrenia and are often persecutory or paranoid in nature. Hallucinations and 

delusions can be strongly intertwined, confirming each other in their realness (Rosen et al., 2016).

Bipolar disorder
Up to 57% of the patients with bipolar disorder have reported to experience hallucinations during 

either a depressive or manic episode (Taylor and Abrams, 1975; Hammersley et al., 2003; Baethge et 

al., 2005). Hallucinations are mostly auditory, although hallucinations also occur in other modalities 

(Toh et al., 2015). Whereas the phenomenology of hallucinations in schizophrenia is extensively 

investigated, few studies exclusively focused on the phenomenological features of hallucinations 

in affective psychosis (Toh et al., 2020a). There is considerable phenomenological overlap with 

hallucinations in schizophrenia (Okulate & Jones, 2003; Toh et al., 2015). The voices are heard almost 

continuously, are negative or self-referential in content, and predominantly include command 

hallucinations (Okulate & Jones, 2003; Kumari et al., 2013). Delusions are also experienced in both 

manic and depressive episodes. During manic episodes, delusions of grandeur are typical, although 

delusions of persecution are common as well (Bebbington & Freeman, 2017).

Borderline personality disorder
Hallucinations are experienced in as many as 50% of the patients with borderline personality disorder 

(Kingdon et al., 2010; Niemantsverdriet et al., 2017). Auditory verbal hallucinations are the most common 

form, although visual and olfactory hallucinations also occur. There is a large phenomenological overlap 

with schizophrenia patients (Kingdon et al., 2010; Slotema et al., 2012), including distressing voices that 

frequently occur over long periods of time with an equally or even more severe negative content (Yee 

et al., 2004). Paranoid delusions often co-occur with hallucinations in borderline personality disorder 

and are common in 20-33% of the patients (Kingdon et al., 2010; Pearse et al., 2014). There is a strong 

association between childhood trauma, hallucinations, and delusions in borderline personality disorder 

(Niemantsverdriet et al., 2017; Bebbington & Freeman, 2017).

Post-traumatic stress disorder
Prevalence rates of auditory hallucinations can be as high as 50% in patients with post-traumatic 

stress disorder (Anketell et al., 2010). Psychotic experiences in post-traumatic stress disorder 

include auditory, visual, olfactory and tactile hallucinations, and delusions that are often paranoid 

in nature (Butler et al., 1996; Hamner et al., 2000; Morrison et al., 2003; Campbell & Morrison, 2007). 
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Hallucinations in post-traumatic stress disorder are comparable to hallucinations in schizophrenia 

with regard to severity and phenomenological features, although command and derogatory 

hallucinations are more common in post-traumatic stress disorder (Hamner et al., 2000; Jessop et 

al., 2008). Delusions in patients with post-traumatic stress disorder are commonly less severe than 

in schizophrenia patients (Hamner et al., 2000). Patients with post-traumatic stress disorder often 

report persistent voices that can be related or unrelated to their past traumatic experiences (e.g., 

hearing voices that cry for help in combat veterans) (Wilcox et al., 1991; Hamner et al., 2000; Jessop 

et al., 2008; Anketell et al., 2010). Hallucinations in post-traumatic stress disorder are associated with 

high levels of distress and a history of suicidal ideation and behavior (Scott et al., 2007; Jessop et al., 

2008; Anketell et al., 2010).

Hallucinations in the general population

Non-clinical individuals
Whereas hallucinations are typically seen as a hallmark symptom of schizophrenia, hallucinations also 

occur in around 5-15% of the healthy population (Tien, 1991; Kråkvik et al., 2015). These individuals 

do not meet the criteria for a mental health disorder and are not in contact with a mental health 

service (Sommer et al., 2010; Powers et al., 2017). Therefore, these individuals are often referred to 

as “non-clinical”. Auditory verbal hallucinations, i.e., hearing voices, are most commonly reported 

in these individuals. These voices are often heard a couple of times per week, lasting for a few 

minutes, with a high degree of perceived control. The voices often relate to religious or supernatural 

aspects (Sommer et al., 2010; Daalman et al., 2011; Powers et al., 2017). The proportion of non-clinical 

individuals that experience negative hallucinations ranges from a minority to slightly over half, with 

minimal disturbance to daily functioning (Honig et al., 1998; Sommer et al., 2010; Daalman et al., 

2011). Hallucinations in other modalities (i.e., visual, tactile and olfactory) are relatively frequent as 

well (Toh et al., 2020b). These individuals report no delusions, but present with increased levels of 

paranoid tendencies, magical thinking and subclinical levels of disorganization (Sommer et al., 2012).

Hallucinations in general medical disorders

Delirium
Post-operative psychotic experiences are not uncommon, but often remain unnoticed and are 

under-researched (Webster & Holroyd, 2000; Eriksson et al., 2002; Ottens et al., 2020). Hallucinations 

and delusions are symptoms of delirium (Webster & Holroyd, 2000), but post-operative psychotic 

experiences can also occur non-delirious patients (Eriksson et al., 2002; Ottens et al., 2020). Of those 

with delirium, up to 67% of patients have psychotic experiences, including hallucinations in all 

modalities and delusions (Webster & Holroyd, 2000; Eriksson et al., 2002; Ottens et al., 2020). Visual 

hallucinations are most commonly experienced (Webster & Holroyd, 2000; Ottens et al., 2020). 

These post-operative hallucinations can be relatively mild, as few patients experienced significant 
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discomfort or anxiety (Ottens et al., 2020), whereas vivid hallucinations in delirium can be traumatic 

for the patient (O’Keeffe, 1999). Delusions are reported in 25% of delirium patients, with paranoia 

being the most common type (Webster & Holroyd, 2000).

Hallucinations in neurodegenerative disorders

Alzheimer’s disease
Hallucinations occur in about 6-40% of patients with Alzheimer’s disease (Ballard et al., 1995; 

Farber et al., 2000; Street et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 2000; Zhao et al., 2016; Linszen et al., 2018), 

with visual hallucinations experienced most often (Lin et al., 2006; Holroyd et al., 2000). The 

prevalence of delusions is between 9-59% and is mostly paranoid in nature, or concern delusions 

of misidentification (Zhao et al., 2016; Bebbington & Freeman, 2017). For instance, patients believe 

that their partner or someone close to them is stealing from them, or burglars trying to steal their 

property. The presence of psychotic experiences in patients with Alzheimer’s disease is associated 

with reduced well-being, increased caregiver distress, and worse prognosis (e.g., earlier placement 

in a nursing facility) (Lyketsos et al., 2002; Steffens et al., 2005).

Dementia with Lewy bodies
Hallucinations are considered a core symptom in dementia with Lewy bodies, and occur in about 

80% of these patients (McKeith et al., 2017). Hallucinations present in all modalities (McKeith et al., 

1992), but most often include visual hallucinations that are vivid, realistic events, featuring people, 

children or animals (McKeith et al., 2017). The patient’s response to their hallucinations varies in 

both emotional reaction and insight (McKeith et al., 2017). Some patients also experience minor 

hallucinations, such as passage hallucinations, sensed presence, and visual illusions. Up to 57% of the 

patients experience delusions, such as paranoid delusions or delusions of misidentification (Aarsland 

et al., 2001; Nagahama et al., 2007). Delusions of misidentification concern ideas that one’s home is 

not their home, or a relative is being replaced by an imposter (Bebbington & Freeman, 2017). In some 

patients, psychotic experiences may lead to symptoms of anxiety and agitation (McKeith et al., 2017).

Parkinson’s disease
Hallucinations and delusions can be part of the symptomatology of Parkinson’s disease. Visual 

hallucinations are among the most experienced (Fénelon et al., 2000; ffytche et al., 2017). Minor 

hallucinations (e.g., illusions, passage hallucinations, and sensed presence hallucinations) often 

present in the early stages of the disease with a prevalence of 17-72% in newly diagnosed patients 

with Parkinson’s disease (Pagonabarra et al., 2016; Fénelon & Alves, 2010). These minor hallucinations 

are often benign and do not necessarily distress the patient. The prevalence of visual hallucinations 

ranges from 22-38% (Fénelon & Alves, 2010) and typically concern complex images such as animals 

or people. Visual hallucinations occur more frequently in the evening or at night, and often occur 

several times a day, lasting from seconds to several minutes (Ravina et al., 2007; Fénelon et al., 2000; 
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ffytche et al., 2017). Auditory hallucinations occur less often (22-28%) and are often described as 

simple noises, voices or music (Inzelberg et al., 1998; Fénelon et al., 2000; Chou et al., 2005; Fenelon 

& Alves, 2010). The presence of cognitive deficits, sleep-wake disturbances, and duration of the 

disease have been associated with an increased risk of psychotic symptoms (Fénelon et al., 2000). 

Delusions are less common than hallucinations and tend to be paranoid in nature, concerning 

stealing, infidelity, or misidentification (Aarsland et al., 2001; Chou et al., 2005).

Hallucinations in sensory impairment

Visual impairment
In people with visual impairment, about 11% report the presence of complex visual hallucinations 

(Teunisse et al., 1995; Teunisse et al., 1996; Menon et al., 2003). Visual impairment can be caused by 

a wide variety of ocular pathologies anywhere along the visual pathway, from the eye itself to the 

occipital cortex (Menon et al., 2003). Some of these patients experience recurrent complex visual 

hallucinations, have full or partial insight into the unreal character of their hallucinations, and do not 

report hallucinations in other modalities, or delusions (Teunisse et al., 1996). These individuals meet 

the diagnostic criteria of Charles Bonnet Syndrome (Teunisse et al., 1996), although other definitions 

have been proposed as well (Menon et al., 2003; ffytche, 2007). The hallucinations are often neutral 

or even positive in emotional content but have also been reported to be irritating and distressing 

(Teunisse et al., 1996; Santhouse et al., 2000; Menon et al., 2003). The hallucinations concern images 

of people, disembodied faces, animals, or scenes. Simple hallucinations, such as flashes, repetitive 

patterns occur more often than complex hallucinations in individuals with visual impairment, 

and prevalence rates are likely to be underestimated (ffytche, 2005). Visual hallucinations in these 

individuals are thought to be caused by reduced sensory input from the eyes (a phenomenon 

often referred to as deafferentation) resulting in increased spontaneous activity in the visual cortex 

(ffytche, 2009), although others have suggested that deafferentation alone fails to explain why only 

a minority of visual impairment patients experience hallucinations (ffytche, 2007).

Hearing impairment
Auditory hallucinations are common in patients with hearing impairment. In these individuals, 

musical hallucinations have been reported (Teunisse et al., 2012), but other forms of auditory 

hallucinations, such as voices and doorbells, have also been described (Cole et al., 2002; Linszen et al., 

2018). The prevalence of complex auditory hallucinations in adults with hearing impairment is 16% 

(Linszen et al., 2018), which increases with severity of the impairment. According to some, tinnitus can 

be regarded as a simple form of hallucinations resulting from spontaneous activity in the auditory 

cortex. Tinnitus often co-occurs with auditory hallucinations in patients with hearing impairment 

(Linszen et al., 2018). Hallucinations mostly restrict to the auditory modality and delusions are absent 

(Waters et al., 2017).
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Psychosis continuum

The notion that psychotic experiences also occur in milder forms in the general population suggests 

the existence of a psychosis continuum. This psychosis continuum comprehends the range of 

subclinical psychotic experiences in healthy individuals on one end, to individuals with a psychotic 

disorder on the other (Van Os et al., 2000). It is generally assumed that when hallucinations share 

phenomenological properties, such as auditory verbal hallucinations in healthy individuals and 

patients with schizophrenia (Daalman et al., 2011), they also share a neural mechanism. As of yet, it 

is unclear whether hallucinations across the psychosis continuum indeed share neural mechanisms.

The brain as a complex network

The brain can be considered a complex network. The network organization is important for effective 

communication between different brain areas (Bullmore & Sporns, 2009; Stam, 2014). Schizophrenia is 

proposed to be a “disconnection syndrome” (Friston & Frith, 1995; Friston, 1998, Stephan et al., 2009) 

as early neuroimaging studies provide evidence for aberrant functional connectivity (Volkow et al., 

1988; Weinberger et al., 1992). Disconnectivity of the brain network can lead to a range of symptoms, 

including positive, negative and cognitive symptoms, thereby explaining the heterogeneity of the 

disease.

The brain network can be studied using structural (sMRI) and functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

(fMRI). Whereas the structural brain network can be seen as the roads that connect different brain 

areas, functional brain networks can be seen as the “cars” that drive on the road so that information 

can be exchanged between different brain areas. The functional brain network can be studied 

using resting state fMRI. Hence, the brain is considered a functional network in which continuous 

information transfer takes place between functionally linked regions of the brain. A functional link, 

or connection, is defined as the temporal coherence in neuronal activation of anatomically disturbed 

brain regions during task or at rest (i.e., resting state) (Friston et al., 1993; van den Heuvel and Hulshoff 

Pol, 2010). The coherence in neural activation between any two regions in the brain is considered 

a proxy for the extent to which these regions cooperate. Using network theory, the brain regions 

are termed nodes, and the connections between them are called edges (Rubinov & Sporns, 2010). 

The term functional connectome refers to the brain’s functional connectivity network defined by a 

matrix representing all possible pairwise edges between each node (Sporns, 2014).

Network theory has arisen as a valuable tool to investigate complex neural phenomena (Fornito 

et al., 2012). When comparing patient populations with healthy controls, abnormalities in network 

connectivity can be detected that may provide insight into the underlying neurobiological 

mechanism of disorders or symptoms, such as hallucinations (Bassett & Bullmore, 2009; Hugdahl 

& Sommer, 2018). Furthermore, by investigating the hallucinating brain as a complex network, we 

consider the possibility that areas involved in the occurrence of hallucinations do not function in 

isolation, but rather result from aberrant interactions between brain areas or networks.

1
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There are several ways in which properties of the brain network can be investigated. In this 

dissertation, we focus on; 1) altered connectivity between individual nodes of the functional 

connectome to obtain information on local network alterations; 2) the modular organization of the 

functional connectome to investigate possible alterations in the global modular organization, and 

alterations in within- and between-module connectivity between subnetworks of the brain. Both 

concepts will be explained in the following paragraphs.

Network-based statistics (NBS) is a method to carry out statistical analyses on large networks to 

detect differences between groups (Zalesky et al., 2010). Using NBS, every connection in the network 

can be tested while controlling for multiple comparisons to investigate disconnectivity related to 

hallucinations (Zalesky et al., 2010). In this dissertation, this method is specifically used to investigate 

connectivity between higher-order cognitive and sensory regions following the top-down and 

bottom-up theoretical model.

Modular organization refers to the concept of functional large-scale networks that form identifiable 

“modules” at rest (Power et al., 2011). These modules, and their inter- and intra- connectedness, are 

suggested to support specific (cognitive) functions (Power et al., 2011). Nodes within each module 

are typically strongly interconnected (within-module connectivity), and are sparsely connected 

to nodes outside of their module (between-module connectivity) (Newman & Girvan, 2004; Gu 

et al., 2016). The strong connectivity of nodes within a module suggest that these nodes share a 

common function (i.e., integration), whereas weak connectivity between nodes of different modules 

suggests they are likely to have different functions (i.e., segregation). For example, nodes in the 

auditory, visual, sensory and motor areas of the brain are densely connected in modules and are 

therefore specialized for sensory and motor functions. Higher-order cognitive functions, such as 

working memory, attention and planning have not been localized to a particular cortical area. Hence, 

these functions are more likely to depend on network integration rather than a segregated modular 

function (Baars, 1989; Dehaene & Naccache, 2001).

Aim of this thesis

The aim of this thesis is to gain more insight in transdiagnostic hallucinations by studying the 

possible similarities and differences in phenomenological features and neural mechanisms. In line 

with the RDoC criteria, we advocate for a symptom-based approach to hallucinations, instead of 

the commonly applied diagnosis-based approach. To this end, the thesis is divided in two parts.

Part I describes the phenomenology of hallucinations across disorders. In Chapter 2, a new 

transdiagnostic measure, the Questionnaire for Psychotic Experiences (QPE), is developed and 

validated. The QPE facilitates investigation of hallucinations and delusions across diagnoses. The 

QPE facilitates investigation of hallucinations and delusions across diagnoses. In this chapter, the 

introduction and psychometric validation of the Dutch version of the QPE is described. In Chapter 
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3, the validation of the English version of the QPE is described in a population of patients with 

schizophrenia and mood disorders. In Chapter 4, detailed phenomenological comparison of 

hallucinations and delusions across a wide range of disorders is described.

In part II, functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) is used to investigate overlap in neural 

correlates between schizophrenia patients with hallucinations, bipolar disorder with and 

without hallucinations, non-clinical individuals with hallucinations and healthy controls without 

hallucinations. More specifically, in Chapter 5, we investigate alterations in individual connections of 

the functional connectome using NBS to examine if similar disturbances are related to hallucinations 

in individuals with hallucinations across the psychosis continuum. In Chapter 6, we investigate the 

modular organization of the functional connectome to examine whether alterations in the global 

modular organization, or alterations in segregation and integration between networks relate to the 

occurrence of hallucinations across the psychosis continuum. Lastly, in Chapter 7, the findings of 

this thesis are summerized and a general discussion is provided in Chapter 8. 

1
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Abstract

Background

Psychotic experiences are highly prevalent across many psychiatric, neurological and medical 

disorders, and also occur in non-clinical individuals. Yet, investigation of these symptoms is largely 

restricted to the boundaries of specific diagnostic categories. As a result, the majority of rating scales 

are specifically designed for one disorder, and not applicable in patients with alternate diagnoses. 

This has hampered transdiagnostic research. To overcome this limitation, we developed a new 

clinical tool, the Questionnaire for Psychotic Experiences (QPE), applicable to all individuals who 

have psychotic experiences regardless of diagnosis.

Methods

Using input from international experts and consumer groups and by selecting items from existing 

questionnaires, we developed a 50-item structured interview to assess presence, severity and 

phenomenology of psychotic-like experiences. This study examines structure, convergent and 

discriminant validity of the Dutch QPE in a range of disorders.

Results

The QPE was completed by 287 participants with psychotic experiences, including patients with 

schizophrenia spectrum disorders, hearing impairment, Parkinson’s disease, Dementia with Lewy 

Bodies, Alzheimer’s disease, visual impairment, posttraumatic stress disorder, borderline personality 

disorder, delirium and recent cardiac surgery. Assessment time was 30 minutes on average. Principal 

Component Analyses (PCA) yielded three dimensions for both auditory and visual hallucination 

subscales, and a one-dimensional delusion subscale. Response rates, convergent and discriminant 

validity were good.

Conclusions

This study confirms that the QPE can reliably investigate psychotic-like experiences transdiagnostically 

with good psychotic properties. The interview generates rich phenomenological data that can be 

used for comparison across diagnoses. Validity in healthy individuals and other populations requires 

further consideration. The QPE can be considered a valuable tool in both clinical and research 

settings.
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The QPE: introduction and validity of the Dutch version

Introduction

Psychotic experiences are highly prevalent in patients with several psychiatric and neurological 

disorders and other medical diseases (Sommer et al., 2012). Hallucinations and delusions commonly 

occur in schizophrenia, with prevalence rates of 59% for hallucinations and 73% of delusions 

(Lecrubier et al., 2007). Psychotic experiences also occur in 60% of the patients with Parkinson’s 

disease (Forsaa et al., 2010), 50% of the patients with posttraumatic stress disorder (Anketell et 

al., 2010) and borderline personality disorder (Kingdon et al., 2010), followed by 43% in delirium 

(Webster et al., 2000), 76% in bipolar disorder (Tillman et al., 2008), 80% in dementia with Lewy 

bodies (McKeith et al., 2017), 7% in Alzheimer’s disease (Vilalta-Franch et al., 2013), 16% in hearing 

impairment (Linszen et al., 2018) and 11% in visual impairment (Teunisse et al., 1995). Regardless of 

diagnosis, presence of psychotic experiences is associated with increased disease burden and worse 

outcome (Breier & Berg, 1999; Rabey et al., 2009; Sommer et al., 2012).

A recent review found largely overlapping phenomenological features of hallucinations when 

comparing literature across disorders (Waters et al., 2017). However, direct systematic comparisons 

of phenomenological features across disorders remain scarce. Consequently, important questions 

on whether similarities in phenomenological features relate to shared neural mechanisms; whether 

these individuals require similar treatment options; and if symptom-profiles predict treatment 

response, remain unanswered. Despite these urgent open questions, psychotic experiences have 

been investigated and treated in a rather isolated fashion, within their own medical specialty, 

hampering integration of knowledge on neural mechanisms and treatment options.

A practical barrier for transdiagnostic research to psychotic experiences concerns the lack of a tool 

suitable that can be applied to all individuals regardless of diagnosis, to compare presence, severity 

and phenomenology of hallucinations and delusions (Sommer et al., 2018). Current instruments are 

well suited to assess psychotic experiences in one patient group, but do not fit experiences of other 

diagnoses. For example, the disadvantage of the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) 

(Kay et al., 1987) is that it does not distinguish between hallucinations in different modalities, while 

delusions are not rated per delusion type. Consequently, limited phenomenological information 

is obtained. The Psychotic Symptom Rating Scales (PSYRATS) (Haddock et al., 1999) does inquire 

phenomenological details, but only about auditory verbal hallucinations. This renders the PSYRATS 

unsuitable to assess auditory hallucinations in patients with hearing impairment, who often hear 

non-verbal sounds (Linszen et al., 2018), neither is it suitable for patients with neurodegenerative 

diseases who often experience visual hallucinations. Moreover, patients with schizophrenia also 

experience more variations of auditory hallucinations than just the auditory verbal form (Waters 

et al., 2015).

2
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Diagnostic instruments as the Comprehensive Assessment of Symptoms And History (CASH) 

(Andreasen et al., 1992), Structured Clinical Interview for DSM (SCID) (First et al., 1996), and Composite 

International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI) (Kessler et al., 2004) are suitable for use across diagnoses, but 

are aimed to establish psychopathology and do not acquire the necessary rich phenomenological 

information on both hallucinations (i.e. content, insight, frequency and emotional valence) and 

delusions.

Eventually, detailed phenomenological information on hallucinations and delusions in one patient 

group can inform our understanding of the same phenomenon in other diagnoses (Sommer et 

al., 2018). Assessing phenomenology of hallucinations and delusions could help establish later 

risk of psychosis in individuals with a diagnosis other than a primary psychotic disorder (Waters 

et al., 2017). However, such detailed information on phenomenology is mostly derived from 

studies in schizophrenia (Iacono, 2016), or is restricted to one hallucinatory modality (such as visual 

hallucinations in Parkinson’s disease). Following the NIMH Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) (Insel et 

al., 2010), adopting a symptom-based approach instead of a diagnosis-based approach could help to 

systematically obtain similar phenomenological features across diagnoses and medical specialties 

to guide understanding, monitoring and development of new treatments (Ford et al., 2014). An 

essential first step in achieving this important objective is a reliable measurement instrument that 

allows detailed assessment of severity and phenomenology of hallucination and delusions regardless 

of clinical status.

To overcome the conceptual limitations of existing instruments, we developed a new assessment 

tool, the Questionnaire for Psychotic Experiences (QPE). The QPE provides a more detailed 

assessment of psychotic experiences, covering a broader spectrum of hallucination- and delusion-

like suitable for transdiagnostic comparison. The interview identifies presence, quality and severity 

of auditory, visual, tactile and olfactory hallucinations, as well as the presence of the most frequent 

types of delusions. We aimed to develop a structured interview that is applicable in all types of 

populations and can be administered in all sorts of settings. This study describes the development 

of the QPE, assesses the applicability, and examines structure, convergent and discriminant validity 

of the QPE in a range of disorders.
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Methods

Development of the QPE

Phase I and II - Definition of construct, items selection and generation
The flowchart of Figure 1 depicts the different developmental phases of the QPE. In phase I, the 

expert panel of the working group of the Consortium on Hallucination Research advised on the 

necessary items to be included. The working group consists of psychosis experts with different 

backgrounds, including psychiatrists, psychologists, neurologists, ICU doctors, expert in Charles 

Bonnet syndrome and its auditory variant. Consensus was reached on the aim of the instrument: it 

sets out to measure the presence, severity and phenomenological characteristics of hallucination and 

delusion-like experiences in past seven days, as well as lifetime presence. We aimed to incorporate 

all relevant aspects related to psychotic experiences in every diagnosis and also related to the non-

clinical population, covering entire spectrum of psychotic experiences, including misinterpretations, 

visual illusions, halo seeing/phenomena, incubus and other sleep-related phenomena, sensed 

presence, passage hallucinations and visions, etc. (Blom et al., 2010). The QPE therefore differs from 

scales such as the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS) (Overall & Gorham, 1962), the Neuropsychiatric 

Inventory (NPI) (Cummings et al., 1994) and the Positive and Negative Symptom Scale (PANSS) (Kay et 

al., 1987), as these scales not only inquire after problematic and stressful psychotic symptoms, and 

do not cover the entire spectrum of psychotic experiences. The working definition of hallucinations 

is defined as a perception without a clear source from the environment. There are more complex 

definitions, for example stating that hallucinations proper should occur with full consciousness, 

or that hallucinations proper should not have good insight (Waters et al., 2016). However, we 

have chosen a broader definition to make the QPE is highly suitable to assess the full spectrum of 

hallucination and delusion-like experiences of any origin, any duration, and applicable in any all 

types of populations.

In phase II, available questionnaires were screened for relevant items fitting each of the subscales, 

including questionnaires such as the Psychotic Symptoms Rating Scales (PSYRATS) (Haddock et al., 

1999), Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms (SAPS) (Andreasen, 1984), North-East Visual 

Hallucinations Interview (NEVHI) (Mosimann et al., 2008) Launay and Slade Hallucinations Scale 

(LSHS) (Bentall & Slade, 1985) and Cardiff Anomalous Perceptions Scale (CAPS) (Bell et al., 2006), 

the Schedule for Clinical Assessment in Neuropsychiatry (SCAN) (Wing et al., 1990), Community 

Assessment of Psychic Experiences (CAPE) (Konings et al., 2006) and Peters Delusional Inventory 

(PDI) (Peters et al., 1999). Relevant items were selected and modified to a standard format.

Additional items were included based on suggestions made by experts on items that were deemed 

important to neurological patients and to those with sensory impairments - such as visual illusions, 

sensed presence, complexity, location and predominant timing of visual hallucinations. Items 

relevant for treatment purposes were added as well, such as impact on functioning, compliance 
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with commands of the hallucinations, interactions with hallucinations and multimodal hallucinations. 

The last items that were included were deemed relevant for research into the pathophysiology 

of hallucinations, such as complexity of hallucinations, perceived location of the source of 

hallucinations, and repetition of content. The selected items on delusions cover the most frequent 

types of delusions (i.e. paranoid, reference, guilt, control, religious, grandeur, and somatic) as well 

as Cotard’s syndrome (the conviction to be dead or that part of the body has already died) and 

Capgras’ syndrome (the conviction that a close-by person has been replaced by an imposter). Brevity 

of the scale was aspired to minimize the required time investment for participants and interviewers.

FIGURE 1. Flowchart developmental phases of the QPE

Phase III Items wording and response options
A working draft consensus was reached, leading to a 50-item interview. The draft was presented 

to different patient organizations to discuss clarity and understandability of all items, including 

the Dutch schizophrenia patient organization, and the Dutch Parkinson patient organization. They 

applied the interview and provided feedback on comprehensibility, acceptability and conciseness 

of the scale. The wording of items was adjusted, and the order of items was changed to make sure 
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all items follow up on each other in a logical order and personal questions follow easier starters. 

Instructions regarding administration were kept largely similar to those used in the PANSS and SAPS 

interviews, as many of the interviewers may be accustomed to using these scales.

Quality testing

Phase IV and V – Testing phase and further item refinement
The working draft was subsequently tested in clinical and research settings in a broad range of 

subjects. During assessment, items that seem difficult to understand were marked. Some extra 

items that were considered missing were added. After the pilot phase, the QPE were administered 

in a large number of participants with various conditions in order to assess the validity of the scale.

Participants

Participants were recruited from the departments of psychiatry, otolaryngology, ophthalmology, 

and the intensive care unit (ICU) of the University Medical Center Utrecht (UMCU), from psychiatry 

and neurology departments of the VU university medical center Amsterdam (VUmc), and from the 

psychiatric institute PsyQ The Hague. Inclusion criteria were; 1) ≥18 years of age; and 2) experienced 

hallucinations and/or delusions in the past week. Participants with hearing impairment were also 

included if they experienced hallucinations in the past month, but not the past week, because 

their hallucinations typically occur less frequently than once per week. Participants with hearing 

impairment were also included if they experienced hallucinations in the past month, since their 

hallucinations may occur less frequently than once per week.

The average Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) (Folstein et al., 1975) score in the 

neurodegenerative group was 24 (range 11-30). The QPE was scored with additional information of an 

informant in the few participants with a low MMSE score (<20). Participants who could not speak or 

understand the Dutch language were excluded. All participants provided written informed consent.

Additional clinical measures

To assess convergent validity, we investigated the concordance between the QPE and diagnosis-

specific instruments measuring similar constructs. Patients with a schizophrenia spectrum disorder 

were assessed with the PSYRATS and PANSS. The PSYRATS was also administered to participants 

with hearing impairment if they experienced auditory verbal hallucinations. The Neuropsychiatric 

Inventory (NPI) (Cummings et al., 1994) was administered to partners of patients with Alzheimer’s 

disease and dementia with Lewy bodies, and the Scales for Outcomes in Parkinson’s disease-

Psychiatric Complications (SCOPA-PC) (Visser et al., 2007) was administered to partners of patients 

with Parkinson’s disease. Patients with a schizophrenia spectrum disorder were assessed with the 

Psychotic Symptom Rating Scales (PSYRATS) (Haddock et al., 1999) and the Positive and Negative 

Symptoms Scale (PANSS) (Kay et al., 1987). The PSYRATS was also administered to participants with 

hearing impairment if they experienced auditory verbal hallucinations.
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To assess additional characteristics for discriminative validity analyses, depressive symptoms were 

administered using the Beck’s Depression Inventory (BDI) (Beck et al., 1961), anxiety symptoms 

using the Beck’s Anxiety Inventory (BAI) (Beck et al., 1988), and loneliness using De Jong Gierveld 

Loneliness Scale (DJGL) (De Jong Gierveld & Kamphuis, 1985). The Mini Mental State Examination 

(MMSE) (Folstein et al., 1975) was used to screen for cognitive dysfunction. Age, sex and education 

level were also recorded.

Procedures

Participants were selected and approached via their treating physician and were screened for 

hallucination and delusion-like experiences with the screener QPE (Sommer et al., 2018). All raters 

were trained in the administration and scoring of the QPE and other measures. The raters consisted 

of trained master students, psychologists, medical doctors. All measures were administered on 

the same day in fixed order, assessing psychotic experiences in the preceding seven days. Recent 

cardiac surgery patients were specifically screened for hallucinations on each of the subsequent 

four postoperative days, assessing experiences in the preceding day. Procedures of participants 

with recent cardiac surgery differed slightly, as these participants experienced hallucinations and 

delusions in a more restricted time window. These participants were screened for hallucinations on 

four consecutive postoperative days using the screener questions of the QPE.

Participants who scored positive on the screener were subsequently administered the full QPE. Only 

participants who were administered a full QPE are included in the current study. Procedures were 

identical at all sites (UMCU, VUmc and PsyQ). The study was approved by the UMCU institutional 

review board (protocol NL42959.041.13).

Statistical Analysis

According to consensus-based standards for selection of health measurement instruments (COSMIN) 

checklist (Mokkink et al., 2010), several psychometric properties of the QPE were examined; a) 

Response rates and distribution of answers among the different groups. Response rates of 80% and 

higher were considered sufficient (Jalenques et al., 2013). b) b) The structural validity was investigated 

for the ordinal items of the auditory, visual and delusion subscale. The structural validity provides a 

measure of the degree to which each QPE subscale provided an accurate reflection of the concept 

it intends to measure (Mokkink et al., 2010). Several dimensional solutions were explored using 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with heterogeneous correlations and oblique rotation using 

R-software (R Core Team, 2013). All participants that endorsed on a particular subscale were included 

in that PCA. Including all participants, regardless of their diagnosis, might comprise a heterogeneous 

sample. Nevertheless, including all participants fits the symptom-based approach and enables 

comparison of symptoms. As exploratory analyses, the dimensional models were also separately 

examined in the smaller diagnostic groups.
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Between 100-400 participants are recommended for each PCA (Mokkink et al., 2010a; Terwee et 

al., 2007). Oblique rotations were applied considering the ordinal nature of items and expected 

correlations between items. Two- and three- dimensional models were explored per subscale. The 

best fit of model was based on inspection of eigenvalues, scree plots and by conducting parallel 

analyses using R-packages psych, polycor, and nFactors (Fox, 2010; Raiche, 2010; Revelle, 2015). 

Missing values were corrected for by pairwise deletion. Eigenvalues greater than 1 were retained 

and factor loadings of at least 0.40 were considered satisfactory (Mokkink et al., 2010a). c) Cronbach’s 

alpha coefficient was calculated to investigate internal consistency of each subscale. Inter-scale 

correlations analyses between subscales of the QPE were also calculated. A low Cronbach’s alpha 

indicates that the items in one subscale should not be clustered together, whereas a very high 

Cronbach’s alpha could indicate redundancy of items (Terwee et al., 2007). A Cronbach’s alpha 

between 0.70-0.95 is considered to reflect good internal consistency (Mokkink et al., 2010b). d) 

Construct validity was tested according to predefined hypotheses (see Supplementary Table 1) on 

expected magnitudes and directions of inter-item and inter-scale correlations between the QPE and 

similar constructs (Terwee et al., 2007; Mokkink et al., 2010a; Mokkink et al., 2010b). The observed 

direction and magnitude of correlations provide an estimation of the degree to which the QPE scores 

accurately reflect the expected dimensions of the underlying construct. P-values were avoided here 

as these do not add to the validity issue (Mokkink et al., 2010a). As a rule of thumb, confirmation 

of >75% of the predefined hypotheses is considered to provide good construct validity, 50-75% is 

considered moderate, and <50% is considered low. All correlational analyses were conducted in 

R-software using Kendall’s tau because of non-normality.

Results

Questionnaire of Psychotic Experiences

At the end of the developmental process, a semi-structured interview consisting of 50 items 

categorized into four subscales; Auditory Hallucinations(A); Visual Hallucinations(V); Hallucinations 

in Other modalities(O); and Delusions(D) was finalized. A validity item was included to rate coherence 

of the participant’s answers, and to evaluate if the participant is capable of understanding and 

answering the questions. The target population concerns all individuals with psychotic experiences 

aged 14 or older, regardless of clinical status.

Each hallucination subscale of the QPE starts with a screener question evaluating the presence or 

absence of hallucination-like experiences in that modality (for screener items see Sommer et al. 

(2018)). Adopting a branching tree logic, additional questions of the QPE are only further explored 

if these screener questions are positively endorsed. When none of the screener items is positively 

endorsed, the interview will end after 14 items. As such the QPE screener is similar to the SCID. 

Moreover, all subscales can be used independently.
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The QPE questions consist of severity, descriptive, and open items, all applying to experiences in the 

past seven days. The response options for severity items are scored in numbers, whereas descriptive 

items are scored in letters. Severity ratings are scored on a 6-point scale to allow tracking of subtle 

changes, as these are clinically relevant. See the Supplemental Material for a complete version of 

the complete QPE in English.

Participants

A total of 287 participants were administered a complete QPE, including participants with a 

confirmed diagnosis of a) schizophrenia spectrum disorder; b) Parkinson’s disease; c) dementia 

with Lewy bodies; d) Alzheimer’s disease; e) recent cardiac surgery; f) visual impairment (visual acuity 

<0.5 in both eyes); g) hearing impairment in at least one ear (defined as High Fletcher Index>25dB; 

mean of hearing threshold at 1000/2000/4000 Hz as measured by calibrated, pure tone audiometry), 

h) Post-traumatic stress disorder; or i) Borderline Personality Disorder. Some recent cardiac surgery 

patients fulfilled criteria for delirium (i.e. had a positive Confusion Assessment Measure (CAM-ICU) 

(Ely et al., 2001) score or clear indications for delirium present in medical record) four days post 

operation, and others experienced hallucinations in a non-delirious state. See Table 1 for an overview 

of participant characteristics.

Psychotic Experiences

Figure 2 illustrates the variety of psychotic experiences endorsed per diagnostic group. As expected, 

participants with schizophrenia spectrum disorders endorsed the full range of subscales, with 100% 

experiencing auditory hallucinations and nearly 50% visual hallucinations, and between 30-40% 

tactile and olfactory hallucinations. Delusions of reference and paranoia were most frequent in 

this diagnostic group. Participants with posttraumatic stress disorder and borderline personality 

disorder endorsed on hallucinations in all modalities (91–36%), most often auditory hallucinations 

followed by visual hallucinations. A high percentage also scored on delusions (71%). Paranoid 

delusions were most frequent in these two diagnostic groups. Participants with hearing impairment 

were characterized by auditory hallucinations; their content could be musical, environmental or 

verbal. Participants with visual impairment typically endorsed visual hallucinations, and did not 

report any other psychotic experiences. Neurodegenerative diseases typically experienced visual 

hallucinations such as humans and animals, and delusions of misidentification, nihilism, and paranoid 

ideas. Approximately 28% of the participants with a neurodegenerative disorder also experienced 

auditory hallucinations. The cardiac surgery participants, both delirious and non-delirious, presented 

mostly with visual hallucinations, and did not experience delusions.
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TABLE 1. Participant characteristics of total sample (n = 287)a

Disorder Age Sex Educationb Total MMSE

n M (SD) F:M M (SD) M (SD)

Schizophrenia spectrum disorder 68 39.7 (14.0) 29:39 4.0 (2.2) 27.5 (2.0)

Schizophrenia 48

Psychosis NOS 17

Schizoaffective disorder 2

Schizotypal personality disorder 1

Borderline personality disorder 14 46.6 (11.6) 14:0 3.4 (0.5)  c

Post-traumatic stress disorder 21 44.1 (9.9) 18:3 3.8 (2.2) 26.2 (4.1)

Neurodegenerative disorders 40 69.0 (7.3) 12:28 5.0 (1.9) 24.4 (4.5)

Dementia with Lewy bodies 17

Parkinson’s disease 18

Alzheimer’s disease 5

Cardiac surgery 50 68.6 (9.8) 14:36 5.2 (2.4) 27.6 (3.0)

No - delirium 40

Delirium 10

Hearing impairment 81 56.1 (16.0) 40:41 5.6 (1.9) 28.7 (1.7)

Visual impairment 13 75.3 (13.0) 8:5 4.8 (1.6) 28.3 (1.5)

aAbbreviations: M Mean; MMSE Mini-Mental State Examination; NOS Not Otherwise Specified; SD Standard Deviation. 
bEducation is assessed by applying the Verhage system (7 categories; Verhage, 1964). cThe MMSE scores are missing for 

participants with borderline personality disorder.
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FIGURE 2. Variety of psychotic experiences per diagnostic groupa

a Symptom profiles of participants who all endorsed positively on psychotic experiences (n = 287) displayed per diagnosis; a) 

schizophrenia spectrum disorder; b) posttraumatic stress disorder; c) borderline personality disorder; d) recent cardiac surgery; 

e) neurodegenerative disorder; f) visual impairment; and e) hearing impairment. Abbreviations: AH auditory hallucinations; 

VH visual hallucinations; TH tactile hallucinations; OH olfactory hallucinations; D delusions.
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Response rates

Overall response rates were high, between 90-100%. The average time to complete the interview 

was 30 minutes (range 5-60 minutes), depending on the number of psychotic experiences and 

answering speed. Detailed information on response rates is provided in the Supplementary Table 2.

Dimensionality

After exploring the auditory and visual hallucination subscale for different PCA solutions, a three-

dimensional model showed the best fit of all considered solutions. The sample size per PCA is equal 

to the total number of participants who endorsed positively per subscale as reported in Table 1. The 

underlying dimensions on the auditory hallucination scale were characterized as impact on daily 

functioning (items frequency, distress, duration, emotional valence, impact, commands), insight (items 

insight, interaction, musical hallucinations) with the item musical hallucinations having a negative 

loading and the third underlying dimension illusions (item illusions). The underlying dimensions 

accounted for 64% of the variance with a total fit of 0.93. The three underlying dimensions on 

the visual scale accounted for 61% of the variance with a total fit of 0.91, and could be labeled 

impact on daily functioning (distress, impact, interaction, emotional valence, insight, commands), 

other hallucinations (passage hallucinations and illusions) and incidence (duration and frequency). 

PCA analysis on the delusion scale yielded a unidimensional structure. Accounting for 41% of the 

variance with a total fit of 0.63, the dimension on the delusion scale could be labeled impact on daily 

functioning (items preoccupation, conviction, distress, impact and impact of hallucinations). For 

detailed information on item loadings on the dimensions per scale, see Table 2. Exploratory PCAs 

were conducted to further examine dimensional models of the auditory and visual per diagnosis, 

see Supplementary Table 3-4 for the dimensional models.

Internal structure

 The QPE subscales show moderate to good internal consistency with Cronbach’s alpha ranging from 

0.59 to 0.79, as presented in Table 3. The inter-scale correlations were all lower than the Cronbach’s 

alpha coefficient for their corresponding subscale, indicating that each subscale measures a different 

domain. Cronbach’s alpha for each subscale is presented on the diagonal of Table 3.

Construct validity

Twenty-eight of the 36 predefined hypotheses on discriminant validity were confirmed in the 

transdiagnostic sample. Detailed information on the observed correlations between demographic 

variables, depression, anxiety, loneliness, cognition and the QPE can be found in Supplementary Table 5.

Auditory hallucinations: The auditory hallucination QPE scale strongly correlated with the 

hallucination scale of the PSYRATS, t(35)=.59, 95%CI [0.32 0.77], as hypothesized. A strong correlation 

was found with PANSS item P3 and QPE item frequency on the auditory subscale, t(36)=.46, 95%CI 

[0.16;0.67].
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TABLE 2. Principal Component Analysis with oblique rotations carried out on the QPE itemsa

Auditory hallucinations Visual hallucinations Delusions

No. Item Loadings No. Item Loadings No. Item Loadings

A1 Frequency 0.80 V5 Distress 0.86 D10 Preoccupation 0.75

A5 Distress 0.79 V6 Impact 0.81 D12 Distress 0.69

A3 Duration 0.78 -0.45 V12 Interaction 0.71 D13 Impact 0.63

A4 Emotional 0.76 V4 Emotional 0.71 D11 Conviction 0.60

A6 Impact 0.75 V11 Insight 0.66 D14 Impact hallucinations 0.49

A13 Commands 0.68 V13 Commands 0.61

A11 Insight 0.49 0.45 V14 Passage 0.82

A14 Music -0.78 V15 Illusions 0.76

A12 Interaction 0.54 V3 Duration 0.92

A15 Illusions 0.89 V1 Frequency 0.53

aAll loadings were higher than > 0.40. A total of n = 197 participants scored positively on auditory hallucinations, n = 155 for 

visual hallucinations and n = 87 for delusions. Abbreviations: No.; item number; A- indicates the items of auditory hallucination 

subscale; V- indicates the items of visual hallucination subscale; D- indicates the items of delusion subscale of the QPE.

TABLE 3. Inter-scale correlations and inter-scale consistency scores Cronbach’s alpha for the QPEa

QPE scales AH VH OH D

AH 0.79

VH 0.52 0.79

OH 0.41 0.42 0.59

D 0.45 0.59 0.31 0.62

aInternal consistency is indicated by Cronbach’s alpha (printed in bold on diagonal). Inter-scale correlations are Kendall’s tau; 

all correlations were significant (p < 0.05). Abbreviations of the subscales; AH Auditory Hallucination; VH Visual Hallucinations; 

OH Other Hallucinations; D Delusions.

Visual hallucinations: The visual hallucination QPE scale strongly correlated with the NPI hallucination 

scale t(11)=.57, 95%CI [-0.05;0.88]. A strong correlation was found between SCOPA-PC item on 

illusions and the QPE item visual illusions, t(20)=.41, 95%CI [-0.04;0.72], and a moderate correlation 

was found between the SCOPA-PC item on hallucinations and the QPE item frequency of visual 

hallucinations, t(21)=.25, 95%CI [-0.20;-0.61]. Furthermore, a weak correlation between the QPE item 

frequency on the visual subscale and items P3 on the PANSS t(35)=.12, 95%CI [-0.23;0.43] was found.

Tactile and olfactory hallucinations: The two QPE items frequency on the tactile and olfactory 

hallucination subscale correlated moderate to weak with PANSS item P3, t(35)=.29 95% CI [-0.05; 

0.57] and t(34)=.11, 95%CI [-0.25;0.45].
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Delusions: The delusion QPE scale correlated moderately with the NPI delusion scale, t(4)=.33, 95% CI 

[-0.92; 0.98]. The SCOPA-PC item on paranoia strongly correlated with QPE item preoccupation with 

delusions, t(5)=.76, 95%CI [-0.38;0.98]. PANSS item P1 moderately correlated with the item impact 

of delusions on the QPE, t(29)=.30, 95%CI [-0.07;0.60]. Table 4 provides an overview of the number 

of confirmed hypothesis for each construct. As indicated in Table 4, at least 78% of the hypotheses 

could be confirmed.

TABLE 4. Results of all predefined hypotheses on correlation coefficients between QPE scores and demographics 

or other clinical measuresa

Measure Hypothesized correlations Confirmed

direction range diagnostic groups

Demographic data

Age - .00 - .30 All (4/4)

Education - .00 - .30 All (4/4)

Psychosis scales

PSYRATS + > .40 SCZ, HI, PTSD, BPD (1/2)

PANSS + > .40 SCZ (1/5)

NPI + > .40 AD, DLB (1/2)

SCOPA PC + > .40 PD (2/3)

Depression and Anxiety

BDI + .10 - .50 All (4/4)

BAI + .10 - .50 All (4/4)

Loneliness scale

DJGL - .00 - .20 All (4/4)

Cognitive functioning

MMSE - .00 - .30 All (3/4)

Total amount of hypotheses that were confirmed 28/36 (78%)

aAbbreviations: AD Alzheimer’s disease; BAI Beck’s Anxiety Inventory; BDI Beck’s Depression Inventory; BPD borderline 

personality disorder; DJGL De Jong Gierveld Loneliness Scale; DLB dementia with Lewy bodies; HI hearing impairment; NPI 

Neuropsychiatric Inventory; MMSE Mini Mental State Examination; PANSS Positive and Negative Symptoms Scale; PD Parkinson’s 

disease; PSYRATS Psychotic Symptom Rating Scales; PTSD posttraumatic stress disorder; SCOPA PC Scales for Outcomes in 

Parkinson’s disease-Psychiatric Complications; SCZ Schizophrenia spectrum disorders.

Discussion

We developed the Questionnaire for Psychotic Experiences (QPE) to facilitate detailed transdiagnostic 

phenomenological research of hallucination and delusion-like experiences following RDoC, and 

thereby addresses limitations of the existing ‘mono-diagnostic’ instruments. The QPE was able to 

characterize psychotic-like experiences in a unique sample of participants with a wide range of 

disorders (schizophrenia spectrum disorders, posttraumatic stress disorder, borderline personality 

disorder, Parkinson’s disease, dementia with Lewy Bodies, Alzheimer’s disease, delirium, recent 

cardiac surgery, hearing impairment, and visual impairment) who all endorsed a variety of 
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psychotic experiences (i.e. not only in the typical hallucination modality), emphasizing the need 

for a transdiagnostic instrument. All participants were able and willing to complete the QPE in 

an average time of 30 minutes. Response rates, structure validity, construct validity and internal 

consistency were good.

The Principal Component Analyses (PCA) yielded three dimensions for the auditory and visual 

subscale, and a unidimensional structure for the delusion subscale. All items showed sufficiently high 

loadings, meaning none of the items were redundant. The underlying dimensions per subscale fit 

the expected theoretical understanding of what these subscales are aimed to measure. For example, 

the items passage hallucinations and illusions cluster together as a second dimension on the visual 

subscale, indicating these experiences often co-occur. Indeed, passage hallucinations and illusions 

tend to co-occur in for example Parkinson’s disease (Fénelon et al., 2000) and capture a different 

aspect than the other items on the visual hallucinations subscale. The second dimension on the 

auditory subscale included the items insight, interaction and musical hallucinations, with musical 

hallucinations showing a negative loading. Thus, having more insight and less interaction with 

the hallucinations was associated with more frequent musical hallucinations. These findings align 

with the fact that individuals experiencing musical hallucinations typically have preserved insight 

(Mocellin et al., 2008).

The exploratory dimensional models in the separate diagnostic groups showed slight variations 

as was expected because not all items applied to all diagnoses (e.g. the item Command of visual 

hallucinations did not apply in the current sample of neurodegenerative disorders but might in a 

larger sample).

Another important psychometric property is the construct validity of the QPE. At least 75% of all 

predefined hypotheses on direction and magnitude of correlations between the QPE and related, or 

less related, constructs were confirmed. The correlations with other psychotic symptom scales were 

classified as high, while some correlations with items of the PANSS and SCOPA-PC were classified 

as low. This discrepancy could be explained by the fact that the PANSS and SCOPA-PC items (e.g. 

P1 and P3) assess presence and severity of hallucinations and delusions in one general item, rather 

than exploring specific phenomenological features (i.e. items of the QPE). Concluding from these 

results, the QPE scales measure the constructs they are aimed to measure, resulting in good construct 

validity.

Some methodological details of the current study require consideration. A key strength of the 

study is the large unique sample of hallucinating participants with a wide range of disorders, 

which was very challenging to acquire. The need for a transdiagnostic instrument such as the QPE 

was emphasized by the observed variety of symptom presence and divergent phenomenology 

per disorder. Notably, nearly 50% of the participants with a schizophrenia spectrum disorder 
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endorsed on visual hallucinations, a symptom the PSYRATS would have missed. A total of 28% of the 

participants with Parkinson’s disease experienced auditory hallucinations; a symptom the SCOPA-PC 

does not assess and therefore easily remains unnoticed. Patients with borderline personality disorder 

or PTSD endorsed all types of hallucinations as well as paranoid delusions, which are currently under-

researched in these disorders. The majority of patients with hearing and visual impairment did not 

endorse delusions, which may be helpful in deciding suitability of treatment options.

A key strength of the QPE instrument is the rich assessment of phenomenological details and 

applicability across a broad range of diagnoses. The QPE was developed using input from a wide 

range of hallucination experts (professionals and people with lived experiences) with backgrounds 

in various specialties. Our findings suggest that the QPE can detect a range (sub)clinical experiences 

as demonstrated by the variety of psychotic-like experiences that were endorsed by participants 

with hearing or visual impairment, and by participants after recent cardiac surgery.

This study assessed psychotic-like experiences in a transdiagnostic - and therefore heterogeneous 

– sample, meaning that the sample sizes of the individual subgroups are relatively small. Certain 

correlations between existing instruments and the QPE were assessed in less than the recommended 

n=50 per subgroup (Jalenques et al., 2013), thereby limiting generalizability. This was caused by the 

fact that the total administration time of all measures was too demanding for some participants 

(for example in the post-operative group), which meant that assessing additional clinical measures 

beside the QPE was not feasible. Similarly, the PCA analyses in the separate diagnostic groups were 

conducted in smaller samples than the recommended 100-400 participants (Terwee et al., 2007; 

Mokkink et al., 2010a). These findings should therefore be interpreted with caution and require 

replication in independent samples.

Assessment of the QPE is not recommended in patients with severe dementia, aphasia, or highly 

disorganized participants who are unable to understand or answer the questions. As a rule of thumb, 

participants with an MMSE score ≥20 can be considered to reliably answer the questions (Castro-

Costa et al., 2008). The QPE is also not applicable to young children, participants who do not master 

the language, or participants with very low IQ, due to the complexity of wording.

For the development of the QPE, we defined hallucinations as perceptions without a clear source 

from the environment. More complex definitions with additional statements require individuals 

with hallucinations proper to lack insight into the realness of their hallucinations (Waters et al., 2016). 

Importantly, we choose to apply this terminology to capture the entire spectrum of psychotic-like 

experiences to make the QPE applicable in all types of patient populations, not only in individuals 

with a primary psychotic disorder, and also suitable for healthy individuals. We hereby aim to 

facilitate transdiagnostic comparison of these phenomena.
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The next step is to investigate the reliability (e.g., test-retest) of the QPE, as well as applicability of 

the QPE in other populations, such as healthy individuals or patients with a psychotic depression. 

Future studies could investigate reliability of the QPE when additional information is added by the 

partner, nurse or caregiver, in for example patients with severe neurodegenerative disorders. This 

would enable assessment of the QPE in participants with a MMSE score < 20.

Bearing in mind that the current study observed large heterogeneity of psychotic experiences within 

our sample, a next step would be to compare the phenomenology of these psychotic experiences 

across medical disciplines. Detailed phenomenological information across disorders could help 

establish if overlapping features are present across diagnoses. Each subtype of psychotic experiences 

may have a different etiology (Kingdon et al., 2010; Daalman et al., 2011; Larøi et al., 2012; Slotema 

et al., 2012; McCarthy-Jones et al., 2014), identifying these subtypes can facilitate personalized 

treatment and care. Currently existing scales prevent this discrimination of subtypes, as they are 

not applicable across diagnoses.

Following the suggestions of RDoC, the QPE could help promote the development of a much-

needed interdisciplinary approach towards psychotic experiences. Using the same instrument across 

medical specialties will enhance data sharing between disciplines, and eventually contribute to large 

sample sizes of various patient populations to further investigate neural mechanisms. To achieve 

this laudable goal, a combined effort across medical disciplines and countries is needed. As such, 

the QPE has already been translated into other languages (Dutch, English and German, Korean, 

Chinese, Czech and Norwegian), and is currently translated to Arabic. The QPE is validated in the 

English language (Rossell et al., 2018). Validation studies in other languages will follow soon. In 

collaboration with the International Consortium on Hallucination Research (ICHR), we are aiming to 

collect a large sample of patients to further refine and complete the validity of the QPE, including 

test-retest reliability and replication of construct validity in other samples to confirm the findings 

of this study.
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Conclusions
This study takes on a novel approach to assess presence, severity and detailed phenomenology of 

hallucination and delusion-like experiences in a wide transdiagnostic range of participants, bridging 

conceptual limitations of existing instruments. We explored several properties of the QPE and report 

good response rates, structure, convergent and discriminant validity. Domains such as hallucinations 

and delusions could be helpful in transdiagnostically assessing psychotic experiences within the 

RDoC framework (Insel et al., 2010). The results show that the QPE is applicable in participants with 

diverse diagnoses.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 1. Overview of the predefined hypotheses for construct validitya

Measure Hypothesized correlations

direction range diagnostic groups

Demographic data

Age - .00 - .30 All

Education - .00 - .30 All

Hallucination scales

PSYRATS + > .40 SCZ, HI, PTSD, BPD

PANSS + > .40 SCZ

NPI + > .40 AD, DLB

SCOPA PC + > .40 PD

Depression and Anxiety

BDI + .10 - .50 All

BAI + .10 - .50 All

Loneliness scale

DJGL - .00 - .20 All

Cognitive functioning

MMSE - .00 - .30 All

a Abbreviations: AD Alzheimer’s disease; BAI Beck’s Anxiety Inventory; BDI Beck’s Depression Inventory; BPD borderline 

personality disorder; DJGL De Jong Gierveld Loneliness Scale; DLB dementia with Lewy bodies; HI hearing impairment; NPI 

Neuropsychiatric Inventory; MMSE Mini Mental State Examination; PANSS Positive and Negative Symptoms Scale; PD Parkinson’s 

disease; PSYRATS Psychotic Symptom Rating Scales; PTSD posttraumatic stress disorder; SCOPA PC Scales for Outcomes in 

Parkinson’s disease-Psychiatric Complications; SCZ Schizophrenia spectrum disorders.

2
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 2. Response rates for the QPE items (n = 287)a

QPE Item Response rate (%) QPE Item Response rate (%)

A1 (/5) 100 V1 (/5) 100

A3 (/5) 98.0 V3 (/5) 97.4

A4 (/5) 97.0 V4 (/5) 98.1

A5 (/5) 97.0 V5 (/5) 96.8

A6 (/5) 89.1 V6 (/5) 96.8

A11 (/4) 98.0 V11 (/4) 94.8

A12 (/5) 98.0 V12 (/5) 95.5

A13 (/5) 96.4 V13 (/4) 95.2

A14 (/4) 97.5 V14 (/5) 94.8

A15 (/4) 93.4 V15 (/4) 93.6

D10 (/5) 100

D11 (/5) 97.7

D12 (/5) 96.6

D13 (/5) 95.1

D14 (/5) 65.4

aThe number in the first column in brackets (/) indicates the highest possible score. Item D14 was only endorsed by participants 

who experienced hallucinations and delusions, which caused a lower response rate. Abbreviations: No.; item number; A- 

indicates the items of auditory hallucination subscale; V- indicates the items of visual hallucination subscale; D- indicates the 

items of delusion subscale of the QPE. Response rates were determined within the subsample that endorsed positively on the 

particular subscale. For example, participants who did not experience visual hallucinations were not included in the analyses 

of response rates of items of the visual hallucination scale.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 5. Comparison of QPE subscales with demographic variables and other constructsa

Demographic variables QPE scales

AH VH OH D

Age

τ -.23 -.27 -.27 -.30

p - value .004 .003 <.001 .03

Level of education

τ -.29 -.23 -.12 -.08

p - value <.001 .02 .09 .60

Depression

τ .41 .49 .39 .15

p - value <.001 <.001 <.001 .46

Anxiety

τ .38 .45 .49 .10

p - value .001 <.001 <.001 .65

Loneliness

τ -.17 -.13 -.21 -.006

p - value .10 .36 .02 .98

Cognition

τ -.20 -.09 -.22 .21

p - value .05 .46 .01 .36

aAll correlations are calculated with Kendall’s tau in the transdiagnostic sample. Significant differences (p < .05) are printed in 

bold. Education is assessed by applying Verhage system (7 categories; Verhage, 1964). Depression scores is measured with the 

Beck’s Depression Inventory (BDI), anxiety scores is measured with the Beck’s Anxiety Inventory (BAI), loneliness scores with the 

De Jong Gierveld Loneliness scale (DJGL), and cognition was estimated with the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE).
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Abstract

Psychotic experiences are prevalent across a wide variety of psychiatric, neurological, and medical 

conditions. Yet current assessments are often designed for one disorder, or are limited in their 

examination of phenomenological features; this has hindered transdiagnostic research. This article 

describes an examination of the validity and reliability of the English version of a new assessment, 

the Questionnaire for Psychotic Experiences (QPE). This study aimed to use the QPE to examine 

hallucinations and delusions across a number of different conditions, and to ensure that the QPE had 

acceptable psychometric properties. An International Consortium on Hallucination Research working 

group, along with consumer groups, developed the 50-item QPE to assess the presence, severity, and 

phenomenology of hallucinations and delusions. Participants in the study who reported psychotic 

experiences included those with schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, bipolar affective disorder, 

and major depressive disorder, and those without a need for care (i.e., nonclinical participants). 

There were 173 participants in total. Convergent and discriminant validity were assessed. Reliability 

was examined in terms of stability, equivalence, and internal consistency. The data confirmed that 

the QPE had good psychometric properties and could be put forward as an accepted measure of 

the transdiagnostic evaluation of psychotic experiences. Further validation is recommended with 

neurological and medical populations. Given its validity and reliability, comprehensive evaluation 

of psychotic phenomena, and relatively quick administration time, we propose that the QPE is a 

valuable instrument for both clinical and research settings.
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Introduction

Psychotic experiences, such as hallucinations and delusions, are common in psychiatric disorders, 

e.g., schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and major depressive disorders. They also occur in a proportion 

of the general population, as well as in neurological illnesses and medical conditions (Sommer et al., 

2012). There is a comprehensive literature that has presented the phenomenological characteristics of 

hallucinations and delusions in schizophrenia (McCarthy-Jones et al., 2014), yet there is a considerable 

paucity of investigation across most other conditions in psychiatry, neurological disorders, as well 

as medical illnesses; see Burghaus et al. (2012), Merrett et al. (2016) and Toh et al. (2015) for reviews 

in the field.

The most commonly reported psychotic experiences are hallucinations in the auditory and visual 

modalities, as well as delusions. Yet most instruments that are used to examine phenomenology 

tend to focus solely on one modality, typically auditory hallucinations (AHs; eg, Psychotic Symptom 

Rating Scales [PSYRATS]; Haddock et al., 1999), or even one delusional theme, e.g., paranoia (Green 

Paranoid Thinking Scale; Green et al., 2008). A number of other instruments, such as the Positive 

and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS; Kay et al., 1987), assess delusions and hallucinations, but 

do not independently rate individual delusional themes or hallucination modalities with only 

global scores calculated. Further, there has been a paucity of study with regard to other psychotic 

phenomenon, e.g., olfactory and somatic hallucinations, as well as both auditory and visual illusions. 

Sensed presence(s) is another sensory domain that has been rarely investigated, with some limited 

evidence that such experiences are overrepresented in bereaved populations (Castelnovo et al., 

2015). In addition, existing measures were primarily developed with singular or limited populations 

under consideration, with the majority of these instruments suited to examine psychotic experiences 

in schizophrenia spectrum disorders (i.e., the PSYRATS), and a handful specifically designed for 

visual hallucinations (VHs) in neurodegenerative disorders (i.e., the Northeast Visual Hallucinations 

Interview [NEVHI]; Mosimann et al., 2008). This limits a comprehensive understanding of psychotic 

experiences both within and across conditions. Therefore, to facilitate transdiagnostic comparisons 

of the broad range of psychotic phenomenon, a new measure was developed to assess psychotic 

experiences independent of diagnosis. The measure is called the Questionnaire for Psychotic 

Experiences (QPE; see www.qpeinterview.com/en), and it assesses the presence and phenomenology 

of auditory, visual, tactile, and olfactory hallucinations (OHs); sensed presence (SP), and concurrent 

multimodal hallucinations; and 9 common types of delusions. The QPE was designed to be used 

within the context of an interview.

The current study represents the first published validation of the QPE, and aimed to determine 

whether the English version offers accurate, valid, and interpretable data, by examining its 

psychometric properties, ie, completion rates, validity, and reliability. Construct validity will be 

explored via convergent and discriminant validity. Reliability was examined in terms of stability, 
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equivalence, and internal consistency. This was to ensure that the QPE was showing similar patterns 

in the phenomenology of psychotic experiences to the considerable literature already published in 

the field in relation to schizophrenia spectrum disorders.

Methods

The Questionnaire for Psychotic Experiences

An International Consortium on Hallucination Research working group consisting of a panel of 

experts of different backgrounds (psychology, psychiatry, neurology) and consumer representatives 

developed the 50-item QPE. The QPE assesses the presence, severity, and phenomenological 

characteristics of hallucinations and delusions. The aim was to ensure that the QPE was 

transdiagnostic; therefore, existent instruments were screened for relevant items. These included 

PSYRATS (Haddock et al., 1999), NEVHI (Mosimann et al., 2008) Scale for the Assessment of Positive 

Symptoms (SAPS; Andreasen et al., 1994), Launay and Slade Hallucinations Scale (Bentall & Slade, 

1985) and Cardiff Anomalous Perceptions Scale (Bell et al., 2006), the Schedule for Clinical Assessment 

in Neuropsychiatry (Wing et al., 1990), Community Assessment of Psychic Experiences (Konings et al., 

2006), and Peters Delusional Inventory (Peters et al., 1999). Fifty items were selected via our expert 

working group and via consumer consultation in the Melbourne (NT) and Sussex (CS) Voices Clinics, 

and modified into a standard format. The items that examined hallucinations gathered thorough 

information on auditory, visual, olfactory, tactile, and multimodal hallucinations and SP(s). The items 

on delusions covered the most frequent themes of delusions: paranoid, reference, guilt, control, 

religious, grandeur, somatic, Cotard’s syndrome (the conviction that one was dead or that part 

of the body has already died), and Capgras syndrome (the conviction that a known person has 

been replaced by an imposter). The latter 2 delusions were included as they are more common in 

neurological populations and are not typically employed in psychiatric assessments. The items were 

arranged into 4 modules or subscales: AHs, VHs, hallucinations in other modalities, and delusions 

(D). The questionnaire was completed during a semi-structured interview. The majority of items 

were initially explored using a series of predetermined questions; participants were subsequently 

required to narrow down their answers to a forced-choice response with regard to severity (6-point 

numerical scale see Supplementary Material) or phenomenological characteristics (alphabetical 

descriptives across 5–7 possibilities depending on the item see Supplementary Material). In addition, 

<10% of the items were open and required a short description of the experience, which was written 

verbatim. The QPE takes between 20 and 40 min to complete depending on the number of psychotic 

experiences a participant endorses. We assessed psychotic experiences across 2 time frames: (1) 

lifetime experiences (lifetime) and (2) experiences in the past 7 days (current). Thus, in this report 

there are two scores for each of the 50 items: lifetime scores and current scores.

Overall, the QPE permits analyses across the 4 subscales: AH, VH, total hallucinations (TotH), and D as 

well as giving a total severity of psychotic experiences, or total QPE score (thus 5 scores in total). For 
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each of the subscales, the severity forced-choice items were summed. This included the following 

items for AH and VH: frequency, duration, distress, and impact; and for D: conviction, preoccupation, 

distress, and impact (with each of the AH, VH, and D items having a 6-point numerical scale from 

0 to 5, the items relating to phenomenological characteristics were not included in these subscale 

scores). TotH and total QPE also included frequency of tactile hallucinations (THs), frequency of OHs, 

frequency of multimodal hal- lucinations, and frequency of SP (other severity information, ie, distress 

and impact, for these latter 4 hallucination modalities was not included in the QPE to ensure brevity).

Other measures

To examine convergent validity, a series of current “gold standard” measures in their class were 

included in the assessment to investigate whether the QPE was in accordance with instruments 

that measured similar constructs. A semi-structured interview format was required for each of 

the measures selected as gold standard to ensure maximal compatibility. Self-report measures 

were not selected. Our measures included the PSYRATS (Haddock et al., 1999), PANSS (Kay et al., 

1987) SAPS (Andreasen et al., 1994), and the NEVHI (Mosimann et al., 2008). The PSYRATS has two 

subscales relevant to the current study: AH and delusions. The PANSS has two items from the positive 

scale that were relevant: an item score for delusions (P1) and an item score for hallucinations (P3). 

The SAPS has two subscales relevant: hallucinations and delusions. The delusion subscale of the 

SAPS was used in the convergent validity analyses to correlate with the D of the QPE. As the SAPS 

hallucination subscale sums across auditory and visual items, we used the individual SAPS item scores 

for auditory and VHs in the convergent validity analyses to correlate with the relevant subscales of 

the QPE. The NEHVI provides a total VH severity score, which was correlated with the VH subscale 

of the QPE. Psychotic and mood symptom severity were also obtained using the PANSS, Beck 

Depression Inventory (BDI-II; Beck et al., 1961) and Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI; Beck et al., 1988). 

For the correlations performed during the discriminant function analyses, the total scores of BDI 

and BAI were used, as well as the negative and general subscales of the PANSS, as the positive 

PANSS subscale assesses for hallucinations and delusions and was included in the convergent validity 

correlations. The measures chosen to investigate discriminant validity represent common symptoms 

experienced in psychosis, i.e., negative symptoms, general symptoms, depression, and mood, but 

are not expressions of psychotic experiences. For both convergent and discriminant validity, only 4 

of the QPE subscales were used, AH, VH, D, and total QPE. When designing the battery, there were 

no other instruments available in the literature that assessed hallucinations in other modalities, i.e., 

THs, OHs, multimodal hallucinations, or SP in a semi-structure interview format (SAPS does have 

olfactory and tactile but not multimodal hallucinations or SP).

Participants

Participants were recruited across in- and outpatient services of The Alfred Hospital, St Vincent’s 

Hospital, and The Melbourne Clinic, as well as community support groups and forums (the latter 

was particularly important for recruiting the nonclinical participants), all in Melbourne, Australia. 
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Inclusion criteria for all participants were that they needed to be ≥18 years of age, be fluent English 

language speakers, and have the capacity to adequately answer questions and communicate their 

thoughts (i.e., an absence of gross thought disorder). With regard to hallucinations, participants 

must have experienced AH at least 3 times over their lifetime to be included (this needed to be a 

significant or notable experience each time, i.e., >2 min, and could not be a hearing of the name or 

very fleeting experience, i.e., <20 s). If these symptoms were experienced within the past 7 days, a 

designation of current AH was given. When participants were assessed on lifetime AH, they were 

asked to reflect upon their most prominent or “worst ever” episode. Four clinical group were 

recruited: schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, bipolar disorder, and major depressive disorder. 

An additional nonclinical group was also recruited; these included persons with a history of current 

or lifetime AHs without a need for care, i.e., no diagnosis of a mental health disorder. All participants 

completed the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI; Sheenan et al., 1998) to confirm 

their primary Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders - IV - Text Revision psychiatric 

diagnosis (the nonclinical group was verified as not having any current psychiatric diagnosis on the 

MINI). Basic demographic characteristics were obtained for the sample including age, gender, and 

education (see table 1).

Procedure

All measures were administered in the same order, in accordance with the specific instructions 

outlined for each individual measure. All raters (W.L.T., M.S., M.R., S.L.R.: psychologists or trained 

higher degree students) were trained to administer the assessment. To enable us to examine test–

retest reliability, a random 10% (N = 16) of the total sample were assessed again 1–14 days after the 

original assessment (range 1–14 days, mean 5.8 [SD = 4.4]). Session 1 included the full assessment 

described earlier, and session 2 repeated the QPE for the last 7 days only. The same 10% subsample 

was also used to calculate inter-rater reliability, with two raters assessing the same participant on 

session 2. The study was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (World Medical 

Association, 2013) and received ethical approval from the Alfred Hospital Human Research Ethics 

Committee (HREC 341/14), Melbourne, Australia. Each participant provided written informed consent 

prior to assessment.

Statistical Analyses

Acceptability. Data quality was considered acceptable if more than 95% of participants completed 

the interview.

Validity. Six principal component analyses (PCA) were performed to complete a crossvalidation of the 

factor structure of the QPE in line with preliminary analyses performed during the scale development 

phase (www. qpeinterview.com/en): one PCA per subscale (AH, VH, and D) for each time frame 

(lifetime and current). For each subscale all items, 15 each for AH and VH and 5 for D were entered into 

the analyses. This included all forced-choice items for severity and phenomenological characteristics. 
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During development, 3-factor models for the AH and VH subscales and a 1-factor solution for D were 

demonstrated. The current analyses sought to confirm these factor solutions. Promax rotations were 

used, given the ordinal nature of the items and expected correlations between them. Eigen values 

greater than 1 and factor loadings of greater than 0.4 were retained and considered satisfactory 

(see Mokkink et al. (2010)). To assess for convergent validity, inter-scale correlations were performed 

between the QPE and diagnosis-specific instruments measuring similar constructs; this included 

the PSYRATS, PANSS hallucination and delusion items, SAPS and NEVHI. To assess for discriminant 

validity, instruments that assessed general psychopathology and mood were used. These included 

PANSS negative and general, BDI and BAI. All inter-scale correlations were conducted using Kendall’s 

tau due to non-normality.

Reliability. For the stability and equivalence analyses, the 6 subscale scores for current experiences 

were calculated using the forced-choice severity items only. First, stability (how consistent or stable 

an assessment is over time) was examined using the test–retest intra-class correlation coefficients 

(ICC; for all ICC analyses 2-way mixed, average measures, consistency models were used) for all 4 

subscale scores and the total QPE across the 2 sessions. When performing our stability analyses, an 

error was noted with regard to our strategy of retest a maximum of 14 days later. The QPE interview 

requires participants to reflect upon the previous 7 days. Two of our participants were retested 13 

and 14 days after their initial interview (all of the other 14 participants were retested within a 7-day 

window). Their status for the VH subscale changed from present to absent across the 2 time periods; 

thus they were removed from the VH ICC analysis. Their data were included for all the other subscale 

scores and for the total QPE subscale score (just removing the visual subscale) as their presence status 

for other psychotic experiences remained the same over the 2 assessment points (N.B. whether we 

removed all of these 2 participants data or just the visual subscales made no difference to the final 

results presented). Second, equivalence was determined using ICC for inter-rater reliability. Third, 

internal consistency of each subscale was determined using Cronbach’s α coefficient. Inter-scale 

correlations between subscales of the QPE were also calculated. A Cronbach’s α between .70 and 

.95 is argued to reflect good internal consistency (Terwee et al., 2007).

Results

Participants

A total of 173 participants with schizophrenia (n = 50), schizoaffective disorder (n = 26), bipolar 

disorder (n = 31), and major depressive disorder (n = 34) as well as nonclinical participants (n = 32) 

were administered the QPE. Basic participant characteristics are presented in table 1.

Figure 1 shows the variety of psychotic experiences endorsed across the different groups. As per our 

recruitment strategy, all participants (100%) had experienced AH in their lifetime, with AH currently 

experienced in 38%–76% of the participant subgroups. The schizophrenia and schizoaffective groups 
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had similar endorsement rates across all the other psychotic experiences, with a large majority also 

experiencing delusions (lifetime ~90%, current ~60%), and approximately 50% of both samples 

reporting hallucinations in other modalities. The two mood disorder groups showed similar rates 

of endorsement (both lifetime and cur- rent) across all the psychotic experiences except delusions, 

which the bipolar group reported approximately twice as often, both for lifetime and current. The 

nonclinical group showed the lowest endorsement across the other psychotic experiences. All 

groups reported SP currently and across their lifetime (19%–45% of cases).

Acceptability

After consent was obtained, 100% of the sample reached the end of the QPE interview, illustrating 

high completion rates. One participant declined to answer any questions on the VH subscale but 

completed all other items. The average time to complete the interview was 30 min (range 20–60 

min), depending on the number of psychotic experiences and response speed.

Validity

A 3-factor solution was supported for the AH and VH subscales for both current and lifetime (table 2) 

data. For the AH subscale, the analyses on the current experiences yielded the following dimensions: 

impact on functioning, incidence, and illusions. These factors accounted for 63% of the variance with 

a total fit of 0.99. For the lifetime AH subscale, a slightly different 3-factor solution was ascertained 

relating to impact on functioning, insight, and illusions. The solution accounted for 49% of the variance 

with 0.93 fit. Only one item “past experiences” failed to load on any of the 3 factors for both current 

and lifetime data. For the current VH subscale, the same dimensions as for AH subscale were found: 

impact on functioning, incidence, and illusions. These factors accounted for 76% of the variance with 

a total fit of 0.97. For the lifetime VH subscale, a slightly different 3-factor solution was ascertained to 

lifetime AH but the same as current AH relating to incidence, impact on functioning, and illusions. The 

solution accounted for 65% of the variance with 0.99 fit. All items loaded on at least one of the factors 

for both current and lifetime data. A unidimensional model was present for delusions (with all items 

loading on this factor), labeled impact on functioning. For the current data, the solution accounted for 

73% of the variance with a 0.97 fit and for the lifetime data, 80% of the variance with 0.9 fit.
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FIGURE 1. Symptom profiles of all participants who endorsed psychotic experiences, lifetime (N = 173: 100%) and 
currently (N = 126: 72.8%), displayed by diagnosis: a) schizophrenia, b) schizoaffective disorder, c) bipolar affective 
disorder, d) major depressive disorder and e) nonclinical controls. AH Auditory Hallucination; VH Visual Hallucination; 
TH Tactile Hallucinations; OH Olfactory Hallucinations; D Delusions.
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TABLE 2. Principal Component Analysis with promax rotations carried out within three of the QPE subscales

Auditory hallucinations Visual hallucinations Delusions

No Item 1 2 3 No Item 1 2 3 No Item 1

Current Experiences

AH6 Impact 0.86 VH13 Commands 0.92 D10 Preoccupation 0.93

AH5 Distress 0.84 VH4 Emotional 0.87 D11 Conviction 0.88

AH13 Commands 0.82 VH3 Duration 0.87 D12 Distress 0.88

AH12 Interaction 0.79 VH11 Insight 0.84 D13 Impact 0.85

AH8 Complexity 0.75 0.62 VH12 Interaction 0.84 D14 Impact 0.71

AH4 Emotional 0.69 VH2 Past event 0.73 hallucinations

AH11 Insight 0.61 VH9 Location 0.95

AH7 Repetition 0.93 VH8 Complexity 0.92

AH10 Time Day 0.86 VH7 Repetition 0.89

AH9 Location 0.80 VH10 Time Day 0.88

AH1 Frequency 0.79 VH1 Frequency 0.86 0.33

AH3 Duration 0.50 0.63 0.33 VH15 Illusions 0.85

AH14 Music 0.75 VH14 Passage 0.84

AH15 Illusions 0.59 VH5 Distress 0.54 0.82

A2 Past events 0.00 VH6 Impact 0.55 0.70

Lifetime Experiences

AH6 Impact 0.88 VH2 Past event 0.88 D10 Preoccupation 0.93

AH3 Duration 0.83 VH8 Complexity 0.88 D12 Distress 0.92

AH1 Frequency 0.81 VH13 Commands 0.86 D13 Impact 0.91

AH5 Distress 0.79 VH7 Repetition 0.83 D11 Conviction 0.91

AH4 Emotional 0.75 VH9 Location 0.79 D14 Impact 0.81

AH13 Commands 0.65 VH3 Duration 0.75 hallucinations

AH8 Complexity 0.57 VH11 Insight 0.74

AH7 Repetition 0.50 VH10 Time Day 0.71

A12 Interaction 0.39 0.48 VH12 Interaction 0.62

AH10 Time Day 0.65 VH6 Impact 0.87

AH11 Insight 0.60 VH5 Distress 0.87

AH9 Location 0.51 VH4 Emotional 0.61 0.74

AH14 Music 0.75 VH15 Illusions 0.82

AH15 Illusions 0.64 VH14 Passage 0.67

AH2 Past events 0.40 VH1 Frequency 0.38 0.66

Note: All loadings were > 0.4; where loadings did not meet this threshold, they have been included but shaded in light gray. A 

total of N = 173 participants who reported auditory hallucinations either currently or lifetime were included. No item number; 

AH auditory hallucination subscale; VH visual hallucination subscale; D delusion subscale.
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For convergent validity (all instruments expected to measure a similar construct as the QPE), we 

performed 84 correlations in n = 173 participants, with 19 predicted to show a significant correlation 

at P < .0001 (this P-value is conservatively corrected for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni 

(Bonferroni, 1936)), with r > .55 at this P-value. All, but one, of the 19 predicted correlations were 

significant, and the remaining 65 correlations were not significant. The data are displayed in table 

3. In sum, QPE total AH subscale correlated with PSYRATS AH but not with the delusion subscale of 

the PSYRATS. Similarly, the QPE D subscale correlated with the delusion score of the PSYRATS, but 

not the AH subscale. The PANSS hallucination item was correlated with QPE AH, but not VH, with 

PANSS scores only rated currently and not for life- time in this study. This result illustrates that the 

PANSS hallucination item does not adequately assess VH. The PANSS delusions item was correlated 

with QPE D. The SAPS AH and VH items as well as the delusion subscales significantly correlated with 

the equivalent subscales on the QPE. Finally, the NEVHI correlated with the QPE VH subscale and 

nothing else. For discriminant validity (all instruments expected to measure a different construct 

as compared to the QPE), we performed 32 correlations with none expected to show a significant 

correlation at P < .0001 with r > .55. This data are displayed in table 3 and was as predicted.

Reliability

Reliability data are presented in table 4, representing stability and equivalence. The ICC for stability 

ranged between 0.70 and 0.92, and for equivalence 0.99 and 1.00. Table 4 also displays the internal 

consistency. The QPE subscales showed good internal consistency with Cronbach’s α ranging 

from 0.75 to 0.90 for lifetime experiences, and 0.70 to 0.89 for current experiences. The inter-scale 

correlations were low and nonsignificant across the subscales (ie, AH, VH, and D), with the exception 

of AH with D, which was significant. Individual subscales were correlated with total subscale scores 

(i.e., AH with TotH and QPE). Overall, this indicates that the different subscales measured different 

types of psychotic experiences.

Discussion

The current study aimed to report the psychometric properties, i.e., the validity and reliability, of 

the English version of the QPE. We recruited and administered the instrument to a large cohort 

of participants, including those with schizophrenia spectrum disorders, affective psychoses, and 

nonclinical participants. The completion rates were extremely high, i.e., 100%, illustrating that the 

items were accepted by participants, and they were easily able to provide responses within the 

numerical and alphabetic forced-choice outlined for each item. In most cases, the interviews were 

brief, approximately 30 min; longer interviews were only needed when multiple experiences were 

present or patients were acutely unwell, necessitating longer response times.

The QPE gathered data on a wide range of psychotic experiences present in our cohort. Auditory 

hallucinations were the most frequent phenomenon reported upon. High rates of delusions were 
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also present in 3 of the groups (schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, and bipolar disorder), a 

finding that is supported by the literature for these diagnostic conditions (Bebbington & Freeman, 

2017). Inclusion of a nonclinical group was useful as it established that the QPE can detect psychotic 

experiences in participants that do not have frequent contact with health professionals and have 

perhaps not over medicalized their experiences. Further, there was significant endorsement of tactile 

and olfactory hallucinations as well as SP in all of the cohorts; these experiences are not typically 

captured on current assessments, thus confirming the need for the QPE.

TABLE 3. Validity assessments

Alternate QPE subscales
Measures Subscale AH VH D QPE

L C L C L C L C

Convergent Validity Inter-scale Correlations

PSYRATS

AH

L .84*** .36 .44 .18 .56*** .27

C .31 .86*** .22 .35 .29 .67***

D

L .48 .21 .93*** .35 .59*** .30

C .18 .36 .34 .95*** .25 .60***

PANSS

H C .47 .58*** .06 .11 .26 .44

D C .44 .37 .10 .07 .48 .73***

SAPS

AH

L .69*** .29 .10 .04 .46 .26

C .44 .61*** .05 .17 .23 .36

VH

L .11 .08 .68*** .41 .12 .09

C .13 .23 .37 .66*** .07 .21

D

L .53 .23 .15 .09 .72*** .44

C .33 .41 .09 .16 .36 .75***

NEVHI VH

L .09 .06 .63*** .41 .09 .05

C .07 .21 .39 .65*** .07 .14

Discriminant Validity Inter-scale Correlations

PANSS

Neg. .22 .29 .03 .04 .24 .37 .16 .29

Gen. .29 .42 .01 .16 .27 .53 .23 .47

BDI .19 .25 .13 .17 .14 .23 .21 .29

BAI .18 .27 .06 .13 .14 .18 .17 .28

Note: Shaded boxes predicted significant correlations. AH auditory hallucination; VH visual hallucination; D delusions; QPE total 

severity psychotic experiences on the Questionnaire for Psychotic Experiences; PSYRATS Psychotic Symptom Rating Scales; 

SAPS Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms; NEVHI Northeast Visual Hallucinations Interview; PANSS Positive and 

Negative Syndrome Scale; H Hallucinations; Neg. negative subscale; Gen. general subscale; BDI Beck Depression Inventory; 

BAI Beck Anxiety Inventory; L lifetime; C current

*** P < .0001.
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TABLE 4. Reliability Assessments

Stability and Equivalence

QPE 
Subscales

Stability (Test- retest) Equivalence (Inter-rater)

N=16 N=16

AH 0.88 0.99

VH 0.92a 1.00

TotH 0.82 1.00

D 0.70 1.00

QPE 0.81 1.00

Internal Consistency and Inter-subscale Correlations

AH VH TotH D QPE

AH

L 0.78

C 0.70

VH

L 0.07 L 0.86

C 0.29 C 0.75

TotH

L 0.48** L 0.60** L 0.75

C 0.75** C 0.55** C 0.76

D

L 0.51** L 0.10 L 0.58** L 0.90

C 0.39** C 0.14 C 0.55** C 0.89

QPE

L 0.55** L 0.47** L 0.79** L 0.58** L 0.85

C 0.71** C 0.46** C 0.82** C 0.55** C 0.86

Note: AH auditory hallucination total score, VH visual hallucination total score, TotH total hallucinations, D delusions, QPE total 

severity psychotic experiences on the Questionnaire for Psychotic Experiences, L lifetime, C current.
aReduced sample of 14 (see “Methods” section).
bInternal consistency is represented in bold on the diagonal and are reported as Cronbach’s α. Inter-subscale correlations ** 

significant at 0.001 using Kendall’s Tau.

Our analyses established that the psychometric properties of the QPE are excellent. The PCA 

confirmed a 3-factor solution for both auditory and VHs, and a unidimensional solution for delusions. 

All but one of our items showed a high loading onto a single factor and was thus not redundant. 

Of note, the underlying dimensions of each subscale represented sensible phenomenological 

categories within hallucinations research. For both auditory and visual hallucinations, factors of 

incidence, illusions, and impact on functioning were evident, with insight emerging as a factor for 

lifetime AH but not VH. Indeed, previous research has noted similar physical, cognitive, emotional, 

and impact on functioning dimensions (McCarthy-Jones et al., 2014).

Our convergent validity predictions were 96% accurate. The QPE was significantly correlated with 

the current most widely used measures in the field on the appropriate corresponding items or 

subscales. This was true for psychotic experiences reported currently and over the lifetime. None of 
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the correlations outside our predictions were significant. Further, the data demonstrated that there 

were no significant correlations between the QPE subscales and general psychopathology or mood 

measures. Both these results confirmed that the QPE has specificity, and is measuring psychotic 

experiences, and not general features of mental illness.

Our reliability was excellent, with 100% accuracy for inter-rater assessments and 70%–92% accurate 

for test–retest. Such high rates of equivalence speak to accurate wording of the items as well as 

clearly defined forced- choice responses, allowing participants to easily select their category of 

response. Both raters were subsequently easily able to detect the response selected. Stability of 

the results may be more conservative, as they assume that a person’s response remains the same 

over time. However, psychotic experiences are known to be remarkably unstable over the course 

of a persons’ illness, and wax and wane over acute and chronic periods. The current data indeed 

illustrate this, with 2 patients showing different presentations of VH over the 2 sessions due to a 

slightly longer gap between sessions (thus excluding them from the analyses). Overall, the current 

data do suggest that when tested within a short <7-day time window, there is stability of responses 

on the QPE. Finally, there was good internal consistency with Cronbach’s α >.7 for all subscales 

(Terwee et al., 2007).

A particular strength of this study was that all of the 173 participants completed exactly the same 

assessment, including the extra measures used to determine validity. This ensured that we can be 

confident about our convergent and discriminant validity correlations. Terwee et al. (2007) state that 

greater than n = 50 participants are required for such inter-scale correlations).

This study has several limitations. The cohort overall is a sizeable sample, however, modest for each 

diagnostic groups. Given that the analyses reported for the current study were always completed on 

the entire cohort, this reduces the impact of this limitation. In addition, our focus was on symptoms 

and not diagnostic groups, the symptom profile across the cohort being homogeneous. The sample 

size was small for our test–retest and inter-rater reliability components. Ideally, we would have 

preferred to assess more participants, but funding and time restrictions limited these reliability 

assessments to 10% of the cohort. Finally, the current project was only able to recruit a psychiatric 

sample, as well as a nonclinical sam- ple. This limits the generalizability of the psychometrics 

to alternate groups. Further work will need to confirm whether the QPE has the same favorable 

psychometrics properties in neurological samples and those with a med- ical disorder.

In conclusion, the English version of the QPE is a psychometrically sound measure of psychotic 

experiences. It offers a comprehensive phenomenological assessment, which includes hallucinations 

across several modalities and delusions across multiple themes. It was easy to administer and well-

accepted by participants. The QPE fulfils a need that the research and clinical communities have for 
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a transdiagnostic assessment of psychotic experiences. In addition, the QPE could be used as an 

out- come measure for intervention research.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary data are available at Schizophrenia Bulletin online (includes the QPE which is added 

in Chapter 10 – the Addendum of this thesis).
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Abstract

Although psychotic experiences are prevalent across many psychiatric, neurological, and medical 

disorders, investigation of these symptoms has largely been restricted to diagnostic categories. This 

study aims to examine phenomenological similarities and differences across a range of diagnoses.

We assessed frequency, severity and phenomenology of psychotic experiences in 350 outpatients 

including; participants with schizophrenia spectrum disorders, hearing impairment, Parkinson’s 

disease, Lewy Body Dementia, Alzheimer’s disease, visual impairment, posttraumatic stress disorder, 

borderline personality disorder, and participants with recent major surgery. Psychotic phenomena 

were explored between these groups using the Questionnaire for Psychotic Experiences (QPE).

Participants with major psychiatric disorders reported a combination of several psychotic 

experiences, and more severe experiences compared to all other disorders. Participants with recent 

major surgery or visual impairment experienced isolated visual hallucinations. Participants with 

hearing impairment reported isolated auditory hallucinations, whereas the neurodegenerative 

disorders reported visual hallucinations, occasionally in combination with hallucinations in another 

modality or delusions. The phenomenology between neurodegenerative disorders, and within 

major psychiatric disorders showed many similarities.

Our findings indicate that the phenomenology of psychotic experiences is not diagnosis specific, 

but may rather point to the existence of various subtypes across diagnoses. These subtypes could 

have a different underlying etiology requiring specific treatment.
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Introduction

Psychotic experiences are highly prevalent in patients with many types of psychiatric and 

neurological disorders and other medical diseases (Sommer et al., 2012). These psychotic experiences 

are not necessarily a hallmark for psychosis, and reality testing may be intact, especially those with 

isolated hallucinations in one modality. In combination, hallucinations and delusional ideas can 

cause severe behavioral disturbances which complicates the care for these patients, especially by 

non-professional caregivers.

Hallucinations and delusions commonly occur in schizophrenia, with prevalence rates of 59% for 

hallucinations and 73% of delusions (Lecrubier et al., 2007), often complicated by decreased reality 

testing. Mild psychotic experiences also occur in 60% of the patients with Parkinson’s disease (Forsaa 

et al., 2010), 50% of the patients with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (Anketell et al., 2010) and 

borderline personality disorder (Kingdon et al., 2010), followed by 43-86% in delirium (Perälä et al., 

2010), 11-62% in bipolar disorder (Toh et al., 2015), 25-78% in dementia with Lewy bodies (Nagahama 

et al., 2007), 5-40% in unipolar depression (Toh et al., 2015), 16% in hearing impairment (Linszen et 

al., 2019) and 11% in visual impairment (Teunisse et al., 1995). Symptoms and severity differ largely 

both within and between different diagnostic groups, but similarities are also seen. For example, 

many patients (with either schizophrenia, borderline personality disorder, Parkinson’s disease or 

dementia) see scary faces when the sun is setting and respond upset to this experience.

Auditory hallucinations and delusional perceptions have been extensively investigated in the context 

of schizophrenia spectrum disorders, suggesting these experiences to be specifically related to this 

disorder. However, recent evidence suggests that these experiences could be seen as transdiagnostic 

phenomenae (Llorca et al., 2016). For example, hallucinations in bipolar disorder are known to occur 

in both the manic and depressive episodes (Black and Nasrallah, 1989; Goodwin et al., 2007), and 

have similar phenomenology as in schizophrenia, such as negative voices, and persecutory delusions 

(Toh et al., 2015). Some controversy exists as to whether hallucinations in borderline personality 

disorder are similar to those in seen psychosis. Traditionally, these hallucinations are deemed 

pseudo-hallucinations, because insight into the hallucinations is often intact (Hepworth et al., 2013). 

However, more recent studies suggest auditory hallucinations to be phenomenologically similar in 

both borderline personality disorder and schizophrenia (Slotema et al., 2012). The same controversy 

exists for hallucinations in posttraumatic stress disorder for which phenomenological details are 

still elusive and have yet to be investigated. A transdiagnostic comparison of hallucinations and 

delusions in these disorders could help elucidate this controversy.

Hallucinations and delusions in neurological disorders have mostly been researched in the context 

of Parkinson’s disease and dementia with Lewy bodies, two disorders in which hallucinations and 

delusions show many similarities in phenomenology (Aarsland et al., 2001). Psychotic experiences 

4
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include visual hallucinations, which are typically animals, people, or objects (Aarsland et al., 2001; 

Barnes and David, 2001), and in later stages of the disease, delusions and hallucinations in other 

modalities (Ffytche et al., 2017; McKeith et al., 2004). Delusions of persecution are among the most 

prevalent psychotic experiences reported in patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and often occur 

early in the disease (Bassiony et al., 2000; Bassiony and Lyketsos, 2003). These persecutory delusions 

can relate to theft, infidelity or abandonment (Reeves et al., 2012). Hallucinations in Alzheimer’s 

disease are mainly visual or auditory, but hallucinations in other modalities have also been reported 

(Bassiony and Lyketsos, 2003).

Hallucinations are not unique to psychiatric or neurodegenerative disorders, but also occur in 

patients with sensory impairment. Hallucinations in these patients are often considered transient, 

without need for treatment, but could also have a negative outcome with clinical implications (Cox 

and Ffytche, 2014). Patients with hearing impairment typically experience auditory hallucinations, 

including non-verbal sounds, musical hallucinations, but also voices (Linszen et al., 2019; Teunisse 

and Rikkert, 2012). Patients with visual impairment can experience hallucinations of patterns, faces, 

objects, figures and animals (Jurišić et al., 2018).

As of yet, psychotic experiences are researched within their own diagnosis; comparisons of 

phenomenology across the boundaries of psychiatric and neurological disorders are scant. Changing 

the perspective from a diagnosis-based to a more symptom-based approach, in line with RDoC (Insel 

et al., 2010), would facilitate comparison of psychotic experiences across diagnoses and may point 

to shared or different mechanisms underlying these experiences.

Llorca et al. (2016) recently made a first transdiagnostic comparison of hallucinations between 

patients with schizophrenia and Parkinson’s disease. A combination of auditory and visual 

hallucination was most common for both groups, whereas hallucinations in schizophrenia were 

more severe on any other phenomenological aspect (e.g. frequency, duration, negative aspects, 

conviction, etc.).

This study intends to examine the similarities and differences of psychotic experiences in a wide 

range of disorders, including clinical and non-clinical psychotic experiences. The aim is two-fold; 

first, psychotic experiences in psychiatric and neurological disorders will be compared across 

diagnoses within their specialism. We hypothesize these hallucinations to be highly similar. Second, 

we will compare presence and phenomenology of psychotic experiences between the following 

five categories; 1) the major psychiatric disorders; 2) neurodegenerative disorders; 3) conditions 

after recent major surgery; 4) hearing impairment and 5) visual impairment. We hypothesize to 

find important differences across these larger groups. Investigating hallucinations and delusions 

regardless of diagnosis can enrich our understanding of aetiology and treatment needs, and could 

elucidate possible subtypes of psychotic experiences across disorders.
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Methods

Participants

Participants were recruited from the departments of psychiatry, audiology, ophthalmology, and 

intensive care unit (ICU) of the University Medical Center Utrecht (UMCU), from psychiatry and 

neurology departments of the VU university medical center in Amsterdam (VUmc), and from the 

psychiatric institute PsyQ in The Hague.

Inclusion criteria were; 1) at least ≥18 years of age; and 2) experienced hallucinations and/or delusions 

in the past month. All participants had to speak or understand the Dutch language and had to be 

mentally competent as judged by the treating physician. All participants provided written informed 

consent. The study was approved by the UMCU institutional review board (protocol NL42959.041.13) 

and was in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Procedures

Participants were selected and approached via their treating physician and were only included in 

the current study when they experienced hallucinations or delusions in the last month. Using key 

questions of the QPE, the presence of hallucinations and delusions was assessed. Participants who 

scored positive on the screening were subsequently administered the full QPE assessing psychotic 

experiences in the preceding week. Participants who did not experience hallucinations or delusions 

in the last week, but did experience this in the last month, were also included in the study. In such 

cases, the QPE was used to assess experiences in the last month. Recent major surgery patients were 

screened for hallucinations on four consecutive postoperative days, assessing experiences in the 

preceding day. Procedures were identical at all sites. The Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE; 

Folstein et al., 1975) was used to assess the participants’ cognitive state. Age, gender and education 

level were also recorded.

Assessment of psychotic experiences

We assessed psychotic experiences using the QPE. The QPE is a questionnaire consisting of 50 items 

that is designed to quantify range of psychotic experiences, focusing on hallucinations and delusions 

(Sommer et al., 2018). In contrast to clinical scales such as the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS; 

Overall and Gorham, 1962), the Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI; Cummings et al., 1994) and the 

Positive and Negative Symptom Scale (PANSS; Kay et al., 1987), this questionnaire not only inquires 

after problematic and stressful psychotic symptoms, but covers the entire spectrum of psychotic 

experiences, including misinterpretations, visual illusions, halo seeing/phenomena, incubus and 

other sleep-related phenomena, sensed presence, passage hallucinations and visions, etc. (Blom, 

2010). For this questionnaire hallucination were defined as a perception without a clear source from 

the environment. There are more complex definitions, for example stating that hallucinations proper 

should occur with full consciousness, or that hallucinations proper should not have good insight 
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(Waters et al., 2016). These extra definitions were not applied when developing the QPE, making 

the QPE highly suitable to assess the full spectrum of hallucinations, delusions and psychotic-like 

experiences of any origin and any duration. The QPE has also proven itself to be a successful tool 

to investigate the link between psychotic experiences and other disorders such as atopic disorders 

(Begemann et al., 2019). Likewise, the QPE has been employed in a large-scale study of hallucinations 

in the general Dutch population during which a relationship between psychotic experiences and 

processes of auditory language perception (de Boer et al., 2019).

The QPE consists of 50 items categorized into four subscales; Auditory Hallucinations (A); Visual 

Hallucinations (V); Hallucinations in Other modalities (O); and Delusions (D). The QPE was developed 

to include the most important psychotic experiences covering all disorders, including auditory, 

visual, olfactory and tactile hallucinations, sensed presence, illusions, delusional ideation, and 

delusions. The development and validation of the QPE is further described in Rossell et al. (2019).

Statistical Analysis

A similar approach as in Llorca et al. (2016) was applied to compare phenomenological features of 

hallucinations. First, a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA test was used to examine 

similarities and differences in phenomenology within the categories of major psychiatric and 

neurodegenerative disorders. Mann-Whitney U tests were used for post-hoc analyses. Secondly, to 

facilitate comparison of psychotic experiences across diagnoses, all participants were subdivided 

over five categories; 1) major psychiatric disorders; 2) neurodegenerative disorders; 3) recent major 

surgery; 4) hearing impairment; 5) visual impairment, as presented in Table 1. A Venn diagram was 

used to examine differences in symptomatology across these categories. Differences in categorical 

data were tested with a χ2 test or Fisher’s exact test. Statistical analyses were conducted in SPSS 

(version 24.0) and R-software (version 1.0.136) (https://www.r-project.org/). To correct for multiple 

testing, results are reported with a Bonferroni correction.

Results

Participants

A total of 350 participants were administered a QPE, including patients with a confirmed diagnosis 

of a) schizophrenia spectrum disorder; b) mood disorder; c) post-traumatic stress disorder; d) 

borderline personality disorder; e) Parkinson’s disease; f) dementia with Lewy bodies; g) Alzheimer’s 

disease; h) recent major surgery; i) visual impairment (visual acuity <0.5 in both eyes); and j) hearing 

impairment in at least one ear (defined as High Fletcher Index>25dB; mean of hearing thresholds at 

1000/2000/4000 Hz; as measured by calibrated, pure tone audiometry). Some recent major surgery 

patients fulfilled criteria for delirium (i.e. had a positive Confusion Assessment Measure score 

(CAM-ICU; Ely et al., 2001) or clear indications for delirium present in medical record) 4 days post 

operation, and others experienced hallucinations in a non-delirious state. See Table 1 for participant 
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characteristics. The average MMSE score in the neurodegenerative group was 24 (range 11-30). The 

QPE was scored with additional information of an informant in the few participants (n = 3) in the 

neurodegenerative group with a low MMSE score (< 20).

TABLE 1. Participant characteristics of the total sample (n = 350).

Disorder Age Education Gender Total MMSE

n M (SD) M (SD) Females % M (SD)

Major psychiatric disorders 137

Schizophrenia spectrum disorder 78 39.9 (13.9) 4.3 (2.0) 44.9 27.6 (2.0)

Mood disorder 9 43.7 (17.1) 5.5 (1.8) 55.6 28.5 (1.4)

Borderline personality disorder 25 42.5 (13.7) 3.3 (0.5) 100  -

Post-traumatic stress disorder 25 44.7 (9.4) 3.6 (2.1) 84.0 26.3 (4.0)

Neurodegenerative disorders 47

Dementia with Lewy bodies 22 69.4 (5.5) 5.1 (2.0) 9.1 23.3 (5.4)

Parkinson’s disease 19 68.7 (8.2) 5.3 (1.8) 52.6 26.2 (4.8)

Alzheimer’s disease 6 69.5 (9.6) 5.3 (1.8) 33.3 23.8 (2.4)

Recent major surgery 60

No - delirium 46 68.5 (9.3) 5.4 (2.3) 32.6 28.0 (2.7)

Delirium 14 71.5 (7.3) 4.9 (2.5) 21.4 27.6 (2.4)

Hearing impairment 87 56.6 (14.6) 5.5 (1.9) 50.6 28.7 (1.6)

Visual impairment 19 76.3 (12.5) 4.8 (1.9) 52.6 28.6 (3.6)

Education is assessed by applying Verhage system (7 categories; Verhage, 1964). Abbreviations: M mean; MMSE Mini-Mental 

State Examination; SD Standard Deviation.

Phenomenological comparison within the major psychiatric category

Phenomenological aspects of auditory and visual hallucinations were compared between 

participants with a schizophrenia spectrum, borderline personality disorder, posttraumatic stress 

disorder and mood disorder. As is presented in the upper row of Figure 1, most hallucinatory features 

were highly similar between the groups. Frequency (Kruskal-Wallis H test: H[3] = 11.7; p = .008) and 

duration (H[3] = 10.5; p = .015) of the auditory hallucinations significantly differed between groups. 

Post-hoc tests indicated that patients with posttraumatic stress disorder experienced auditory 

hallucinations less often (p = .040, adjusted for multiple testing), and with a shorter duration than 

patients with schizophrenia (p = .016, adjusted for multiple testing). The characteristics of visual 

hallucinations were not significantly different between the four groups (H[3] ≤ 5.28; p ≥ .152 for all).

Phenomenological comparison within the neurodegenerative category

A comparison of auditory and visual hallucinations in patients with Parkinson’s disease, dementia 

with Lewy bodies and Alzheimer’s disease is displayed in the lower row of Figure 1. Significant 
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differences were found between emotional valence of the auditory and visual hallucinations between 

the three groups (auditory H[2] = 6.6; p = .037; visual H[2] = 6.3; p = .042). Post-hoc tests revealed that 

the emotional valence was more severe (i.e. content was more often negative) in participants with 

Alzheimer’s disease versus participants with dementia with Lewy bodies for both auditory and visual 

hallucinations (auditory p = .038 visual p = .035; both adjusted for multiple testing).

Presence of psychotic experiences across all categories

The presence of hallucinations and delusions per category are presented in Table 2. The 

neurodegenerative (87.2%), recent major surgery (95.0%) and visual impairment (94.7%) categories 

were predominantly characterized by visual hallucinations. Few of these patients endorsed on other 

symptoms, although a substantial proportion of the patients with a neurodegenerative disorder 

also experienced delusions (21.3%; see Table 2). Patients with hearing impairment all experienced 

auditory hallucinations (100%), as well as patients with a major psychiatric disorder (93.4%). Most of the 

participants with a major psychiatric disorder typically experienced multiple psychotic experiences, 

such as auditory hallucinations in combination with visual hallucinations. As presented in the Venn 

diagram of Figure 2, isolated auditory hallucinations occurred in 11.7% of the patients with a major 

psychiatric disorder. Isolated visual, tactile or olfactory hallucinations were far less common in this 

group, and rather co-occurred with hallucinations in other modalities or delusions. Of all participants 

with a major psychiatric disorder, a total of 14.6% endorsed on all five symptoms (auditory, visual, 

tactile, olfactory hallucinations and delusions), which was uncommon in all other diagnostic categories.

For other categories of symptoms presented in Table 2, sensed presence was experienced most 

often in participants with a major psychiatric disorder (39.3%), followed by patients with visual 

impairment (21.4%) and a neurodegenerative disorder (19.1%). Visual illusions were most common 

in the neurodegenerative category (46.8%), followed by visual impairment (31.6%) and patients 

with a major psychiatric disorder (21.2%). The number of hallucinations that were endorsed by each 

category significantly differed, as well as the number of delusions (see Table 2). The proportion of 

participants with a major psychiatric disorder experiencing more than one type of hallucination, or 

more than one type of delusion, was higher than in the other groups. Delusions were most frequent 

in the major psychiatry category (51.1%), and least frequent in participants with recent major surgery 

(5.0%). Paranoid delusions were most often present in patients with a major psychiatric disorder 

(34.0%), as well as in neurodegenerative disorders (8.5%). A detailed overview of the different 

delusional themes reported in the various disorders can be found in the Supplementary Table 1.

FIGURE 1. Phenomenology of auditory and visual hallucinations in the major psychiatric and neurodegenerative 
disorders. The upper row compares the four psychiatric disorders on frequency (Fq), duration (Du), emotional valence 
(Em), distress (St), impact on functioning (Im), interaction (Int) and insight (Ins). The mean of the presented QPE items 
was calculated for each group and presented in the spider webs, with 0-5 the range of possible scores. A higher 
score on insight (Ins) indicates less preserved insight. The four groups showed significant differences for auditory 
hallucinations on frequency and duration (* Bonferroni corrected for 7 tests at p < .05/7).
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FIGURE 2. Presence of hallucinations in four modalities across all five diagnostic categories in patients that experienced 
psychotic symptoms within the last month. The Venn diagrams show the percentages of isolated and overlapping 
symptom profiles in all five diagnostic categories. The overlap between two or more circles, meaning the interaction 
of two or more sets, indicates that a percentage of the participants experienced a combination of these symptoms.
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Comparison of phenomenology of auditory and visual hallucinations 
across all categories

The phenomenological characteristics of auditory and visual hallucinations were subsequently 

compared between all five major categories. An evaluation of auditory and visual hallucinations 

is presented in a Venn diagram of Figure 3. All phenomenological aspects, including frequency 

(Fq), duration (Du), emotional valence (Emo), distress (St), impact on functioning (Im), interaction 

with the hallucinations (Int), and insight into the hallucinations (Ins) were significantly higher in the 

category major psychiatric disorders compared to the other groups, including for auditory (H[2] 

≥ 12.4; p ≤ .002 for all) and visual hallucinations (H[3] ≥ 35.4; p ≤ .001 for all). Frequency of visual 

hallucinations (H[3] = 4.82; p = .185) and duration of visual hallucinations (H[3] = 7.46; p = .059) did 

not differ across categories.

Post-hoc analyses compared all phenomenological features between the different diagnostic 

groups. For auditory hallucinations, the most notable differences were observed between psychiatric 

disorders versus hearing impairment and neurodegenerative disorders. For hearing impairment, 

all phenomenological aspects were significantly different, with patients with hearing impairment 

scoring lower on all items compared to patients with a major psychiatric disorder (p ≤ .001 for 

all, corrected for multiple testing). The psychiatric and neurodegenerative group did not differ on 

insight into the auditory hallucinations (p = .673, corrected for multiple testing), but frequency, 

duration, emotional valence, distress, impact on functioning and interaction were all less severe 

in neurodegenerative disorders compared to patients with a psychiatric disorder (p ≤ .001 for all, 

corrected for multiple testing). The phenomenology of auditory hallucinations did not differ between 

participants with hearing impairment and neurodegenerative disorders (p = 1.00 for all, corrected 

for multiple testing), except that participants with hearing impairment had more preserved insight 

in their auditory hallucinations (p = .006, corrected for multiple testing) compared participants with 

to neurodegenerative disorders.

For visual hallucinations, the most notable finding was that patients with a neurodegenerative 

disorder and visual impairment did not differ on any of the phenomenological items (p ≥ .946 for all, 

corrected for multiple testing). Neither did the visual impairment and recent major surgery groups 

(p ≥ .609 for all, corrected for multiple testing). Participants with a neurodegenerative disorder had 

less interaction with the visual hallucinations compared to participants with a recent major surgery 

(p = .002, corrected for multiple testing). Participants with visual impairment and recent major 

surgery scored significantly lower on emotional valence, distress, impact on functioning, interaction 

and insight into the hallucinations as compared to participants with a major psychiatric disorder 

(p ≤ .035 for all, corrected for multiple testing), except that participants with visual impairment did 

not differ from participants with a psychiatric disorder on insight into realness of the hallucinations 

(p = .070 corrected for multiple testing). Participants with a neurodegenerative disorder scored 

significantly lower on emotional valence, distress, impact on functioning and insight (i.e. meaning 
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more insight into their hallucinations) compared to participants with a major psychiatric disorder (p 

≤ .016 for all, corrected for multiple testing), but did not differ on interaction with the hallucinations 

(p = .572, corrected for multiple testing).

Discussion

This study provides a phenomenological comparison of psychotic experiences in 350 participants 

with a wide range of disorders. The Questionnaire for Psychotic Experiences (QPE) was developed to 

facilitate a transdiagnostic comparison of these psychotic experiences, as it includes symptoms that 

are usually assessed in a particular disorder only (for example, sensed presence in neurodegenerative 

disorders). Participants in this sample all endorsed psychotic experiences in the last month, which 

allowed us to explore differences and similarities in phenomenological features between a variety 

of diagnostic groups.

A comparison of the phenomenology of psychotic symptoms within the major psychiatric 

category indicated that auditory and visual hallucinations were largely similar in phenomenology 

in participants with borderline personality disorder, posttraumatic stress disorder, mood disorder, 

and a schizophrenia spectrum disorder, suggesting that hallucinations in other psychiatric disorders 

can be just as frequent and distressing as in a primary psychotic disorder. Psychotic experiences 

within the neurodegenerative disorders were also largely identical. Participants with Parkinson’s 

disease and dementia with Lewy bodies did not differ in phenomenology. Also, exploratory analysis 

in participants with Alzheimer’s disease pointed towards similar psychotic experiences as in the 

other neurodegenerative disorders.

Whereas large similarities were seen within specific disease domains, differences were observed 

across domains. Our results suggest that participants with a major psychiatric disorder such as 

schizophrenia, posttraumatic stress disorder and borderline personality disorder can experience 

isolated auditory hallucinations, but more often experience a diffuse set of hallucinations in 

different modalities co-occurring with delusions. This contrasts with findings in ICU participants 

with recent major surgery, and in those with hearing or visual impairment, who merely experienced 

isolated hallucinations in one modality (e.g. auditory or visual hallucinations) without comorbid 

hallucinations. The majority of participants with hearing and visual impairment did not endorse 

delusions, and often had preserved insight in their hallucinations. This could be of additional value in 

discriminating between hallucinations due to neurodegenerative disorders versus hearing or visual 

impairment, as a larger proportion of the participants with neurodegenerative diseases did also 

endorse delusions. Also, it is known from the literature that sensed presence is a common symptom 

for Parkinson’s disease (Fénelon et al., 2011), but this symptom is rarely assessed in psychiatric 

disorders. Our results show that sensed presence was mainly experienced by participants with a 

major psychiatric disorder (39.3%), neurodegenerative disorders (19.1%) and in participants with 
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visual impairment (21.4%). Visual illusions were most frequent in neurodegenerative disorders, but 

also in participants with visual impairment, which makes it difficult to discriminate between these 

disorders based on this symptom. In contrast, our results suggest that the co-presence of delusions, 

especially Cotard’s and Capgras’ syndrome, are more indicative of a neurodegenerative disorder 

than of visual impairment. Delusions were most common in schizophrenia spectrum disorders (51%), 

followed by the neurodegenerative group (21.3%). In both groups, paranoid themed delusions or 

delusional ideas were endorsed most frequently. Delusions of misidentification (Capgras syndrome) 

and nihilism (Cotard’s syndrome) were endorsed by both schizophrenia and neurodegenerative 

disorders.

Taken together, this study investigated similarities and differences in psychotic experiences 

across a wide range of disorders. The results indicate that psychotic experiences are not specific 

for a particular diagnosis (i.e. schizophrenia) or group of diagnoses (major psychiatric disorders), 

but should be seen as transdiagnostic experiences. We observed prominent differences in 

phenomenology across the larger diagnostic categories (psychiatric, neurodegenerative, post-

surgery and sensory impairment), such clear differences in phenomenology could suggest a 

different mechanism underlying the psychotic experiences in these groups. On the other hand, 

we found striking similarities within these larger categories, suggesting that participants with the 

same phenomenological subtype of psychotic experiences (for example those with schizophrenia, 

borderline personality and posttraumatic stress disorder) may have a shared underlying neural 

mechanism, although this hypothesis is in need of verification.

The need for a transdiagnostic tool was emphasized by the wide variety of psychotic experiences 

presented per disorder. Use of this general questionnaire provided a more complete overview of 

psychotic experiences across disorders, facilitating symptom-focused research following RDoC 

criteria (Insel et al., 2010). A complete overview of psychotic experiences could help establish the 

presence of possible risk factors for later development of psychosis, leading to the implementation of 

early prevention strategies. Hallucinations or delusions experienced in isolation could be predictive 

of psychosis, although the odd’s ratio tends to be low (Daalman et al., 2016; Poulton et al., 2000). 

However, when more psychotic experiences are present (i.e., auditory hallucinations accompanied 

by reduced reality testing and loss of insight) the risk of full-blown psychosis rises (Askenazy et al., 

2007; Daalman et al., 2016, 2011; Kaymaz and van Os, 2010; Krabbendam et al., 2004). As such, our 

results indicate that the presence of psychotic experiences per se are not indicative of psychosis, but 

that a multitude of psychotic experiences in combination with lack of insight or decreased reality 

testing should be at the center of attention.

Our results confirm previous findings that similar phenomena can exist across disorders (Daalman et 

al., 2011; Larøi et al., 2012; Llorca et al., 2016; McCarthy-Jones et al., 2014; Slotema et al., 2012). In line 

with the study of Aarsland et al. (2001), our results revealed that psychotic experiences in dementia 

4
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with Lewy bodies and Parkinson’s disease were highly similar. Paranoid delusion was the most 

common delusion reported by participants with a neurodegenerative disorder in our study, which 

is similar to previous studies (Aarsland et al., 2001; Chou et al., 2005; Reeves et al., 2012). Furthermore, 

Llorca et al. (2016) showed that 46% of the schizophrenia patients also experience sensed presence. 

In line with their study, sensed presence was also endorsed in major psychiatric disorders (39.3%) 

and in participants with visual impairment (21.4%), suggesting that this symptom is not as specific for 

neurodegenerative disorders as was previously thought. The high rate of participants with a major 

psychiatric disorder who experienced multiple symptoms is consistent with the previous findings 

of Llorca et al., (2016) comparing psychotic experiences in schizophrenia and Parkinson’s disease.

The findings of this study should be interpreted in light of some limitations. Our participants were all 

outpatients and differ from unselected community-based patients; generalizability of our findings 

to more severely affected inpatients should be done with care. For example, the patients with 

schizophrenia had relatively preserved insight into the unreal character of their hallucinations, which 

might differ from severely affected inpatients. While this selection might not represent more severe 

cases, it could be a good reflection of patients’ experiences outside of a clinical setting increasing 

the external validity of the study. Since only the most severely affected cases require inpatient care 

this sample portraits more widespread aspects of psychotic experiences. Furthermore, it should be 

taken into consideration that the statistical power to detect differences between features of auditory 

and visual hallucinations within the psychiatric and neurodegenerative categories was limited due 

to relatively small samples. The groups of participants with Alzheimer’s disease and with mood 

disorders were particularly small, and should thus be viewed as exploratory findings. Similarities 

in psychotic symptoms with Alzheimer’s disease need to be verified in larger samples, as previous 

studies indicate that delusions are the most frequently reported psychotic symptoms in Alzheimer’s 

disease (Bassiony et al., 2000), whereas visual hallucinations are most common for Parkinson’s and 

dementia with Lewy bodies (Barnes and David, 2001). Nonetheless, our results were in line with 

other studies comparing these diagnoses within their specialism, strengthening our finding that 

the phenomenology between schizophrenia, borderline personality disorder and post-traumatic 

stress disorder show many similarities (Slotema et al., 2012), as well as in dementia with Lewy bodies 

and Parkinson’s disease (Aarsland et al., 2001).

Conclusions

The results of this study indicate that for psychiatric disorders, more than one psychotic experience 

is generally present, and that the phenomenology of psychotic experiences in schizophrenia, 

posttraumatic stress disorder and borderline personality disorder are largely similar. For 

neurodegenerative disorders, visual hallucinations are predominant, but hallucinations in other 

modalities and delusions commonly co-occur. Participants with Parkinson’s disease, dementia 

with Lewy bodies and Alzheimer’s’ disease also had psychotic experiences largely similar in 

phenomenology. In ICU patients with recent major surgery, as well as in participants with sensory 
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impairment, hallucinations were typically mono-modal and delusions were absent. This suggests 

the existence of several subtypes of psychotic experiences that occur across diagnostic groups. 

Investigating hallucinations and delusions regardless of diagnosis can enrich our understanding 

of aetiology and treatment needs, and shed light on possible subtypes of psychotic experiences.
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Abstract

Hallucinations may arise from an imbalance between sensory and higher cognitive brain regions, 

reflected by alterations in functional connectivity. It is unknown whether hallucinations across the 

psychosis continuum exhibit similar alterations in functional connectivity, suggesting a common 

neural mechanism, or whether different mechanisms link to hallucinations across phenotypes. We 

acquired resting-state functional MRI scans of 483 participants, including 40 non-clinical individuals 

with hallucinations, 99 schizophrenia patients with hallucinations, 74 bipolar-I disorder patients 

with hallucinations, 42 bipolar-I disorder patients without hallucinations, and 228 healthy controls. 

The weighted connectivity matrices were compared using network-based statistics. Non-clinical 

individuals with hallucinations and schizophrenia patients with hallucinations exhibited increased 

connectivity, mainly among fronto-temporal and fronto-insula/cingulate areas compared to 

controls (P < 0.001 adjusted). Differential effects were observed for bipolar-I disorder patients with 

hallucinations versus controls, mainly characterized by decreased connectivity between fronto-

temporal and fronto-striatal areas (P = 0.012 adjusted). No connectivity alterations were found 

between bipolar-I disorder patients without hallucinations and controls. Our results support the 

notion that hallucinations in non-clinical individuals and schizophrenia patients are related to 

altered interactions between sensory and higher-order cognitive brain regions. However, a different 

dysconnectivity pattern was observed for bipolar-I disorder patients with hallucinations, which 

implies a different neural mechanism across the psychosis continuum.
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Introduction

Hallucinations are a hallmark feature of schizophrenia, but occur in a range of psychiatric, 

neurological and general medical conditions (Sommer & Kahn, 2014), and even in a minority of 

healthy individuals (Sommer et al., 2012). Hallucinations, and other psychotic phenomena, can be 

understood to exist along a continuum, ranging from subclinical symptoms in healthy individuals on 

one end, to individuals with a severe psychotic illness on the other (Van Os et al., 2000). Patients with 

bipolar disorder who experience psychotic symptoms may hold a position in between both ends 

of the spectrum. However, it remains to be determined if hallucinations in non-clinical individuals, 

patients with schizophrenia, and patients with bipolar disorder share a common neural mechanism 

(and differ mainly in severity) or if hallucinations stem from different neural mechanisms across 

these three groups.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has proven to be a powerful tool to investigate 

neural mechanisms associated with hallucinations. Studies have shown elevated levels of activity 

in sensory cortices during hallucinations in schizophrenia (Jardri et al., 2011; Kompus et al., 2011), 

suggesting inadequate higher-order control over activity in these areas. Cognitive control is 

mediated by cognitive regions, including areas of the default-mode, central executive, and task-

positive network (Baker et al., 2014; Hugdahl et al., 2015; Alderson-Day et al., 2016; Lefebvre et al., 

2016). Alterations in these networks have therefore been linked to hallucinations (Hugdahl et al., 

2015). Furthermore, the insula and (para)hippocampal areas have been related to hallucinations 

(Diederen et al., 2010; Liemburg et al., 2012; Lefebvre et al., 2016; Chang et al., 2017) suggesting 

the involvement of salience and memory processes. Taken together, hallucinations may arise from 

abnormal connectivity patterns among several areas in the functional connectome (Stephan et al., 

2009; Schmidt et al., 2015; Woodward & Cascio, 2015).

The question arises if these findings in schizophrenia can be extended to hallucinations in other 

phenotypic groups. Hallucinations in healthy individuals and patients with bipolar disorder show 

partly overlapping phenomenological features with hallucinations in schizophrenia (Daalman et al., 

2011; Toh et al., 2016; Waters & Fernyhough, 2017), although differences in frequency, duration, and 

emotional content are consistently described (Daalman et al., 2011; Powers et al., 2017). In addition, 

neuropsychological studies indicate that cognitive control processes, including inhibition and 

executive functioning, are less altered in bipolar-I patients than in schizophrenia patients and may 

be used for compensatory strategies (Ethridge et al., 2014; Badcock et al., 2015; Thakkar et al., 2015).

This study sets out to compare functional connectome alterations between individuals with 

hallucinations across the psychosis continuum. To this end, we included patients with a schizophrenia 

spectrum disorder, bipolar-I disorder with and without a lifetime history of hallucinations, and 

healthy controls with and without hallucinations. Using a network-based approach, we examined 

5
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whole-brain functional interactions between brain regions, allowing us to study whether similar 

neural mechanisms are present across diagnostic groups.

Based on the notion that hallucinations are related to dysconnectivity, we hypothesize that the 

functional connectome of all individuals with hallucinations will show widespread alterations, 

particularly in sensory areas including the auditory and visual cortex, limbic areas related to salience 

processing, and frontal areas related to cognitive control.

Materials and methods

Participants

This cross-sectional study included 116 patients with bipolar-I disorder, including 74 with a lifetime 

history of hallucinations (BD-H) and 42 without a lifetime history of psychotic experiences (BD), 

99 patients with a schizophrenia spectrum disorder, all of whom endorsed lifetime hallucinations 

(SCZ-H), 40 non-clinical individuals with hallucinations (NC-H), and 228 healthy controls without 

any history of hallucinations (HC). Participants were recruited as part of five different studies 

that were all conducted at the University Medical Center Utrecht. See Supplementary Methods 

for more information on recruitment and characterization. The studies were approved by the 

Institutional Review Board of the University Medical Center Utrecht. All participants provided 

written informed consent. All methods and study procedures were conducted in accordance 

with the relevant guidelines and regulations. Presence of current or lifetime hallucinations and 

assessment of hallucination modality was established using the Comprehensive Assessment of 

Symptoms And History (CASH; Andreasen et al., 1992). Hallucination severity was determined with 

the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS; Kay et al., 1987) in patients with schizophrenia, 

and with the Psychotic Symptoms Rating Scales (PSYRATS; Haddock et al., 1999) in non-clinical 

individuals. Hallucination severity was not assessed in patients with bipolar-I disorder, as none of 

these participants experienced current hallucinations (see Table1).

Data acquisition and preprocessing

See Supplementary Methods for a detailed description of acquisition parameters, preprocessing 

steps and motion correction.

Functional network construction

Average timeseries for each participant were extracted from N = 90 functional regions (nodes) of 

the automated anatomical labeling (AAL) atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) and N = 260 nodes 

of the Power atlas (Power et al., 2011) covering cortical and subcortical brain regions, but not the 

cerebellum. Wavelet decompositions to each of the regional time series were applied, extracting 

wavelet coefficients in scale 4 (0.05-0.10 Hz) (Percival & Walden, 2000; Grinsted et al., 2004). Wavelet 

filtering was done by the maximal overlap discrete wavelet transform (MODWT) method using the 
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WMSTA toolbox in Matlab (http://www.atmos.washington.edu/~wmtsa/). Functional connectivity 

was estimated between wavelet coefficients of any pair of regions i and j (edges) using wavelet 

coherence, done by the mscohere function in Matlab. See the Supplementary Material for more 

details on wavelet coherence.

Global connectome disturbances

We analysed alterations in global network organization related to hallucinations. A detailed 

description of the graph measures can be found in the Supplemental Methods.

Network Based Statistics

A Network-Based Statistic (NBS) analysis (Zalesky et al., 2010; Zalesky et al., 2012) was used to 

obtain information about the localization of connectivity alterations in the overall connectome. 

Interconnected components of altered connections were identified within the overall connectome 

using two-sided F-tests to explore increased and decreased levels of functional connectivity (instead 

of multiple one-sided t-tests). A Family Wise Error (FWE) adjusted P-value was calculated for each 

component using permutation testing (10,000 permutations) to determine the likelihood that a 

component of this size could arise by chance (Zalesky et al., 2010). We compared all four participant 

groups (NC-H, SCZ-H, BD-H, BD) to controls (HC) in order to investigate if similar alterations are 

present in the hallucination groups, and if different alterations would be observed for the bipolar-I 

patients without hallucinations. We conducted these analyses for both the structural AAL-90 and 

functional Power-260 atlas, as there is some controversy regarding the use of a structural atlas in 

functional connectivity analyses.

Following Fornito and colleagues (2011), we organized all nodes of the AAL atlas into their 

corresponding lobes, and calculated the proportion of altered connections between each pair of 

lobes to pinpoint the lobes with the most alterations. In order to obtain more specific regional 

information on the most important nodes in the network, we ranked the nodes in the NBS networks 

on node degree per group, similar to Zalesky and colleagues (2010). In addition, a conjunction 

analysis was conducted to test for overlap of connections in each NBS network.

K-means clustering

To directly test for differences in dysconnectivity between the hallucination groups, we compared 

the three hallucination groups (NC-H, SCZ-H, and BD-H) in one NBS contrast. To help interpret 

the findings of this analysis, the connections in the resulting component were fed into a k-means 

clustering analysis (implemented in Matlab) (Chyzhyk & Graña, 2014). This allowed us to cluster 

connections that behaved either similarly or different in terms of decreased or increased connectivity 

across the three hallucination groups (i.e., NC-H, SCZ-H, BD-H) (see Supplemental Material).

5
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Symptom correlations

To test for associations with hallucination severity, PANSS item P3-Hallucinations was assessed for 

correlations with global network metrics using a non-parametric Spearman correlation within the 

schizophrenia group. Similarly, PSYRATS items frequency and severity of auditory hallucinations 

were explored for associations with network metrics in the non-clinical group. To correct for multiple 

testing, correlations are reported at P < 0.05 false discovery rate (FDR).

Hallucination modality

A significant difference was found in the reported hallucination modality across the three 

hallucination groups (χ2(4) = 366.0, P < 0.001 for auditory; χ2(4) = 265.3, P < 0.001 for visual, see 

Table 1). To explore effects of hallucination modality, we replicated the NBS analyses in a subgroup 

of participants only experiencing auditory hallucinations. We compared a subgroup of bipolar-I 

disorder patients who all only experienced auditory hallucinations (n = 39), to healthy controls 

(n = 228), as well as schizophrenia patients with only auditory hallucinations (n = 28) versus healthy 

controls (n = 228). Repeating our analyses in the non-clinical group with only auditory hallucinations 

was not feasible, as n = 7 participants experienced only auditory hallucinations.

Furthermore, we applied a random forest classification algorithm (part of the BrainWave software 

https://home.kpn.nl/stam7883/brainwave.html) to identify a set of connections in each NBS network 

that could differentiate between the experience of having either auditory or visual hallucinations 

within each group (i.e., NC-H, SCZ-H and BD-H). Each decision tree in the random forest is built using 

a bootstrap sample (thus with replacement), from the original data. Both bootstrap aggregating (i.e., 

bagging) and random feature selection avoid overfitting and reduce variance in the model, which 

results in uncorrelated trees (Breiman, 1999). Hence, the random forest classifier has the advantage 

that cross-validation is done internally, meaning that no separate test set of participants is needed 

to estimate the generalized error of the training set (Breiman, 1999).

The random forest parameters, mTry (i.e., the number of input variables chosen randomly at each 

split calculated by the square root of number of features) and nTree (i.e., the number of trees to grow 

for each forest) were set to 9 and 500, respectively.

In every classification, each feature is given a variable importance (VIMP) score between 0 and 1. 

Weighted accuracy, sensitivity and specificity were used to assess the random forest for its capability 

to distinguish between visual and auditory hallucinations. We computed weighted accuracies to 

correct for unequal group sizes (Chen et al., 2004), see Supplementary Methods for more details on 

the random forest classifier.

Features fed into the classifier were selected based on their occurrence in the NBS network per group. 

The edges as presented in Supplementary Tables 13-15 were included for each of the groups. The 
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number in front of each edge pair corresponds to the number of each edge pair in Supplementary 

Figure 7. Two random forest parameters that need to be entered into the model were set at mTry = 9; 

and nTree = 500. mTry is the square root number of features, and the nTree is the number of trees 

to grow for each forest.

Note that in schizophrenia patients and non-clinical individuals, the condition ‘visual hallucinations’ 

means that participants experienced both auditory and visual hallucinations (the largest proportion 

of participants all endorsed auditory hallucinations, see Table 1). The condition ‘auditory 

hallucinations’ means that schizophrenia patients and non-clinical individuals experienced only 

auditory hallucinations. A clearer distinction between only auditory and only visual could be made 

in bipolar-I disorder patients. Please see Supplementary Methods for more information on cross 

validation of the random forest classifier.

Confounding effects

Due to differences in demographic variables and motion parameters, several validation analyses 

were conducted and reported in the Supplementary Methods and Results. A quality check of 

distance dependent effects of motion on edge strength per participant group can be found in 

Supplementary Figure 1.

Results

Participant characteristics

A total of 483 participants were included in the analyses; see Table 1 for demographic and clinical 

characteristics, and Supplementary Table 1-2 for more information on exclusion of subjects (e.g., 

due to effects of motion). Schizophrenia patients were primarily characterized by lifetime auditory 

(80.8%) and visual (53.5%) hallucinations. Non-clinical individuals with hallucinations all experienced 

lifetime auditory hallucinations (100%) and the large majority (82.5%) also experienced visual 

hallucinations. Conversely, bipolar-I disorder patients mostly experienced visual hallucinations 

(68.9%), whereas about half (52.7%) experienced auditory hallucinations.

In line with previous studies, there was a higher proportion of males in the schizophrenia group, 

and a higher proportion of females in the non-clinical group (χ2(4) = 21.5, P < 0.001). A significant 

difference for age was found (F(4) = 21.7, P < 0.001), with the schizophrenia group being younger 

and bipolar-I disorder group being older than other three groups (post-hoc tests in Supplementary 

Tables 3-4). As age and sex were not collinear, these variables were added as covariates in all analyses 

(see Supplementary Results). The groups also differed in motion parameters (F(4) = 20.3, P < 0.001), 

with patients with bipolar-I disorder and schizophrenia showing more movement than healthy 

controls and non-clinical individuals. Additional analyses revealed a minimal influence of motion 

on connectivity measures (see Supplementary Figure1).
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Global connectome disturbances

There were no significant differences in metrics of global network topology between the groups, 

see the Supplemental Results for more information.

Network Based Statistics

When separately comparing each hallucination group to controls, schizophrenia patients and 

non-clinical individuals with hallucinations exhibited a similar pattern of increased and decreased 

connectivity between a wide range of brain areas (P < 0.001 FWE corrected, for both; see Figure 

1a-b), whereas bipolar-I disorder patients with hallucinations revealed a markedly different pattern 

of mostly decreased connectivity (P = 0.012 FWE corrected; see Figure 1c). Bipolar-I disorder patients 

without hallucinations did not exhibit significant alterations in connectivity relative to controls (P 

> 0.05, FWE corrected; see Figure 1d). For a complete list of connections in each NBS network, see 

Supplementary Tables 6-8 for the AAL atlas and Supplementary Tables 10-12 for the Power atlas. 

These results were broadly replicated in matched subgroups for the AAL atlas, when age and sex 

were not included as covariates, see Supplementary Figure 2.

Using the AAL atlas, the majority of connections comprising the NBS components in schizophrenia 

patients and non-clinical individuals were found between fronto-insula/cingulate regions, followed 

by fronto-temporal, temporo-temporal, fronto-occipital, and fronto-parietal alterations (see Figure 

2a-b). The NBS subnetwork in schizophrenia patients included more altered connections among 

fronto-insula/cingulate and temporal-central regions whereas altered fronto-occipital connections 

were more prevalent in non-clinical individuals. Similar alterations were found when using the Power 

atlas, including increased connectivity between the auditory, sensorimotor and cingulo-opercular 

control network (see Figure 1 and Supplementary Figure 3a-b for a circle plot of the results for the 

Power atlas). Decreased connectivity was found mainly between the visual, default mode, central 

executive and ventral attention networks in both groups.

For bipolar-I disorder patients with hallucinations, the most pronounced alterations were found 

among fronto-temporal, fronto-central connections and between the bilateral frontal lobes when 

using the AAL atlas (see Figure 2). These results were replicated using the Power atlas, reporting 

increased connectivity between the visual, default mode, subcortical and dorsal attention networks 

(see Figure 1c and Supplementary Figure 3c). Decreased connectivity was found between the 

auditory, sensorimotor, cingulo-opercular, salience and central-executive network.

In schizophrenia patients, the node with the highest number of altered connections in the NBS 

component was the left middle cingulate gyrus (see Table 2), whereas this was the right superior 

medial frontal gyrus for non-clinical individuals, and left amygdala for bipolar-I disorder patients 

with hallucinations.

5
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FIGURE 1. Functional connectome alterations in the non-clinical and clinical groups compared to healthy 
controls. The Network Based Statistics results of the AAL atlas are depicted in de upper grey panel and the results of the Power 

atlas in the lower grey panel: a) non-clinical individuals with hallucinations (n = 40) vs healthy controls (n = 228); b) schizophrenia 

patients with hallucinations (n = 99) vs healthy controls (n = 228); c) bipolar-I disorder patients with lifetime history of hallucinations 

(n = 74) vs healthy controls (n = 228). d) bipolar-I disorder patients without a lifetime history of psychosis (n = 42) did not differ 

from controls (n = 228). The edges are color-coded based on either an increase (red) or decrease (blue) in connectivity compared 
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to controls. The circle plot depicts all 90 nodes of the AAL atlas clustered according to their cerebral lobe. Group differences were 

tested at 10,000 permutations P < 0.05 FWE corrected. Age and sex were included as covariates. The corresponding test-statistics, 

a list of altered connections (Supplementary Table 6-8 for AAL atlas, Supplementary Table 10-12 for Power atlas), and abbreviations 

for the AAL brain regions depicted in the circle plot (Supplementary Table 16) can be found in the Supplementary. Abbreviations: 

BD bipolar-I disorder without lifetime history of hallucinations; BD-H bipolar-I disorder with lifetime history of hallucinations; CC 

cingulate cortex; NC-H non-clinical individuals with hallucinations; SCZ-H schizophrenia spectrum disorder with hallucinations.
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The conjunction analysis revealed considerable variation across the exact connections comprising 

the respective NBS networks, see Supplemental Figure 4 and Supplemental Table 5 for a list of 

overlapping connections.

K-means clustering

A direct NBS comparison of the three hallucination groups yielded a subnetwork of connections 

that differed between non-clinical individuals, schizophrenia patients, and bipolar-I patients with 

hallucinations (P < 0.001; see Figure 3a and Supplementary Table 9 for a list of connections). To help 

interpret the resulting subnetwork, a k-means clustering analysis was performed, which yielded six 

separate sets of connections across the hallucinating groups that behaved either similar or differently 

across groups (Figure 3b-e). As presented in Figure 3, a similar pattern of connectivity alterations 

was observed for schizophrenia patients and non-clinical individuals, including dysconnectivity 

among fronto-temporal, temporo-temporal, fronto-central and occipital areas (Figure 3b-e). Bipolar-I 

disorder patients with hallucinations revealed an inversed pattern of dysconnectivity relative 

to schizophrenia and non-clinical individuals in terms of showing decreased versus increased 

connectivity and vice versa. See Supplementary Table 9 for a list of connections per cluster.

Symptom correlates

None of the clinical variables was associated with either the weighted global efficiency, weighted 

clustering coefficient, MST leaf fraction, MST diameter or edges within the NBS network in the 

schizophrenia patients with hallucinations, or non-clinical individuals (all P > 0.05, FDR corrected).

Hallucination modality

When replicating the NBS analysis in a subgroup of bipolar-I participants with only auditory 

hallucinations, we found similar alterations compared to the total sample of bipolar-I disorder 

patients with hallucinations, except that increased activity in the occipital cortex was not found in 

bipolar-I disorder patients with only auditory hallucinations (see Supplementary Figure 6). When 

comparing schizophrenia patients with only auditory hallucinations (n = 28) versus healthy controls 

(n = 228), results were not significant at P > 0.05 FWE corrected.

Using the random forest machine learning algorithm, differentiating between auditory and visual 

hallucinations in non-clinical individuals was possible with a weighted accuracy of 77.5%, sensitivity 

of 0.0% and specificity of 93.9%, respectively. The connection between the left superior temporal 

gyrus and right rolandic operculum (no.19) was the most important discriminating feature. In both 

schizophrenia patients and bipolar-I disorder patients, the weighted accuracy was at or below 

chance-level, meaning than differentiation was not possible (schizophrenia: weighed accuracy of 

50.0%, sensitivity of 26.0% and specificity of 64.1%; bipolar-I disorder: weighted accuracy of 28.6%, 

sensitivity of 67.3% and specificity of 7.0%). See Supplementary Figure 7 for an overview of the 

results per group.
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FIGURE 2. Proportion of altered connections between each pair of lobes for the three hallucination 
groups relative to controls. The number of altered links between each pair of lobes was divided by the total number 
of altered pair-wise links based on the results of the AAL atlas. (a) non-clinical individuals with hallucinations (n = 40) 
vs healthy controls (n = 228); (b) schizophrenia patients with hallucinations (n = 99) vs healthy controls (n = 228); (c) 
bipolar-I disorder patients with lifetime history of hallucinations (n = 74) vs healthy controls (n = 228). Note that the 
hippocampus and amygdala are assigned to the temporal lobe. The putamen, pallidum and caudate are included in 
the central lobe. Abbreviations: BD bipolar-I disorder without lifetime history of hallucinations; BD-H bipolar-I disorder 
with lifetime history of hallucinations; CC cingulate cortex; NC-H non-clinical individuals with hallucinations; SCZ-H 
schizophrenia spectrum disorder with hallucinations.
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TABLE 2. Node degree of NBS network per group.

NC-H (n = 40) SCZ-H (n = 99) BD-H (n = 74)

Node Degree Node Degree Node Degree

Frontal_Sup_Medial_R 12 Cingulum_Mid_R 17 Frontal_Mid_Orb_L 19

Precentral_L 12 Hippocampus_R 10 Amygdala_L. 13

Rolandic_Oper_R 11 Frontal_Sup_Orb_L 9 Caudate_R 12

SupraMarginal_R 11 Rolandic_Oper_R 9 Frontal_Mid_L 12

Temporal_Sup_R 10 Rolandic_Oper_L 8 Frontal_Inf_Orb_L 10

Frontal_Sup_R 8 SupraMarginal_R 6 Pallidum_L 9

Cingulum_Ant_R 7 Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 5 Putamen_L 9

Lingual_R. 7 Heschl_R 5 Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 6

Calcarine_L 6 Lingual_L 5 Precentral_R 6

Cuneus_L 6 Occipital_Mid_L. 5 Rolandic_Oper_R 6

Frontal_Mid_R 5 ParaHippocampal_R 5 Rolandic_Oper_L. 5

Frontal_Sup_Medial_L 5 Temporal_Sup_L. 5 Cingulum_Ant_L 4

Temporal_Mid_R. 5 Amygdala_R 4 Cingulum_Ant_R 4

Cuneus_R. 4 Cingulum_Ant_R 4 Frontal_Inf_Oper_L 4

Frontal_Sup_L 4 Frontal_Inf_Tri_L 4 Frontal_Mid_R 4

Insula_R 4 Cuneus_R. 3 Temporal_Pole_Sup_L. 4

Parietal_Inf_L 4 Heschl_L. 3 Frontal_Inf_Tri_L 3

Precentral_R 4 Insula_L 3 Frontal_Med_Orb_R. 3

Temporal_Sup_L 4 Insula_R 3 Frontal_Sup_Medial_L 3

Angular_R 3 Occipital_Sup_L 3 Heschl_R. 3

Calcarine_R 3 Parietal_Inf_L. 3 Occipital_Inf_R. 3

Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 3 Supp_Motor_Area_R 3 Parietal_Inf_R 3

Insula_L 3 Temporal_Inf_L. 3 Caudate_L. 2

Occipital_Mid_L. 3 Caudate_R. 2 Cingulum_Post_L 2

SupraMarginal_L 3 Cingulum_Ant_L 2 Frontal_Med_Orb_L 2

Temporal_Inf_L. 3 Frontal_Inf_Orb_R 2 Frontal_Mid_Orb_R 2

Temporal_Inf_R. 3 Frontal_Sup_L 2 Frontal_Sup_L 2

Cingulum_Ant_L. 2 Pallidum_R. 2 Frontal_Sup_Medial_R 2

Frontal_Inf_Tri_R 2 Postcentral_L. 2 Frontal_Sup_Orb_R 2

Hippocampus_L. 2 Precuneus_R. 2 Frontal_Sup_R 2

Occipital_Inf_L. 2 Putamen_L. 2 Fusiform_R 2

Postcentral_L. 2 Putamen_R. 2 Hippocampus_R 2

Precuneus_R. 2 Rectus_L 2 Insula_L. 2

Putamen_R. 2 Supp_Motor_Area_L 2 Occipital_Mid_R. 2
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TABLE 2. (Continued)

NC-H (n = 40) SCZ-H (n = 99) BD-H (n = 74)

Node Degree Node Degree Node Degree

Temporal_Mid_L. 2 SupraMarginal_L 2 Olfactory_R 2

Amygdala_R 1 Temporal_Inf_R. 2 Pallidum_R. 2

Frontal_Inf_Orb_L. 1 Temporal_Mid_L. 2 Postcentral_L 2

Frontal_Inf_Orb_R. 1 Thalamus_R. 2 Postcentral_R. 2

Frontal_Inf_Tri_L. 1 Cingulum_Post_L. 1 Precentral_L 2

Frontal_Mid_L. 1 Cuneus_L. 1 Temporal_Inf_L. 2

Fusiform_R. 1 Frontal_Inf_Oper_L 1 Temporal_Pole_Mid_L. 2

Heschl_R 1 Frontal_Inf_Orb_L 1 Angular_R 1

Hippocampus_R 1 Frontal_Med_Orb_L 1 Calcarine_R 1

Occipital_Sup_L. 1 Frontal_Med_Orb_R 1 Cingulum_Mid_R. 1

Postcentral_R. 1 Frontal_Mid_L 1 Frontal_Inf_Orb_R 1

Precuneus_L 1 Frontal_Mid_Orb_R 1 Frontal_Inf_Tri_R 1

Temporal_Pole_Mid_R. 1 Frontal_Mid_R 1 Frontal_Sup_Orb_L 1

Temporal_Pole_Sup_R. 1 Frontal_Sup_Medial_L 1 Insula_R 1

Frontal_Sup_Orb_R 1 Occipital_Sup_R 1

Frontal_Sup_R 1 SupraMarginal_R. 1

Fusiform_L. 1 Temporal_Mid_R. 1

Hippocampus_L 1 Temporal_Sup_L. 1

Parietal_Inf_R 1

Precentral_L 1

Precuneus_L. 1

Temporal_Mid_R. 1

Temporal_Pole_Sup_R 1

Abbreviations: NC-H non-clinical individuals with hallucinations; BD-H bipolar-I disorder with lifetime history of hallucinations; 

SCZ-H schizophrenia spectrum disorder with hallucinations.
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FIGURE 3. Sets of connections clustered according to their behavior in clinical and non-clinical individuals 
with hallucinations. a) The result of the overall group comparison between patients with schizophrenia (n = 99), 
patients with bipolar-I disorder with (n = 74) and non-clinical individuals with hallucinations (n = 40) using the AAL 
atlas. b-e) the edges in the component that differed between the groups were clustered by a k-means clustering 
algorithm to elucidate differences across the groups with hallucinations. Error bars represent the standard deviation 
of connectivity strength within that particular cluster. The group differences were tested using an F-test at T = 8.0; 
P < 0.05 at 10,000 permutations. The test-statistics and AAL labels corresponding to the altered connections per cluster 
can be found in Supplementary Table 9. Age and sex were included as covariates. Abbreviations: NC-H non-clinical 
individuals with hallucinations; BD-H bipolar-I disorder with lifetime history of hallucinations; SCZ-H schizophrenia 
spectrum disorder with hallucinations.

Discussion

This study compared functional connectivity alterations related to hallucinations in a large sample 

of patients with schizophrenia, bipolar-I disorder, non-clinical individuals, and healthy controls. A 

range of connections was found to be altered in schizophrenia patients and non-clinical individuals 

with hallucinations. These alterations involved mainly increased connectivity between the insula, 

cingulate cortex, auditory, and language-related areas in non-clinical individuals and schizophrenia 

patients, compared to controls. The non-clinical individuals and schizophrenia patients exhibited 

remarkably similar disruptions of functional connectivity. In contrast, differential effects were 

observed for bipolar-I disorder patients with hallucinations versus controls, involving mainly 

decreased connectivity between fronto-temporal and fronto-striatal areas. Bipolar-I disorder 

patients without hallucinations did not show any connectivity alterations compared to controls. A 

direct group-wise comparison confirmed connectivity alterations that were similar in patients with 

schizophrenia and non-clinical individuals, but inversed (decreased versus increased connectivity) in 

bipolar-I disorder patients. Thus, contrary to our initial hypothesis, we did not find a similar pattern 

of functional connectivity alterations across the psychosis continuum. This implies that individuals 

with hallucinations on the psychosis continuum may not necessarily share a neural mechanism, 

despite overlapping phenomenological features.

Our results are in line with previous findings on schizophrenia and hallucinations, showing alterations 

in functional connectivity in areas related to sensory processing and cognitive control (Diederen et 

al., 2010; Hoffman et al., 2011; Jardri et al., 2011; Kompus et al., 2011; Wolf et al., 2011; van Lutterveld 

et al., 2014; Chang et al., 2017). Previous studies also reported increased connectivity among frontal, 

anterior cingulate, and insular cortex and language-related areas in relation to hallucinatory 

experiences (Liemburg et al., 2012; Chang et al., 2017).

Previous findings suggest similar functional connectivity alterations in healthy individuals with 

hallucinations as observed in schizophrenia with hallucinations (van Lutterveld et al., 2014; Diederen 

et al., 2013; Sheffield et al., 2016). Findings of altered structural connectivity in healthy individuals with 
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hallucinations are also broadly consistent with alterations found in schizophrenia with hallucinations 

(Drakesmith et al., 2015; van Dellen et al., 2016). Our results confirm previous findings of similar brain 

alterations in healthy individuals with hallucinations and schizophrenia patients.

Previous studies have showed both similar (Baker et al., 2014; Meda et al., 2012) and dissimilar (Collin 

et al., 2016) connectome alterations in schizophrenia and psychotic bipolar disorder. Our findings 

could not confirm that bipolar-I patients with hallucinations showed similar connectivity alterations 

as schizophrenia patients and non-clinical individuals with hallucinations. However, decreased 

connectivity between frontal and temporal areas, as observed in our sample of bipolar patients 

with hallucinations, was previously reported in pediatric bipolar disorder patients and related to 

top-down control (Dickstein et al., 2010). Decreased connectivity between fronto-striatal areas and 

fronto-temporal areas has also been related to mood dysregulation in bipolar disorder (Strakowski 

et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2011).

Our findings should be interpreted in light of methodological considerations. Differences in 

hallucinatory modality across groups may be associated with the differential findings between 

schizophrenia patients and non-clinical individuals versus bipolar-I disorder patients with 

hallucinations. In the latter group, a larger proportion of patients experienced lifetime visual 

hallucinations (68.9%), with a smaller proportion (52.7%) reporting auditory hallucinations. Previous 

studies found modality-specific alterations in schizophrenia (Jardri et al., 2013; Ford et al., 2015). 

Indeed, we observed increased connectivity of the visual cortex in patients with bipolar-I disorder 

patients - but not after repeating the analysis in bipolar-I disorder patients with only auditory 

hallucinations - suggesting that the involvement of the visual cortex may be linked to the experience 

of visual hallucinations. To further explore this notion, we applied a random forest machine learning 

algorithm. Classification accuracies around chance level were found, meaning we did not find a set 

of connections able to discriminate between effects of auditory versus visual hallucinations. As the 

sensitivity was around 0% in non-clinical individuals, these results must be interpreted with caution. 

Because of using our dataset retrospectively, the dataset was not highly suitable to investigate 

effects of hallucination modality, as the majority of participants endorsed both auditory and visual 

hallucinations. Future studies could more thoroughly investigate this issue by recruiting patients 

who experience hallucinations in only one modality.

Furthermore, recent advances have indicated that structural atlases might not be best suited to 

investigate functional connectivity, we therefore replicated our results using the functional Power 

atlas. As the best method regarding the use of brain atlases is currently inconclusive, we included 

results of both atlases as this may benefit discussion in the field.

By taking advantage of a large cross-diagnostic sample, our findings add important new information 

on neural mechanism of hallucinations across the psychosis continuum. However, we were unable 
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to include a group of schizophrenia patients without lifetime hallucinations, as most schizophrenia 

patients experience hallucinations in their lifetime. Furthermore, we included participants based on 

the criterion of having experienced lifetime hallucinations, regardless of current hallucination state. 

Thus, all participants share a general disposition to hallucinate, but there were differences between 

groups in current hallucination state. However, using resting state fMRI to study hallucinations 

is generally thought to be more sensitive to trait-associated connectivity alterations which are 

relatively stable over time (Bohlken et al., 2017; Meyer-Lindenberg, 2009). This assertion is in line 

with our finding that current symptom severity was not significantly correlated with connectivity 

measures. Moreover, the average frequency of hallucinations in the non-clinical individuals was once 

per week (much less frequent than in the schizophrenia patients), but these individuals nonetheless 

exhibited a similar connectivity pattern as the schizophrenia patients. Together, this suggests that 

our resting state measurements reflect trait- rather than state-characteristics. Moreover, comparison 

of active hallucination state between schizophrenia and bipolar disorder may be biased by other 

confounding effects including mood state, as hallucinations in bipolar disorder occur mainly in 

manic or depressive episodes (Toh et al., 2016).

Another limitations concerns the fact that the bipolar-I disorder patients in the current study were 

all in euthymic phase at time of scanning. Also, the group of bipolar-I disorder patients without 

hallucinations was smaller in size (n = 42) than the group of bipolar-I disorder patients with 

hallucinations (n = 74). Taken together, this could have contributed to the null-finding in bipolar-I 

patients without hallucinations, as larger sample sizes might be needed to pick up more subtle 

aberrations in this group.

Group-differences in medication use may also have influenced our results. Lithium is suggested 

to normalize brain function (Singh & Chang, 2012; Hafeman et al., 2012; Abramovic et al., 2016), 

which may explain why bipolar-I disorder patients without lifetime hallucinations did not reveal 

connectivity differences compared to controls. However, lithium users were evenly balanced 

across both groups of bipolar-I disorder patients with and without hallucinations, and are thus 

unlikely to fully explain our results. Also, it is unlikely that our findings can be attributed to the 

use of antipsychotic medication, as the non-clinical individuals were free of medication use and 

nevertheless demonstrated similar alterations as the medicated patients with schizophrenia. 

Confounding factors such as drug-induced hallucinations in the non-clinical group are also unlikely, 

as none of the non-clinical participants had a positive urine test for illicit drugs (Sommer et al., 2010).

Potentially confounding effects of age, sex, and motion were tested in several ways, and were 

found to have minimal influence. Note that our analyses were conducted after stringent exclusion 

of participants with high motion. Afterward, the relative mean displacement ranged from 0.08-0.10 

mm across groups, indicating high-quality data.
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Conclusions

The findings of this study suggest that schizophrenia patients and non-clinical individuals with 

hallucinations exhibit similar alterations in functional connectivity. In contrast, a markedly different 

pattern of connectivity alterations was observed in bipolar-I patients with a lifetime history of 

hallucinations, encompassing different regions and involving mainly reductions in connectivity 

as opposed to increases. These findings suggest a similar neural mechanism for hallucinations in 

schizophrenia patients and non-clinical individuals, but a different neural mechanism in bipolar-I 

disorder. If our findings of a different neural mechanism for hallucinations in bipolar disorder can 

be replicated independently, this would warrant further investigation into whether hallucinations 

in bipolar-I disorder should be treated differently in clinical practice. Further elucidating the role of 

large-scale networks in the experience of hallucinations may enable tailored pharmaco-therapeutic 

interventions designed to restore the balance between these networks.
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Supplementary Methods

Participants

All subjects participated in one of the following studies: Bipolar Genetics study (procedures are 

described by Vreeker and colleagues (2016)), The Outcome of Psychosis and Fitness Therapy study 

(Scheewe et al., 2013), Simvastatin for recent onset psychosis study (Begemann et al., 2015; baseline 

data), Spectrum study (Sommer et al., 2010) and the Understanding Hallucinations study (inclusion 

ungoing). This is the first study to combine the resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) data across diagnostic categories to investigate a shared neural correlate of hallucinations.

A diagnosis of bipolar-I disorder and a schizophrenia spectrum disorder was defined according to the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders (DSM-IV-TR; APA, 2013). Absence or presence 

of psychopathology was assessed using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID-I; First 

et al., 2002), the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI; Lecrubier et al., 1997), or the 

Comprehensive Assessment of Symptoms and History Interview (CASH; Andreasen et al., 1992). 

The non-clinical individuals did not fulfil criteria of a DSM-IV diagnosis, but did score higher on the 

Schizotypal Personality Questionnaire (SPQ; Raine et al., 1991) compared to healthy controls (van 

Lutterveld et al., 2014). A history of hallucinations and/or delusions was assessed using section B of 

the SCID-I or CASH interview. All participants were at least 18 years of age. Handedness, sex, and 

current use of antipsychotic medication and/or lithium were recorded. All participants provided 

written informed consent. The studies were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the 

University Medical Center Utrecht and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

The Bipolar Genetics study (BiG; Vreeker et al., 2016) investigates genetic and phenotypic 

characteristics of patients with bipolar disorder type I (BD-I) first degree relatives and controls, and 

is part of a collaboration between the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA), University Medical 

Center Utrecht (UMCU) GGZ Altrecht, and GGZ InGeest, University Medical Center Groningen, Delta 

Center for Mental Health Care, Dimence, Psychiatric Institute The Hague (PsyQ) and Reinier van Arkel 

Group. For the current study, we included 185 patients with a bipolar-I disorder, and 135 healthy 

controls recruited via the BiG study.

The Outcome of Psychosis and Fitness Therapy study (TOPFIT; Scheewe et al., 2013) is a multicenter 

study investigating physical health and the effects of physical therapy in patients with schizophrenia 

spectrum disorder and healthy controls. Patients were recruited at several Dutch mental health care 

institutes, including the University Medical Center Utrecht, GGZ Altrecht, GGZ Duin- en Bollenstreek, 

and GGZ Friesland. For the current study, we included 36 patients with a schizophrenia spectrum 

disorder, and 42 healthy controls recruited for the TOPFIT study.
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The Simvastatin for recent onset psychosis study (Begemann et al., 2015) is an ongoing double-blind 

placebo controlled medication trial that investigates add-on treatment of simvastatin in patients with 

a recent onset psychosis. Patients were recruited from several Dutch mental healthcare institutes, 

including the University Medical Center Utrecht, University Medical Center Groningen, GGZ Altrecht, 

GGZ InGeest, Academic Medical Center Amsterdam, GGZ Arkin. The inclusion criteria were a) 

between 18-50 years; b) a diagnosis of psychosis not otherwise specified (NOS), schizophrenia, 

schizophreniform disorder, schizotypical personality disorder; c) the first psychotic episode was 

not longer than 3 years ago. For the current study, we included 11 patients with a schizophrenia 

spectrum disorder recruited via the Simvastatin study.

The Spectrum study (Sommer et al., 2010) investigated the effect of hallucinations in schizophrenia 

patients and participants with non-clinical hallucinations. Participants were recruited via a website 

www.verkenuwgeest.nl (“explore your mind”). Inclusion criteria for non-clinical voice hearers were: 

a) voices were distinct from thoughts and had a “hearing” quality; b) voices were experienced at 

least once a month; c) absence of psychiatric disorders other than anxiety or depressive disorder in 

full remission as assessed in a psychiatric examination using the CASH, and the SCID-II interviews; d) 

absence of alcohol or drug abuse for at least 3 months prior to the assessment; e) absence of chronic 

somatic disorder. In the current study, we included 51 healthy controls, 40 non-clinical individuals 

with hallucinations, and 37 patients with a schizophrenia spectrum disorder.

The Understanding Hallucinations (UH) study is an ongoing multicenter cross-sectional study that 

investigates phenomenology and underlying brain mechanisms of hallucinations across a wide 

range of disorders (clinicaltrials.gov identifier NCT02460965). Participants were recruited via several 

institutes in the Netherlands, including the University Medical Center Utrecht, Parnassia Psychiatric 

Institute, VU medical center Amsterdam, Diakonessenhuis Utrecht, and University Medical Center 

Groningen. Inclusion criteria were; 1) age ≥ 18 years; and 2) experienced hallucinations in the past 

month; or never experiences hallucinations in life. For the current study, we included 15 patients with 

a schizophrenia spectrum disorder who were recruited for the Understanding Hallucinations study.

Data acquisition

All participants were acquired on the same 3 tesla Achieva Philips clinical MRI scanner equipped with 

an 8-channel SENSE head coil at the University Medical Center Utrecht (Philips, Best, The Netherlands). 

Anatomical 3D high-resolution T1-weighted images were obtained for anatomical reference with the 

following parameter settings: echo time [TE] = 4.6 ms, repetition time [TR] = 10 ms, flip angle = 90º, 

Field of View (FOV) = 240 mm/100%, voxel size 0.75 × 0.75 × 0.80 mm, reconstruction matrix = 200 

x 320 x 320. For 49 participants included in the Spectrum study (Sommer et al., 2010), T1-weighted 

images with a lower resolution were available: 160 contiguous sagittal slices (TE = 4.6 ms, TR = 10 

ms, flip angle = 8°, FOV = 224 mm, 1 × 1 × 1 mm voxels). Task-free resting state functional data were 

acquired using a 3D PRESTO sequence that allowed for fast functional brain coverage every 609 ms 
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(Neggers et al., 2008). All participants were instructed to keep their eyes closed. Parameters settings 

were: (40 (coronal) slices, TE = 32.4 ms, TR = 21.75 ms, flip angle = 10°, FOV = 224 x 256 x 160, 4 x 4 

x 4 mm voxels). Using this sequence, between 600-1000 images were obtained depending on the 

study for which the data was acquired, after which all resting state scans were resized to the first 

600 images (~6 minutes). All scans were checked for radiological abnormalities.

Data preprocessing

Preprocessing was done using the FMRIB Software Library (FSL) version 5.0.4 (Smith et al., 2004) 

with FEAT’s default settings, including skull stripping (BET), motion correction with MCFLIRT, spatial 

smoothing (5mm kernel at full width at half maximum) and high-pass filtering (100-second cut-

off). The mean global signal was not included, as this could potentially bias group differences or 

increase the risk of removing a valuable signal (Saad et al., 2012; Gotts et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2014). 

In-scanner motion can influence functional connectivity measures and is known to disproportionally 

affect the functional connectome of patients versus controls (Power et al., 2012; van Dijk et al., 

2012). Several steps were taken to prevent a systematic motion-related bias in this study following 

recent developments in the literature. If the relative root mean square displacement over all frames 

exceeded 0.2mm; or if 20 individual frames exceeded the threshold of 0.25mm, these subjects were 

excluded from further analysis (Satterthwaite et al., 2012). ICA-AROMA was subsequently applied 

for denoising (Pruim et al., 2015a; Pruim et al., 2015b). More information on exclusion of scans due 

to missing clinical data, poor imaging, data quality, processing errors, motion artefacts, or brain 

abnormalities reported by the radiologist can be found in the Supplementary material.

Functional network reconstruction

The average time series for each participant were extracted from N=90 functional regions (nodes) 

of the automated anatomical labeling (AAL) atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) and N=260 nodes 

of the Power atlas (Power et al., 2011) covering the whole brain, including cortical and subcortical 

regions. We applied wavelet decomposition on the raw time series to extract a signal in the 

frequency domain of 0.05 - 0.1 Hz (Scale 4), as resting state studies commonly apply bandpass 

filtering over the frequency domain between 0.01 - 0.1 Hz (Percival & Walden, 2000; Grinsted et al., 

2004; Zhang et al., 2016). Wavelet-based methods have several advantages in terms of denoising 

(Fadili & Bullmore, 2004), robustness to outliers (Archard et al., 2006), autocorrelations and has the 

advantage of bypassing the role of positive and negative edge weights compared the traditional 

band-pass filtering and Pearson correlation coefficients (Gu et al., 2015). Because a coherence value 

is always between 0 and 1, this facilitates possible problems of how to deal with negative edge 

weights. The coherence was calculated as the mean squared coherence between time series over 

the chosen wavelet scale in Matlab, using the mscohere function.
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Global connectome disturbances

We analyzed disturbances in global network organization related to hallucinations. Two key 

properties were investigated to characterize network topology. The first property is the weighted 

global efficiency, which provides information on overall communication efficiency throughout the 

network (Onnela et al., 2005) and is hence a measure of network integration. It was calculated as 

the average inverse shortest path length between all node pairs (Onnela et al., 2005). The second 

property is the weighted clustering coefficient, which reflects the degree to which nodes in the 

network tend to cluster together, and is a metric of network segregation. It was calculated as the 

weighted level of functional connectivity that exists between each nodes’ neighbours, proportional 

to the maximum degree of connectivity (Onnela et al., 2005). The graph metrics were computed 

using the Brain Connectivity Toolbox (Onnela et al., 2005). Thresholding connectivity matrices can 

bias graph metrics due to differences in edge density and functional connectivity strength between 

patient and control groups (van Wijk et al., 2010; van den Heuvel et al., 2017). We therefore used 

unthresholded connectivity matrices and tested if the connectivity strength differed across groups.

Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) analysis provides information on a network’s topology and is 

therefore insensitive to connection strength (Stam et al., 2014; Tewari et al., 2015). The Minimum 

Spanning Tree (MST) is a subnetwork of the original weighted connectivity matrix, connecting all 

nodes in the network without forming loops, and therefore represents the strongest connections in 

the network (e.g. a maximum spanning tree) (Stam et al., 2014). For each subject, the MST network 

was constructed by consecutively adding connections with the highest-ranking weight. When 

adding a new connection resulted in the formation of a loop, this connection was omitted and the 

next connection in order of weight was added to the network. This procedure was repeated until 

all nodes were connected, resulting in a unique MST for each subject with a fixed number of (N) 90 

nodes and (M = N-1) 89 links. Hence, no bias was induced due to differences in connection density or 

strength between subjects. The MST therefore represents the strongest connections in the network 

(e.g. a maximum spanning tree), and network topology was compared using the MST leaf fraction 

and MST diameter (Stam et al., 2014).

A combination of two MST measures, namely the diameter and the leaf fraction can be used to 

determine if the network’s topology is more line-like (i.e., less integrated) or more star-like (i.e., more 

integrated) network (Stam et al., 2014). The MST diameter is calculated as the longest distance (in 

number of edges) between any two nodes of the MST. The MST leaf fraction, reflecting the number 

of nodes that only link to one other node (i.e., degree 1). A longer diameter and lower leaf number 

will reflect a more line-like network, whereas a more integrated star-like network will have a shorter 

diameter and larger leaf number (Stam et al., 2014).
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K-means clustering

We computed an averaged connectivity matrix per participant group and subtracted the average 

matrix of healthy controls to obtain three difference matrices. These differences matrices were 

converted into three vectors, thereby only extracting those connections that were part of the NBS 

component. The three vectors were entered into a k-means clustering algorithm.

The k-means clustering method is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm that groups data into 

a pre-specified number of k clusters. We determined the optimal number of according to Madhulatha 

and colleagues (2012), by running the k-means clustering algorithm for k range of values (e.g. 1-10 

clusters) and subsequently calculating the sum of squared errors (SSE) at each k. The most favorable 

balance between a low SSE and low k determines the optimum number of clusters (Madhulatha, 

2012). In this study, the elbow method validated an optimum number of six clusters (Supplementary 

Figure 4).

Effects of age, sex, motion and modality

Due to the relatively large differences in age and sex between the groups, we tested for possible 

collinearity. To identify collinearity among variables the variance inflation factor (VIF) was calculated 

in SPSS 22.0 using linear regression. As a rule of thumb, a VIF > 3 warrants extra checking, and a 

VIF > 5 means that collinearity is highly likely. To further explore possible effects of age and sex 

as covariates, we replicated the Network Based Statistics analyses in smaller matched subgroups 

(without including age and sex as covariates). These smaller subgroups were matched using exact 

case-control matching in SPSS 20.0.

The residual relationship between subject movement and connectivity was evaluated according 

to two benchmarks; 1) assess residual relationship between motion and connectivity by estimating 

the residual QC-FC (quality control / functional connectivity) correlation; 2) estimating distance-

dependent effects of motion on connectivity. The QC-FC relationship was computed by correlating 

the network edge weight of the 90-nodes with the mean relative displacement motion as calculated 

by MCFLIRT function in FSL (Jenkinson et al., 2002). To account for the participant’s age and sex, a 

partial correlation was calculated. This was subsequently used to calculate the number of edges that 

significantly correlated with subject motion after using the false discovery rate (FDR) (Ciric et al., 

2017). Secondly, distance dependent effects were estimated by correlating the Euclidean distance 

between the center of each node with the QC-FC correlation. Additional data on the residual relation 

between motion and functional connectivity is provided in Supplementary Figure 1.

Random forest classification algorithm

The random forest classifier has the advantage that cross-validation is done internally, meaning that 

no separate test set of participants is needed to estimate the generalized error of the training set 

(Breiman, 1999). The cross-validation is done internally by out-of-bag (OOB) error estimate. In each 
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bootstrap training sample, one-third of the features are left out and not used in assembling the 

decision tree. As the random forest is built, each tree is tested on features not used in building that 

tree, termed OOB examples. Each feature that is left out is put down the tree to obtain a classification. 

At the end of the run, the model predicts the class that received most of the votes every time feature 

x was OOB, as well as the proportion of time the class is not equal to the original class of feature x. 

This is averaged over all features resulting in the OOB error estimate (Breiman, 1999).

Each feature per classification receives a variable importance (VIMP) score between 0 and 1. This 

score is computed by the mean decrease in the Gini impurity criterion. This Gini impurity specifies 

how often a specific feature was selected for a split, and how large its overall discriminative value 

was for the classification. By adding up the Gini impurity decreases for each feature across all trees 

in the random forest, the feature importance (i.e. variable) is obtained.

The classification metrics sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy were determined as follows:

Sensitivity
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------------
TP+FN

Specificity

TN
------------
FP + TN

Accuracy
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-----------------------
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For a more complete description of the classification algorithm, see Dauwan and colleagues (2016). 

The weighted accuracy was calculated according to Chen and colleagues (2004) to correct for 

unequal sample sizes within each classification.
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Supplementary Results

Subjects

Of all scans collected in the five studies, a subset of 749 participants was selected based on presence 

of a resting state and anatomical scan. Of these, n = 196 participants were excluded due to missing 

clinical data, poor imaging, data quality, processing errors, effects of motion, or brain abnormalities 

reported by the radiologist. See Supplementary Table 1 for a detailed overview of excluded scans per 

study, and Supplementary Table 2 for an overview of excluded scans per clinical status (e.g. NC-H, 

SCZ, BD, CTRL). Next, we selected only those participants who experienced lifetime hallucinations, 

and bipolar patients without any lifetime history of psychotic experiences. We therefore excluded 

another 69 patients with bipolar-I disorder, and 6 patients with schizophrenia. Exclusion of these 

scans resulted in a final eligible pool of n = 483 subjects. On average, sex and age differed across 

the participant groups. Tukey post-hoc tests were conducted to provide more information on the 

exact differences (see Supplementary Table 3 for post-hoc tests on age, and Supplementary Table 

4 for post-hoc tests on sex). Because age and sex differed across the groups, these variables were 

entered as covariates in the subsequent analyses.

Effects of age and sex

No significant relationship was present between age and sex was t = -0.055, P = 0.145. The collinearity 

diagnostics between age and sex was VIF = 1.000; tolerance = 1.000, indicating a low possibility of 

collinearity (VIF < 3). Age and sex were thus entered as covariates in the analysis. To further explore 

the effects of age and sex, we also replicated the NBS analyses in smaller matched subgroups, 

see Supplementary Fig 2. A similar pattern of connectivity disturbances was demonstrated for 

the non-clinical individuals and patients with schizophrenia. The analysis for patients with bipolar 

disorder-I was not significant, although a trend was observed (P = 0.097). This is probably due to a 

power problem as this analysis was done in a smaller matched subgroup. We therefore repeated this 

analysis at a more lenient significance level (P < 0.10) which yielded a similar pattern of connectivity 

disturbances as in the original analyses. The bipolar patients without hallucinations did not show 

any significant differences with healthy controls, neither at a more lenient significance threshold 

(P > 0.10).

Effects of motion

The residual relationship between motion and connectivity strength was estimated, revealing that 

none of the edges was significantly related to motion after FDR correction (P < 0.001, for all tests). 

The median QC-FC for healthy controls was 0.07; for patients with schizophrenia 0.06; for patients 

with bipolar disorder 0.05; and for non-clinical individuals 0.11. These numbers are in correspondence 

with previous findings on ICA-AROMA by Ciric and colleagues (2017). Distance dependent effects of 

motion are represented by the correlation displayed in each of the graphs in Supplementary Figure 
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1. The distance dependent effects. The results demonstrate that the distance dependent effect on 

motion was minimal for all groups.

Global connectome disturbances

The groups did not differ in functional connectivity strength (F (4) = 1.0; P = 0.434), meaning its 

effects on graph theoretical measures can be considered minimal (van den Heuvel et al., 2017). 

None of the hallucination groups differed in terms of global network organization relative to healthy 

controls, neither in graph theoretical or MST measures (P > 0.05, FDR corrected).

Network Based Statistics

The NBS contrasts schizophrenia patients vs healthy controls, and non-clinical individuals vs healthy 

controls were both tested using a F-test at T = 13.0; P < 0.05 at 10,000 permutations. The contrast 

bipolar-I disorder patients with hallucinations vs healthy controls was tested at T = 8.5; p < 0.05 at 

10,000 permutations. Differences between bipolar-I disorder patients vs healthy controls was tested 

at a range of T-thresholds, but did not result in any significant differences at either of the thresholds.

According to Zalesky and colleagues (2012), the choice of the T-statistic is somewhat arbitrary, 

but does not affect the specificity of the results. We therefore choose T-statistics that provided a 

roughly equal number of connections across the contrasts to facilitate visual comparison of results. 

All significant connections in the NBS network are displayed in Supplementary Table 6 for patients 

with bipolar disorder, Supplementary Table 7 for patients with schizophrenia, and Supplementary 

Table 8 for non-clinical individuals with hallucinations. The results of the overall group comparison 

of all hallucinating individuals compared to healthy controls are displayed in Supplementary Table 9.

Conjunction analysis

To test for precise overlap of connections in each of the NBS networks, a conjunction analysis was 

applied. The connections in the NBS networks of the non-clinical individuals and schizophrenia 

patients were found to overlap with eight connections, while the non-clinical individuals and 

schizophrenia patients showed overlap with bipolar-I patients with hallucinations in only one 

connection (see Supplemental Figure 4 and Supplemental Table 5).

Supplementary Discussion

Implication for future research

Connectivity disturbances in areas such as the cingulate gyrus, insula, hippocampal complex, 

precuneus and language areas suggests involvement of several large-scale networks, including the 

auditory, attention and task-control networks in the experience of hallucinations. This typical pattern 

could suggest that sensory areas may not be adequately mediated by higher-order cognitive regions 

(Hugdahl, 2009). These findings can be interpreted in light of the bottom-up/top-down explanatory 
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model which proposes that hallucinations may arise from an imbalance between sensory input 

(bottom-up) and top-down inhibitory control on sensory areas (Friston, 2005; Fletcher & Frith, 2009; 

Powers et al., 2015; Callaghan et al., 2017). Disruption of bottom-up processing networks could lead 

to disturbed interpretation of incoming sensory input, causing patients to hallucinate.

For example, the circular inference theory explains the experience of hallucinations in terms of 

an imbalance between bottom-up and top-down information (Jardri & Denève, 2013). Reduced 

inhibitory control is hypothesized to lead to top-down and bottom-up information being 

reverberated (i.e. prior beliefs are misinterpreted as sensory observations) (Waters et al., 2003). This 

may fit with the observed increased connectivity between the frontal and temporal area in both 

schizophrenia patients and non-clinical individuals in this study, as multiple overcounting of the 

same redundant sensory and prior information means that both areas will be more active at the 

same time (e.g. resulting in a higher correlation of BOLD signals) than to be expected in controls.

In support of the reduced inhibitory control theory, previous studies demonstrated that patients 

with schizophrenia have difficulties to suppress irrelevant information as established by various 

cognitive tasks measuring inhibitory control (Waters et al., 2003; Soriano et al., 2009; Hugdahl et 

al., 2013; Badcock et al., 2015). Similar deficits in inhibitory control were reported in non-clinical 

individuals with hallucinations (Paulik et al., 2007; Daalman et al., 2011). Reduced inhibitory control 

was previously reported for bipolar patients in a manic episode (Badcock et al., 2012), but to a lesser 

extent in euthymic state (McGrath et al., 1997). The bipolar-I disorder patients in the current study 

were all in euthymic phase at time of scanning. Euthymic bipolar patients have been found to 

perform intermediate to schizophrenia patients and controls on executive functioning tasks (Larson 

et al., 2005). In all, these findings might point to mild inhibitory problems related to hallucinations, 

albeit to a lesser extent in bipolar-I disorder patients than schizophrenia patients and non-clinical 

individuals with hallucinations.

The present findings are correlational, and can therefore not confirm our hypothesis that connectivity 

between frontal, parietal and cingulate areas relates to inhibitory dysfunction. Future studies could 

investigate whether these disturbed connections point to inhibitory and excitatory dysfunction 

by studying global glutamate (Glu) receptor hypofunction (or the N-methyl-d-aspartate receptor 

(NMDA-R)) and gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) transmission related to dysconnectivity profiles 

(Friston, 2005; Jardri et al., 2013; Corlett et al., 2009). This could for example be done by combining 

fMRI with 1H-MR spectroscopy (MRS) to measure levels of Glu and GABA functioning in particular 

areas of the cortex (Hugdahl et al., 2015).
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 1. Reasons of exclusion for scans listed per studya. aThe total number of selected 

scans per study should be taken into account when interpreting these numbers, which are Spectrum n = 133, BIG 

n = 320, TOPFIT n = 78, Simvastatin n = 11, UH n = 16. Abbreviations: BIG Bipolar Genetics study; TOPFIT The Outcome 

of Psychosis and Fitness Therapy study; UH Understanding Hallucinations.

Studies

Reason for exclusion Spectrum BIG TOPFIT Simvastatin UH

No data on lifetime hallucinations 14 4 3 2 1

Radiological exclusions 2 8 0 0 0

Preprocessing errors 9 67 13 1 1

Motion outliers 27 34 7 2 1

Total 52 113 23 5 3

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 2. Reasons of exclusion for scans listed per clinical statusa

Clinical status

Reason for exclusion SCZ BD-I NC-H HC

No data on lifetime hallucinations 11 0 1 5

Radiological exclusions 1 5 1 2

Preprocessing errors 13 38 1 36

Motion outliers 29 29 5 8

Total 54 72 8 51

 Age, Mean (SD), y 35.2 (11.4) 50.26 (12.7) 45.7 (9.9) 41.0 (17.3)

aNumber of cases with missing clinical status n=11. Number of cases with missing data on age: SCZ-H n = 4; NC-H n = 1;. 

Abbreviations: SCZ-H schizophrenia with hallucinations; BD-I bipolar-I disorder with and without hallucinations; NC-H non-

clinical individuals with hallucinations; HC healthy controls.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 3. Post-hoc tests of significant differences in age across the groupsa

Participants Mean difference P value

HC NC-H -2.4 .827

SCZ-H 8.4 .000*

BD-H -5.6 .014*

BD -11.6 .000

NC-H HC 2.4 .827

SCZ-H 10.8 .000*

BD-H -3.2 .733

BD -9.2 .015*

SCZ-H HC -8.4 .000*

NC-H -10.8 .000*

BD-H -14.0 .000*

BD -20.0 .000*

BD-H HC 5.6 .014*

NC-H 3.2 .733

SCZ-H 14.0 .000*

BD -6.0 .129

BD HC 11.6 .000*

NC-H 9.2 .015*

SCZ-H 20.0 .000*

BD-H 6.0 .129

aDifferences are deemed significant at p < 0.05 (*indicated with asterisk). Post-hoc tests done using Tukey HSD test. 

Abbreviations: NC-H individuals with non-clinical hallucinations; BD-H bipolar disorder with lifetime history of hallucinations; 

BD bipolar disorder without lifetime history of hallucinations; SCZ-H schizophrenia spectrum disorder with hallucinations.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 4. Post-hoc tests of significant differences in sex across the groupsa

Participants Chi-square P value

HC NC-H 10.7 .001*

SCZ-H 6.0 .014*

BD-H 0.2 .646

BD .04 .840

NC-H HC 10.7 .001*

SCZ-H 21.0 <.001*

BD-H 8.7 .010*

BD 7.5 .006*

SCZ-H HC 6.0 .014*

NC-H 21.0 <.001*

BD-H 5.5 .019*

BD 2.1 .144

BD-H HC 0.2 .646

NC-H 8.7 .010*

SCZ-H 5.5 .019*

BD 0.2 .622

BD HC 0.0 .840

NC-H 7.5 .006*

SCZ-H 2.1 .144

BD-H 0.2 .622

aDifferences are deemed significant at p < 0.05 (*indicated with asterisk). Post-hoc tests done using Chi-square tests. 

Abbreviations: NC-H individuals with non-clinical hallucinations; BD-H bipolar disorder with lifetime history of hallucinations; 

BD bipolar disorder without lifetime history of hallucinations; SCZ-H schizophrenia spectrum disorder with hallucinations.

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 5. Overlapping edges between NC-H, SCZ-H, and BD-H

Diagnoses Region Region

NC-H and BD-H Cuneus L Lingual R

NC-H and SCZ-H Frontal Inf Oper R Supramarginal R

Insula R Supramarginal R

Rolandic Oper R Supramarginal R

Insula L Temporal Sup L

Rolandic Oper R Temporal Sup L

Rolandic Oper R Temporal Mid L

Rolandic Oper R Temporal Mid R

SCZ-H and BD-H Rolandic Oper R Temporal Inf R

Note: abbreviations: SCZ-H schizophrenia with hallucinations; BD-H bipolar-I disorder with hallucinations; NC-H non-clinical 

individuals with hallucinations.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 1. Distance dependent effects of motion on edge strengtha. aEuclidean distance 

each pair of nodes was calculated and compared to the QC-FC (quality control / functional connectivity) correlation. The 

QC-FC relationship was computed by correlating the network edge weight of the 90-nodes of the AAL atlas with the mean 

relative RMS (root mean square) motion. The distance dependent effect of motion were minimal in all participant groups. 

Abbreviations: HC healthy controls; NC non-clinical individuals; BD bipolar disorder; SCZ schizophrenia spectrum disorder.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 2. Functional connectome alterations in matched subgroups. Results of the 

Network Based Statistics between: a) non-clinical individuals with hallucinations (n = 28) vs healthy controls (n = 28); b) 

schizophrenia patients with hallucinations (n = 45) vs healthy controls (n =45); c) bipolar-I disorder patients with lifetime history 

of hallucinations (n = 58) vs healthy controls (n= 58). d) bipolar-I disorder patients without a lifetime history of psychosis (n = 32 

did not differ from controls (n = 32). The grey dots represent stereotactic centroids of brain regions defined by the AAL atlas.  
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The edges are color-coded based on either an increase (red) or decrease (blue) in connectivity compared to controls. Group 

differences were tested at a significance level of P < 0.05 FWE corrected; the BD-H is tested at a more lenient threshold of P < 

0.10. Abbreviations: NC-H individuals with non-clinical hallucinations; BD-H bipolar disorder with lifetime history of hallucinations; 

SCZ-H schizophrenia spectrum disorder with hallucinations.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 3. Results of the network based statistics analyses using the Power-260 atlas.
Results of the Network Based Statistics analysis between: a) non-clinical individuals with hallucinations (n = 35) vs 
healthy controls (n = 222); b) schizophrenia patients with hallucinations (n = 95) vs healthy controls (n = 222); c) bipolar-I 
disorder patients with lifetime history of hallucinations (n = 73) vs healthy controls (n= 222). d) bipolar-I disorder 
patients without a lifetime history of psychosis (n = 40) did not differ from controls (n = 222). The dark blue dots 
represent stereotactic centroids of brain regions defined by the Power atlas. The edges are color-coded based on 
either an increase (red) or decrease (blue) in connectivity compared to controls. Group differences were tested at a 
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significance level of P < 0.05 FWE corrected. The corresponding test-statistics, a table with altered connections can 
be found in the Supplementary Tables 10-12. Abbreviations: AUD auditory network; BD bipolar-I disorder without 
lifetime history of hallucinations or delusions; BD-H bipolar-I disorder with lifetime history of hallucinations; CEN central-
executive network; CER cerebellum; CON cingulo-opercular network; DAN dorsal attention network; DMN default 
mode network; MEM memory; NC-H individuals with non-clinical hallucinations; SAL salience; SCZ-H schizophrenia 
spectrum disorder with hallucinations; SSH somatosensory hand; SSM somatosensory mouth; SUB subcortical; VAN 
ventral attention network; VIS visual.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 4. Conjunction analysis on the NBS networks of NC-H, SCZ-H and BD-H. a) 
eight overlapping edges were found between NC-H and SCZ-H. b) One overlapping edge was found between BD-H 
and SCZ-H, c) one edge for NC-H and BD-H. Results are depicted in matrices of the 90 regions of the AAL atlas. 
Abbreviations: NC-H individuals with non-clinical hallucinations; BD-H bipolar disorder with hallucinations; SCZ-H 
schizophrenia spectrum disorder with hallucinations.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 5. Clusters defined by elbow method for k-means clustering. Six sets of clusters 

were validated by the elbow method and entered into the k-means clustering algorithm. After a NBS analysis across the three 

hallucinating groups (NC-H, SCZ-H, BD-H), those edges that were found to significantly differ in functional connectivity across 

the three groups, were entered into the k-means clustering algorithm. A list of these edges can be found in Supplementary 

Table 9. Abbreviations: NC-H individuals with non-clinical hallucinations; BD-H bipolar disorder with lifetime history of 

hallucinations; SCZ-H schizophrenia spectrum disorder with hallucinations.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 7. Random forest classification based on the connections of the NBS network.
Variable importance scores in the three main classifications. Features concern all connections that are part of the 
NBS network of each group comparison, see Supplementary Tables 13 – 15 for the included features. The features 
are ordered according to the lobes of the brain in which the connections originate. VIMP scores showing the relative 
importance of features for discrimination between visual versus no visual, or visual versus auditory hallucinations. 
The red bars indicate the variable importance score (VIMP), which ranges on a scale from 0–1. The numbers in front 
of the red bars indicate the feature number corresponding to each edge pair presented in Supplementary Tables 
13 - 15. The most discriminating feature in the NC-H group is indicated with an asterisk (*). Sample sizes are NC-H 
with only auditory hallucinations n = 7 versus NC-H with auditory and visual hallucinations n = 33; SCZ-H with only 
auditory hallucinations n = 31 versus SCZ-H with auditory and visual hallucinations n = 53; BD-H with only auditory 
hallucinations n = 14 versus BD-H with only visual hallucinations n = 25. Number of cases with missing data: 15 visual 
hallucinations in SCZ-H; 2 auditory hallucinations in BD-H. Abbreviations: AH auditory hallucinations; BD-H bipolar-I 
disorder with lifetime history of hallucinations; CC cingulate cortex; NC-H individuals with non-clinical hallucinations; 
SCZ-H schizophrenia spectrum disorder with hallucinations; VH visual hallucinations.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 6. Results of the network based statistics for non-clinical individuals with hallucinations 

versus healthy controls using the AAL atlasa .

Non-clinical individuals with hallucinations versus healthy controls

Region Region Statsb Region Region Statsb

Rolandic_Oper_R Hippocampus_L. 29.48 Cingulum_Ant_R Occipital_Mid_L. 15.39

Rolandic_Oper_R Temporal_Mid_R. 26.35 Precentral_R Parietal_Inf_L. 15.38

Rolandic_Oper_R SupraMarginal_R. 26.09 Cingulum_Ant_R Occipital_Inf_L. 15.31

Rolandic_Oper_R Temporal_Mid_L. 24.91 Rolandic_Oper_R Postcentral_R. 15.26

Frontal_Sup_Medial_R Cingulum_Ant_R. 24.42 Temporal_Sup_R Temporal_Mid_R. 15.25

Frontal_Sup_R Frontal_Sup_Medial_R. 23.02 Precentral_L Putamen_R. 15.19

Precentral_L Insula_L. 22.82 Frontal_Sup_Medial_L Cingulum_Ant_L. 15.14

Precentral_R SupraMarginal_R. 22.31 Frontal_Sup_R Calcarine_R. 14.95

Precentral_L Frontal_Sup_L. 21.94 Precentral_L Frontal_Mid_L. 14.73

Precentral_L Frontal_Inf_Orb_R. 21.22 Amygdala_R Temporal_Inf_R. 14.72

Rolandic_Oper_R Temporal_Sup_L. 21.17 Temporal_Sup_R Temporal_Inf_L. 14.69

Insula_R Temporal_Sup_L. 20.84 Precentral_L Temporal_Sup_R. 14.64

Insula_R SupraMarginal_R. 20.37 Frontal_Sup_Medial_R Cuneus_R. 14.62

Frontal_Sup_Medial_R Occipital_Inf_L. 20.21 Precentral_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_R. 14.60

Calcarine_R Cuneus_L. 20.16 Frontal_Sup_Medial_L Calcarine_L. 14.53

Frontal_Sup_R Frontal_Sup_Medial_L. 20.14 Frontal_Mid_R Lingual_R. 14.53

Frontal_Sup_R SupraMarginal_R. 19.71 Cuneus_L Lingual_R. 14.49

Frontal_Sup_Medial_R Calcarine_R. 19.51 Cingulum_Ant_R Cuneus_L. 14.47

Frontal_Inf_Oper_R Hippocampus_L. 19.29 Precentral_L Frontal_Inf_Tri_R. 14.44

Rolandic_Oper_R SupraMarginal_L. 19.13 Frontal_Sup_Medial_R Occipital_Sup_L. 14.38

Precentral_L Frontal_Inf_Orb_L. 18.46 Calcarine_L Postcentral_L. 14.34

Cuneus_L Cuneus_R. 18.45 Insula_L SupraMarginal_L. 14.28

Frontal_Sup_L Temporal_Sup_R. 18.40 Frontal_Inf_Tri_R SupraMarginal_R. 14.17

Frontal_Sup_Medial_R Lingual_R. 18.24 Heschl_R Temporal_Mid_R. 14.10

Precentral_R Angular_R. 18.17 Cingulum_Ant_R Lingual_R. 14.06

Frontal_Sup_Medial_R Occipital_Mid_L. 18.10 Frontal_Sup_Medial_R Parietal_Inf_L. 14.05

Frontal_Sup_Medial_R Calcarine_L. 18.08 Angular_R Temporal_Inf_L. 14.03

Frontal_Mid_R SupraMarginal_R. 18.02 Frontal_Sup_R Cuneus_R. 13.98

Frontal_Inf_Oper_R SupraMarginal_R. 17.71 SupraMarginal_R Temporal_Inf_L. 13.93

Frontal_Sup_Medial_R Precuneus_R. 17.52 Calcarine_L Lingual_R. 13.84

Frontal_Sup_Medial_R Cuneus_L. 17.49 Frontal_Sup_Medial_L Lingual_R. 13.71

Frontal_Sup_R Cingulum_Ant_R. 17.42 Temporal_Sup_R Temporal_Inf_R. 13.61

Precentral_R Temporal_Mid_R. 17.24 Precentral_L Insula_R. 13.60

Frontal_Sup_Medial_L Cuneus_L. 16.90 Temporal_Sup_L Temporal_Pole_Sup_R. 13.57

5
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 6. (Continued)

Non-clinical individuals with hallucinations versus healthy controls

Region Region Statsb Region Region Statsb

SupraMarginal_L Temporal_Sup_R. 16.61 Frontal_Sup_L Calcarine_L. 13.46

Rolandic_Oper_R Postcentral_L. 16.57 Parietal_Inf_L Angular_R. 13.42

Rolandic_Oper_R Temporal_Sup_R. 16.42 Frontal_Sup_R Cingulum_Ant_L. 13.35

SupraMarginal_R Temporal_Sup_R. 16.42 Insula_L Temporal_Sup_L. 13.30

SupraMarginal_R Putamen_R. 16.06 Rolandic_Oper_R Fusiform_R. 13.25

Insula_R Temporal_Mid_R. 15.88 Frontal_Mid_R Cuneus_R. 13.21

Precentral_L Frontal_Inf_Tri_L. 15.87 Parietal_Inf_L Temporal_Sup_R. 13.13

Hippocampus_R SupraMarginal_R. 15.87 Precentral_L Frontal_Mid_R. 13.12

Precuneus_L Precuneus_R. 15.74 Frontal_Mid_R Cingulum_Ant_R. 13.11

Rolandic_Oper_R Temporal_Inf_R. 15.63 Frontal_Sup_L Temporal_Pole_Mid_R. 13.03

Temporal_Sup_R Temporal_Mid_L. 15.54 Calcarine_L Occipital_Mid_L. 13.00

Frontal_Sup_R Lingual_R. 15.51

aNBS F-test at T = 13.0; P < 0.05 with 10,000 permutations, adjusted for multiple comparisons. bStats indicates the T-statistic 

of significant edges.

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 7. Results of the network based statistics for schizophrenia patients with hallucinations 

versus healthy controls using the AAL atlasa .

Schizophrenia patients with hallucinations versus healthy controls

Region Region Statsb Region Region Statsb

Hippocampus_R Pallidum_R. 25.06 Frontal_Inf_Oper_R Hippocampus_R. 14.98

Rolandic_Oper_R Temporal_Mid_R. 24.22 Frontal_Sup_Orb_R Cingulum_Mid_R. 14.95

ParaHippocampal_R Amygdala_R. 23.42 Rolandic_Oper_L Rolandic_Oper_R. 14.84

Rolandic_Oper_R SupraMarginal_R. 23.26 Frontal_Sup_Orb_L Occipital_Mid_L. 14.69

Rolandic_Oper_L Insula_L. 21.78 Frontal_Inf_Oper_R Cingulum_Post_L. 14.58

Rolandic_Oper_R Temporal_Inf_R. 20.97 Insula_L Temporal_Sup_L. 14.37

Lingual_L Occipital_Mid_L. 20.96 Supp_Motor_Area_R Temporal_Sup_L. 14.20

Frontal_Inf_Oper_R Cingulum_Mid_R. 20.71 Rectus_L Cuneus_R. 14.10

Frontal_Mid_L Cingulum_Mid_R. 20.06 Rolandic_Oper_L Putamen_R. 14.09

Cingulum_Mid_R Hippocampus_R. 19.93 Rolandic_Oper_R Temporal_Mid_L. 14.08

Cingulum_Ant_L ParaHippocampal_R. 19.86 Insula_R Precuneus_R. 14.04

Insula_L Heschl_L. 19.38 Frontal_Inf_Tri_L Rolandic_Oper_L. 14.01

Rolandic_Oper_R Cingulum_Mid_R. 19.32 Frontal_Inf_Tri_L SupraMarginal_R. 13.99

Hippocampus_R Putamen_R. 19.28 Frontal_Mid_R Cingulum_Mid_R. 13.97
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 7. (Continued)

Schizophrenia patients with hallucinations versus healthy controls

Region Region Statsb Region Region Statsb

Frontal_Inf_Oper_L Cingulum_Mid_R. 19.14 Frontal_Sup_Orb_L Precuneus_R. 13.96

Supp_Motor_Area_R Postcentral_L. 18.57 Frontal_Med_Orb_R Parietal_Inf_L. 13.95

SupraMarginal_L Heschl_R. 18.32 Frontal_Sup_Medial_L Occipital_Mid_L. 13.94

Rolandic_Oper_L Insula_R. 18.21 Heschl_R Temporal_Inf_R. 13.94

Rolandic_Oper_L Cingulum_Mid_R. 17.75 Cingulum_Ant_R Cingulum_Mid_R. 13.93

Frontal_Inf_Tri_L Cingulum_Mid_R. 17.40 Supp_Motor_Area_R Hippocampus_R. 13.87

Cingulum_Mid_R SupraMarginal_L. 17.05 Frontal_Sup_Orb_L Lingual_L. 13.82

Frontal_Mid_Orb_R Cingulum_Mid_R. 17.03 Lingual_L Occipital_Sup_L. 13.81

Cingulum_Ant_R Thalamus_R. 16.88 Heschl_R Temporal_Inf_L. 13.80

Supp_Motor_Area_L Temporal_Sup_L. 16.82 ParaHippocampal_R Pallidum_R. 13.78

Frontal_Sup_L Frontal_Sup_Orb_L. 16.79 Frontal_Sup_L Cuneus_R. 13.73

Frontal_Inf_Tri_L Thalamus_R. 16.79 Lingual_L Parietal_Inf_L. 13.55

Frontal_Sup_Orb_L Precuneus_L. 16.71 Occipital_Sup_L Fusiform_L. 13.53

Frontal_Sup_Orb_L Cingulum_Mid_R. 16.69 Amygdala_R Heschl_L. 13.48

Cingulum_Ant_R ParaHippocampal_R. 16.40 Temporal_Pole_Sup_R Temporal_Inf_L. 13.44

Supp_Motor_Area_L Postcentral_L. 16.28 Frontal_Med_Orb_L Parietal_Inf_L. 13.40

Frontal_Inf_Orb_R Rolandic_Oper_L. 16.19 Frontal_Inf_Orb_R Cingulum_Mid_R. 13.39

Hippocampus_L Putamen_L. 16.11 Frontal_Inf_Oper_R ParaHippocampal_R. 13.33

Hippocampus_R Amygdala_R. 16.10 Cingulum_Mid_R Caudate_R. 13.32

Cingulum_Ant_R Hippocampus_R. 15.79 SupraMarginal_R Heschl_R. 13.32

Rolandic_Oper_R Heschl_L. 15.69 Rectus_L Occipital_Mid_L. 13.28

Parietal_Inf_R Heschl_R. 15.67 Insula_R SupraMarginal_R. 13.21

Cingulum_Ant_L Hippocampus_R. 15.51 Hippocampus_R Caudate_R. 13.21

Frontal_Sup_R Occipital_Mid_L. 15.44 Amygdala_R Temporal_Sup_L. 13.21

Frontal_Sup_Orb_L Cuneus_L. 15.41 Rolandic_Oper_R Temporal_Inf_L. 13.17

Frontal_Inf_Orb_L Rolandic_Oper_L. 15.38 Frontal_Sup_Orb_L Cuneus_R. 13.12

Frontal_Sup_Orb_L Occipital_Sup_L. 15.34 Frontal_Inf_Oper_R SupraMarginal_R. 13.12

Rolandic_Oper_R Temporal_Sup_L. 15.30 Cingulum_Mid_R SupraMarginal_R. 13.12

Precentral_L Cingulum_Mid_R. 15.27 Lingual_L Temporal_Mid_L. 13.01

Hippocampus_R Putamen_L. 15.06

aNBS F-test at T = 13.0; P < 0.05 with 10,000 permutations, adjusted for multiple comparisons. bStats indicates the T-statistic 

of significant edges.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 8. Results of the network based statistics for bipolar-I disorder patients with hallucinations 

versus healthy controls using the AAL atlasa.

Bipolar-I disorder patients with hallucinations versus healthy controls

Region Region Statsb Region Region Statsb

Frontal_Sup_L Frontal_Mid_Orb_L. 25.31 Frontal_Mid_L Caudate_L. 10.11

Precentral_R Heschl_R. 24.24 Frontal_Mid_L Frontal_Inf_Orb_L. 10.06

Frontal_Mid_Orb_L Frontal_Inf_Orb_L. 22.95 Frontal_Mid_Orb_R Pallidum_L. 10.02

Precentral_R Postcentral_L. 21.81 Frontal_Sup_Orb_R Occipital_Inf_R. 10.00

Frontal_Mid_Orb_L Frontal_Sup_Medial_L. 19.02 Hippocampus_R Occipital_Inf_R. 10.00

Frontal_Mid_Orb_L Pallidum_L. 16.99 Putamen_L Temporal_Pole_Mid_L. 10.00

Frontal_Mid_L Frontal_Mid_Orb_L. 16.25 Frontal_Inf_Orb_L Amygdala_L. 9.93

Frontal_Mid_R Frontal_Mid_Orb_L. 16.24 Frontal_Mid_L Putamen_L. 9.93

Frontal_Mid_Orb_L Temporal_Pole_Sup_L. 16.13 Frontal_Mid_Orb_L Cingulum_Ant_R. 9.90

Frontal_Mid_Orb_L Cingulum_Ant_L. 15.41 Rolandic_Oper_R Putamen_L. 9.88

Frontal_Mid_Orb_L Frontal_Med_Orb_L. 15.35 Frontal_Mid_L Rolandic_Oper_L. 9.86

Precentral_R Rolandic_Oper_L. 15.10 Caudate_R Putamen_L. 9.69

Frontal_Inf_Oper_L Putamen_L. 15.07 Rolandic_Oper_R Hippocampus_R. 9.67

Precentral_L Precentral_R. 14.52 Frontal_Mid_R Frontal_Inf_Orb_L. 9.66

Frontal_Mid_Orb_L Frontal_Inf_Tri_L. 14.22 Precentral_R Postcentral_R. 9.57

Frontal_Sup_Medial_L Caudate_R. 13.31 Rolandic_Oper_R Temporal_Pole_Sup_L. 9.57

Cingulum_Ant_L Caudate_R. 12.80 Rolandic_Oper_R Temporal_Inf_L. 9.56

Frontal_Inf_Oper_R Putamen_L. 12.50 Frontal_Mid_L Pallidum_R. 9.53

Occipital_Sup_R Occipital_Mid_R. 12.49 Cingulum_Post_L Occipital_Mid_R. 9.43

Frontal_Inf_Oper_R Amygdala_L. 12.39 Frontal_Mid_R Rolandic_Oper_L. 9.37

Cingulum_Ant_R Amygdala_L. 12.36 Frontal_Mid_L Cingulum_Ant_L. 9.36

Frontal_Inf_Oper_L Pallidum_L. 12.36 Frontal_Inf_Orb_L Cingulum_Ant_L. 9.34

Frontal_Mid_R Amygdala_L. 12.30 Frontal_Inf_Oper_R Rolandic_Oper_L. 9.28

Rolandic_Oper_R Amygdala_L. 12.26 Caudate_R Temporal_Mid_R. 9.25

Frontal_Sup_Orb_L Amygdala_L. 12.25 Frontal_Mid_L Frontal_Med_Orb_R. 9.24

Frontal_Inf_Tri_L Putamen_L. 12.04 Frontal_Inf_Orb_L Frontal_Sup_Medial_R. 9.20

Frontal_Mid_L Caudate_R. 11.98 Frontal_Mid_Orb_R Amygdala_L. 9.20

Rolandic_Oper_R Pallidum_L. 11.69 Frontal_Mid_Orb_L Cingulum_Mid_R. 9.14

Pallidum_L Temporal_Pole_Mid_L. 11.68 Olfactory_R Putamen_L. 9.13

Frontal_Inf_Oper_L Rolandic_Oper_L. 11.46 Frontal_Med_Orb_L Frontal_Med_Orb_R. 9.08

Frontal_Mid_Orb_L Caudate_L. 11.44 Frontal_Inf_Tri_R Amygdala_L. 8.98

Frontal_Inf_Tri_L Heschl_R. 11.44 Calcarine_R Fusiform_R. 8.98

Precentral_R Temporal_Sup_L. 11.30 Fusiform_R Caudate_R. 8.94
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 8. (Continued)

Bipolar-I disorder patients with hallucinations versus healthy controls

Region Region Statsb Region Region Statsb

Angular_R Caudate_R. 11.28 Frontal_Mid_Orb_L Putamen_L. 8.94

Parietal_Inf_R Pallidum_R. 11.27 Frontal_Mid_Orb_L Frontal_Med_Orb_R. 8.93

Parietal_Inf_R Caudate_R. 11.09 Frontal_Mid_L Pallidum_L. 8.91

Frontal_Mid_L Temporal_Pole_Sup_L. 10.83 Cingulum_Ant_R Caudate_R. 8.81

Frontal_Mid_Orb_L Caudate_R. 10.79 Pallidum_L Temporal_Pole_Sup_L. 8.81

Frontal_Mid_Orb_L Insula_L. 10.78 Frontal_Mid_L Amygdala_L. 8.79

Frontal_Inf_Orb_L Frontal_Sup_Medial_L. 10.76 Frontal_Sup_Medial_R Parietal_Inf_R. 8.74

Olfactory_R Pallidum_L. 10.66 Frontal_Mid_Orb_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_R. 8.70

Frontal_Sup_R Amygdala_L. 10.58 Frontal_Sup_Orb_R Amygdala_L. 8.62

Frontal_Inf_Oper_L Heschl_R. 10.57 Frontal_Sup_R Frontal_Mid_Orb_L. 8.58

Precentral_L SupraMarginal_R. 10.53 Frontal_Sup_L Frontal_Inf_Orb_L. 8.58

Frontal_Inf_Orb_L Cingulum_Ant_R. 10.43 Cingulum_Post_L Occipital_Inf_R. 8.58

Frontal_Inf_Orb_R Amygdala_L. 10.31 Frontal_Inf_Oper_R Pallidum_L. 8.58

Insula_R Amygdala_L. 10.21 Postcentral_L Postcentral_R. 8.51

Frontal_Inf_Oper_R Insula_L. 10.18 Caudate_R Temporal_Inf_L. 8.51

Frontal_Inf_Orb_L Caudate_R. 10.13

aNBS F-test at T = 8.5; P < 0.05 with 10,000 permutations, adjusted for multiple comparisons. bStats indicates the T-statistic 

of significant edges.

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 9. Results of the network based statistics across all three hallucination groups using the 

AAL atlas.

Comparison across all three hallucination groups

Region Region Cluster Region Region Cluster

Precentral_R Precentral_L 1 Temporal_Pole_Sup_R SupraMarginal_L 4

Postcentral_L Precentral_R 1 Thalamus_R Pallidum_L 4

Postcentral_R Precentral_R 1 Temporal_Mid_R Temporal_Pole_Sup_R 4

Rolandic_Oper_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_L 1 Frontal_Sup_L Precentral_L 5

Hippocampus_R Rolandic_Oper_R 1 Frontal_Inf_Oper_R Precentral_L 5

Heschl_R Rolandic_Oper_R 1 Frontal_Inf_Tri_L Precentral_L 5

Lingual_R Calcarine_L 2 Frontal_Inf_Orb_L Precentral_L 5

Occipital_Mid_L Calcarine_L 2 Frontal_Inf_Orb_R Precentral_L 5

Cuneus_L Calcarine_R 2 SupraMarginal_R Frontal_Sup_R 5

Fusiform_R Calcarine_R 2 SupraMarginal_R Frontal_Mid_R 5

Lingual_R Cuneus_L 2 SupraMarginal_R Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 5
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 9. (Continued)

Comparison across all three hallucination groups

Region Region Cluster Region Region Cluster

Occipital_Inf_R Cuneus_L 2 Temporal_Mid_R Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 5

Precuneus_R Cuneus_L 2 Hippocampus_L Rolandic_Oper_R 5

Fusiform_R Cuneus_R 2 Fusiform_R Rolandic_Oper_R 5

Occipital_Mid_L Lingual_L 2 Postcentral_L Rolandic_Oper_R 5

Occipital_Mid_L Occipital_Sup_L 2 Postcentral_R Rolandic_Oper_R 5

Precuneus_L Occipital_Inf_R 2 SupraMarginal_L Rolandic_Oper_R 5

Cingulum_Mid_R Frontal_Mid_Orb_L 3 SupraMarginal_R Rolandic_Oper_R 5

Putamen_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_L 3 Temporal_Sup_L Rolandic_Oper_R 5

Pallidum_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_L 3 Temporal_Sup_R Rolandic_Oper_R 5

Heschl_R Frontal_Inf_Oper_L 3 Temporal_Mid_L Rolandic_Oper_R 5

Putamen_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 3 Temporal_Mid_R Rolandic_Oper_R 5

Pallidum_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 3 Temporal_Inf_R Rolandic_Oper_R 5

Putamen_R Putamen_L 3 SupraMarginal_L Insula_L 5

Pallidum_L Putamen_R 3 SupraMarginal_L Insula_R 5

Rolandic_Oper_L Frontal_Sup_L 4 SupraMarginal_R Insula_R 5

Heschl_R Frontal_Sup_L 4 Temporal_Sup_L Insula_R 5

Temporal_Inf_L Frontal_Sup_L 4 Temporal_Sup_R Insula_R 5

Rolandic_Oper_L Frontal_Sup_R 4 Temporal_Mid_R Insula_R 5

Thalamus_R Frontal_Sup_R 4 SupraMarginal_R Hippocampus_R 5

Heschl_R Frontal_Mid_L 4 Temporal_Mid_L Heschl_R 5

Temporal_Sup_L Frontal_Mid_L 4 Temporal_Pole_Sup_R Temporal_Sup_L 5

Rolandic_Oper_L Frontal_Mid_R 4 SupraMarginal_R Precentral_L 6

Rolandic_Oper_L Frontal_Mid_Orb_L 4 Thalamus_R Frontal_Sup_Orb_L 6

Hippocampus_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 4 Rolandic_Oper_L Frontal_Mid_L 6

SupraMarginal_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 4 Cingulum_Mid_R Frontal_Mid_L 6

Heschl_R Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 4 SupraMarginal_L Frontal_Mid_L 6

Temporal_Sup_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 4 SupraMarginal_R Frontal_Mid_L 6

Heschl_R Frontal_Inf_Tri_L 4 Temporal_Inf_R Frontal_Mid_R 6

Temporal_Sup_L Frontal_Inf_Tri_L 4 Temporal_Sup_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_L 6

Rolandic_Oper_L Frontal_Inf_Tri_R 4 Rolandic_Oper_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 6

Cingulum_Mid_R Frontal_Inf_Orb_L 4 Cingulum_Mid_R Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 6

Hippocampus_L Frontal_Inf_Orb_L 4 Hippocampus_R Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 6

Thalamus_R Frontal_Inf_Orb_L 4 Thalamus_R Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 6

Temporal_Sup_L Frontal_Inf_Orb_L 4 Rolandic_Oper_L Frontal_Inf_Tri_L 6
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 9. (Continued)

Comparison across all three hallucination groups

Region Region Cluster Region Region Cluster

Hippocampus_L Frontal_Inf_Orb_R 4 Rolandic_Oper_L Frontal_Inf_Orb_L 6

Thalamus_R Frontal_Inf_Orb_R 4 Rolandic_Oper_L Frontal_Inf_Orb_R 6

Heschl_R Frontal_Inf_Orb_R 4 Rolandic_Oper_R Rolandic_Oper_L 6

Temporal_Sup_L Frontal_Inf_Orb_R 4 Insula_R Rolandic_Oper_L 6

Occipital_Mid_R Rolandic_Oper_R 4 Cingulum_Mid_R Rolandic_Oper_R 6

Caudate_L Rolandic_Oper_R 4 Parietal_Inf_R Rolandic_Oper_R 6

Parietal_Inf_R Insula_L 4 Temporal_Inf_L Rolandic_Oper_R 6

Hippocampus_L Insula_R 4 Hippocampus_R Insula_R 6

Postcentral_R Insula_R 4 Thalamus_R Insula_R 6

Putamen_L Hippocampus_L 4 Heschl_R Insula_R 6

Temporal_Pole_Sup_R Hippocampus_L 4 Heschl_R SupraMarginal_R 6

Heschl_R Occipital_Mid_R 4 Thalamus_R Putamen_R 6

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 10. Results of the network based statistics for non-clinical individuals with hallucinations 

versus healthy controls using the Power atlasa.

Non-clinical individuals with hallucinations versus healthy controls

RSN RSN Statsb RSN RSN Stats RSN RSN Stats

aud dmn 33.95 vis vis 15.57 vis cen 13.85

dmn dmn 27.84 dmn vis 15.53 dmn dmn 13.84

dmn dmn 26.79 ssm van 15.50 vis vis 13.84

ssh dmn 26.54 dmn dan 15.48 vis vis 13.84

ssm dmn 25.98 vis vis 15.45 vis sal 13.84

unc ssm 25.22 aud vis 15.43 vis vis 13.83

aud dmn 25.13 vis vis 15.39 aud dmn 13.82

vis vis 24.51 vis vis 15.34 dmn sal 13.82

vis cen 24.32 aud unc 15.28 dmn vis 13.81

aud dmn 21.16 dmn dmn 15.26 dmn vis 13.77

aud dmn 21.11 dmn vis 15.26 dmn cen 13.76

ssm con 21.07 vis vis 15.25 dmn vis 13.74

vis vis 20.87 ssm aud 15.22 sal van 13.73

dmn vis 20.65 dmn sal 15.17 dmn vis 13.72

ssh dmn 20.41 vis dan 15.17 ssh vis 13.71

ssh dmn 20.05 aud cen 15.13 vis sal 13.70
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 10. (Continued)

Non-clinical individuals with hallucinations versus healthy controls

RSN RSN Statsb RSN RSN Stats RSN RSN Stats

dmn dmn 19.88 vis sal 15.13 dmn vis 13.69

dmn vis 19.85 ssh dmn 15.02 vis sal 13.69

con dmn 19.84 dmn cen 15.01 dmn vis 13.67

vis cen 19.78 aud dmn 15.00 ssh vis 13.66

dmn vis 19.75 dmn vis 15.00 dmn dmn 13.65

vis sal 19.62 ssh aud 14.94 ssm dmn 13.64

ssh van 19.59 vis cen 14.94 dmn vis 13.64

vis vis 19.37 vis unc 14.93 dmn dan 13.64

dmn dmn 19.36 vis vis 14.90 dmn vis 13.63

vis sal 19.23 vis cen 14.90 dmn vis 13.62

ssh dmn 19.07 dmn cen 14.85 cen sal 13.60

aud vis 19.03 dmn vis 14.83 dmn dmn 13.57

ssm aud 18.99 dmn vis 14.81 dmn sal 13.57

vis vis 18.94 dmn vis 14.80 dmn unc 13.53

vis vis 18.77 dmn vis 14.79 vis cen 13.53

dmn vis 18.69 vis vis 14.77 vis sal 13.52

dmn vis 18.55 dmn vis 14.76 sal dan 13.52

unc aud 18.54 ssm aud 14.75 vis sal 13.50

vis vis 18.41 ssh unc 14.73 vis sal 13.50

vis vis 18.21 dmn vis 14.72 vis cen 13.47

vis cen 18.13 vis cen 14.72 vis dan 13.46

ssm dmn 18.03 cen sal 14.71 dmn vis 13.45

ssm aud 18.01 ssm van 14.71 aud unc 13.41

cen sal 17.84 vis sal 14.70 dmn vis 13.39

vis sal 17.83 dmn vis 14.66 vis sal 13.39

vis cen 17.82 sal dan 14.64 dmn vis 13.37

vis sal 17.72 ssh dmn 14.62 vis dan 13.36

ssh aud 17.49 ssh vis 14.62 dmn vis 13.35

dmn vis 17.46 ssh dmn 14.58 dmn dan 13.35

cen sal 17.44 dmn sub 14.57 dmn vis 13.32

dmn vis 17.26 vis cen 14.56 dmn vis 13.32

dmn vis 17.21 aud dan 14.54 sub sub 13.32

unc ssm 17.20 ssm dmn 14.52 vis sal 13.29

ssh dmn 17.12 dmn vis 14.50 vis sal 13.27
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 10. (Continued)

Non-clinical individuals with hallucinations versus healthy controls

RSN RSN Statsb RSN RSN Stats RSN RSN Stats

dmn vis 17.04 vis sal 14.47 dmn vis 13.25

dmn cen 17.00 dmn vis 14.44 dmn sal 13.25

aud dmn 16.75 vis vis 14.41 dmn dan 13.24

aud aud 16.73 dmn vis 14.39 ssh cen 13.22

vis vis 16.66 sal sal 14.37 cen sal 13.22

ssh dmn 16.55 dmn dmn 14.36 dmn dmn 13.21

dmn vis 16.51 dmn vis 14.32 dmn cen 13.21

vis vis 16.51 con unc 14.30 dmn vis 13.20

ssh ssm 16.49 vis cen 14.30 vis vis 13.20

ssh aud 16.45 dmn dmn 14.25 con dmn 13.19

dmn dmn 16.44 vis cen 14.25 ssm dmn 13.18

aud vis 16.41 dmn vis 14.21 vis sal 13.16

dmn vis 16.34 vis sal 14.18 dmn vis 13.14

dmn sub 16.33 vis cen 14.17 ssh dmn 13.13

dmn mem 16.22 dmn dmn 14.09 dmn cen 13.11

vis sal 16.20 vis van 14.09 ssh dmn 13.09

ssh dmn 16.17 dmn vis 14.08 dmn vis 13.08

ssh sal 16.16 vis cen 14.01 vis sal 13.08

ssm dmn 16.12 dmn vis 14.00 dmn dan 13.08

dmn vis 16.09 vis dan 14.00 dmn vis 13.07

vis cen 15.96 ssh vis 13.99 vis sal 13.07

ssm dmn 15.94 vis vis 13.98 vis sal 13.06

dmn dmn 15.89 vis cen 13.98 dmn vis 13.05

vis dan 15.82 vis vis 13.97 cen sal 13.05

vis sal 15.81 cen sal 13.96 ssh ssm 13.04

dmn unc 15.80 ssm dmn 13.95 vis vis 13.04

dmn dmn 15.74 dmn vis 13.91 aud dmn 13.03

vis sal 15.71 dmn sal 13.89 ssm dmn 13.02

dmn sal 15.70 aud dmn 13.88

aNBS F-test at T = 13.0; P < 0.05 with 10,000 permutations, adjusted for multiple comparisons. bStats indicates the T-statistic 

of significant edges. Abbreviations; AUD auditory network; CEN central-executive network; CER cerebellum; CON cingulo-

opercular network; DAN dorsal attention network; DMN default mode network; MEM memory; RSN Resting State Network; SAL 

salience; SSH somatosensory hand; SSM somatosensory mouth; SUB subcortical; VAN ventral attention network; VIS visual.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 11. Results of the network based statistics for schizophrenia patients with hallucinations 

versus healthy controls using the Power atlasa .

Schizophrenia patients with hallucinations versus healthy controls

RSN RSN Statsb RSN RSN Stats RSN RSN Stats

vis vis 34.78 vis vis 16.01 ssh dmn 14.24

dmn cen 29.83 mem unc 16.01 dmn vis 14.24

dmn cen 26.80 vis sal 16.01 vis cen 14.24

con aud 25.70 sal sal 16.00 vis cen 14.23

sal unc 24.79 vis cen 15.92 ssm aud 14.22

vis cen 24.25 sal dan 15.90 vis vis 14.21

dmn dmn 23.91 dmn vis 15.87 vis sal 14.21

unc cen 23.84 dmn vis 15.87 vis sal 14.20

vis vis 23.77 dmn cen 15.87 dmn sal 14.20

cen cen 23.74 cen sal 15.86 ssh cen 14.16

aud sub 23.65 ssh cen 15.85 dmn vis 14.14

aud dmn 23.44 cen sal 15.85 vis sal 14.13

vis sal 23.06 vis dan 15.84 dmn vis 14.11

cen dan 22.76 cen dan 15.80 dmn dmn 14.10

dmn cen 22.72 vis cen 15.77 vis van 14.09

ssh cen 22.11 cen dan 15.75 sal dan 14.09

dmn cen 21.87 ssh con 15.74 dmn dmn 14.06

ssh sal 21.83 vis sal 15.74 vis cen 14.05

dmn sal 21.80 vis vis 15.72 cen cen 14.05

vis cen 21.73 dmn vis 15.72 dmn van 14.05

vis sal 21.33 con sal 15.72 vis dan 14.04

cen dan 21.21 cen cen 15.70 dmn cen 13.99

dmn vis 21.20 ssh cen 15.70 vis sal 13.99

dmn sal 21.19 vis vis 15.69 ssh vis 13.97

dmn vis 20.95 vis vis 15.68 vis cen 13.97

ssh cen 20.75 vis cen 15.66 vis sal 13.97

vis vis 20.73 unc dan 15.66 vis vis 13.96

vis cen 20.55 sal dan 15.66 ssh sal 13.95

vis sal 20.53 dmn vis 15.64 dmn vis 13.94

vis sal 20.52 vis cen 15.64 dmn vis 13.94

vis cen 20.49 dmn vis 15.61 vis unc 13.94

dmn vis 20.39 sal sal 15.60 dmn vis 13.93

vis sal 20.35 ssh dmn 15.58 vis sal 13.93
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 11. (Continued)

Schizophrenia patients with hallucinations versus healthy controls

RSN RSN Statsb RSN RSN Stats RSN RSN Stats

vis cen 20.11 vis vis 15.57 mem sal 13.93

dmn sal 20.02 dmn sal 15.55 dmn vis 13.92

dmn sal 20.01 vis unc 15.53 dmn sal 13.91

vis vis 19.94 dmn dan 15.51 cen cen 13.90

dmn vis 19.93 dmn cen 15.49 dmn cen 13.89

vis unc 19.92 cen sal 15.49 dmn mem 13.88

dmn sal 19.82 con dmn 15.47 vis vis 13.87

vis sal 19.61 dmn vis 15.47 vis cen 13.86

con aud 19.55 dmn sal 15.46 vis vis 13.85

cen sal 19.54 ssh cen 15.44 aud dmn 13.84

dmn sal 19.52 vis cen 15.43 dmn mem 13.83

dmn dan 19.50 vis sal 15.43 dmn dan 13.83

dmn vis 19.49 dmn dmn 15.41 dmn vis 13.82

vis cen 19.43 dmn sal 15.38 vis unc 13.82

dmn dan 19.42 aud sal 15.38 sal dan 13.82

sal sal 19.26 cen sal 15.38 vis cen 13.81

vis vis 19.25 con cen 15.34 con sal 13.81

dmn sal 19.21 dmn vis 15.30 dmn dmn 13.80

vis sal 19.15 dmn dmn 15.28 dmn cen 13.80

aud cen 19.14 vis vis 15.28 mem vis 13.79

vis vis 19.03 vis van 15.28 sal dan 13.79

sal dan 18.96 dmn vis 15.26 vis vis 13.78

aud sal 18.93 unc aud 15.24 sal dan 13.77

vis vis 18.92 dmn vis 15.24 aud sal 13.75

vis vis 18.91 dmn vis 15.22 dmn vis 13.74

cen dan 18.91 sal dan 15.21 aud sal 13.74

dmn cen 18.79 ssh cen 15.18 dmn sal 13.74

vis sal 18.77 ssh sal 15.17 ssh dmn 13.73

dmn sal 18.67 vis sal 15.16 vis vis 13.71

mem cen 18.62 vis vis 15.14 ssh dmn 13.70

vis vis 18.58 vis van 15.13 mem van 13.70

dmn vis 18.55 sal van 15.13 dmn vis 13.69

vis vis 18.51 vis cen 15.12 vis sal 13.68

dmn dmn 18.44 vis sal 15.12 dmn sal 13.68
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 11. (Continued)

Schizophrenia patients with hallucinations versus healthy controls

RSN RSN Statsb RSN RSN Stats RSN RSN Stats

vis vis 18.44 vis cen 15.11 vis sal 13.68

vis vis 18.40 sal sub 15.11 unc vis 13.65

dmn vis 18.37 dmn vis 15.10 cen sal 13.65

vis cen 18.34 dmn vis 15.10 vis cen 13.62

dmn vis 18.28 vis vis 15.10 vis cen 13.61

dmn mem 18.23 vis cen 15.07 dmn dan 13.61

vis cen 18.18 vis sal 15.06 cen sal 13.60

dmn cen 18.10 dmn mem 15.04 dmn cen 13.58

cen sal 18.08 dmn vis 15.04 vis sal 13.58

dmn vis 18.02 ssh dmn 15.03 cen unc 13.58

vis cen 18.01 vis vis 15.03 dmn sal 13.57

cen sal 17.92 vis vis 15.01 vis sal 13.57

cen sal 17.90 mem cen 15.01 ssh vis 13.54

dmn vis 17.88 dmn cen 14.99 dmn cen 13.54

vis cen 17.88 vis sal 14.99 vis cen 13.53

dmn sal 17.86 dmn sal 14.99 dmn sal 13.51

dmn dmn 17.83 mem sal 14.99 vis sal 13.51

vis vis 17.81 vis sal 14.99 dmn vis 13.50

vis sal 17.77 dmn cen 14.97 sub van 13.49

vis cen 17.74 unc vis 14.96 dmn cen 13.47

vis unc 17.61 vis vis 14.95 unc dan 13.47

vis cen 17.58 vis vis 14.94 con con 13.45

dmn vis 17.54 vis cen 14.94 mem sal 13.45

dmn van 17.52 vis sal 14.93 mem van 13.44

unc dmn 17.51 sal dan 14.93 dmn van 13.43

vis vis 17.51 vis vis 14.91 vis vis 13.41

dmn mem 17.48 dmn dan 14.90 vis cen 13.41

dmn vis 17.42 ssh sal 14.83 cen sal 13.41

dmn cen 17.42 vis vis 14.81 dmn dan 13.41

vis dan 17.42 dmn cen 14.81 ssh dan 13.40

vis dan 17.35 dmn dan 14.81 vis dan 13.40

con dmn 17.30 mem vis 14.77 vis sal 13.37

unc dan 17.30 vis sal 14.76 ssh sal 13.36

con con 17.29 vis cen 14.74 vis vis 13.35
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 11. (Continued)

Schizophrenia patients with hallucinations versus healthy controls

RSN RSN Statsb RSN RSN Stats RSN RSN Stats

ssh dmn 17.28 vis vis 14.73 cen sal 13.35

vis vis 17.19 vis van 14.73 dmn sal 13.32

dmn cen 17.16 vis unc 14.72 vis sal 13.32

ssh cen 17.14 vis vis 14.71 dmn vis 13.31

dmn cen 17.13 dmn vis 14.70 unc ssh 13.30

vis dan 17.13 vis sal 14.70 ssh unc 13.27

dmn vis 17.10 dmn vis 14.69 dmn vis 13.26

vis sal 17.05 dmn mem 14.68 ssh sal 13.26

ssh dmn 16.99 dmn vis 14.68 dmn cen 13.25

sal sub 16.99 cen dan 14.65 con aud 13.24

vis dan 16.99 vis unc 14.64 mem cen 13.24

ssh dmn 16.98 vis dan 14.62 vis dan 13.23

cen dan 16.97 vis dan 14.61 dmn vis 13.22

dmn dmn 16.96 vis sal 14.60 con aud 13.21

vis cen 16.92 unc vis 14.59 ssh dmn 13.21

vis dan 16.92 dmn vis 14.59 vis vis 13.21

vis vis 16.91 vis cen 14.58 dmn dan 13.21

vis sal 16.90 ssh dmn 14.57 ssh sal 13.20

ssh vis 16.88 ssm sal 14.57 vis cen 13.19

dmn dmn 16.87 dmn vis 14.56 vis sal 13.18

vis vis 16.82 mem vis 14.56 mem cen 13.17

dmn cen 16.77 dmn dan 14.56 dmn vis 13.16

vis cen 16.77 vis vis 14.55 dmn cen 13.16

mem vis 16.72 unc dmn 14.54 ssh sal 13.16

cen sal 16.72 dmn vis 14.52 dmn vis 13.15

dmn sal 16.72 vis cen 14.50 ssh vis 13.14

dmn dmn 16.65 dmn cen 14.49 vis cen 13.14

vis vis 16.62 vis sal 14.46 dmn dan 13.14

con dmn 16.60 dmn dmn 14.45 mem vis 13.12

sal van 16.58 dmn sal 14.45 vis cen 13.12

mem unc 16.54 dmn sal 14.44 dmn sal 13.12

mem sal 16.50 dmn vis 14.43 vis dan 13.11

vis dan 16.50 dmn vis 14.43 dmn dan 13.10

vis vis 16.49 dmn van 14.43 dmn vis 13.09

5
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 11. (Continued)

Schizophrenia patients with hallucinations versus healthy controls

RSN RSN Statsb RSN RSN Stats RSN RSN Stats

cen cen 16.46 dmn vis 14.42 aud vis 13.09

dmn sal 16.44 sal van 14.42 dmn dan 13.09

dmn sal 16.43 sal dan 14.40 dmn vis 13.08

dmn cen 16.41 vis cen 14.39 ssh sal 13.08

vis cen 16.40 vis cen 14.39 dmn cen 13.07

cen sal 16.33 vis dan 14.37 mem cen 13.07

vis cen 16.29 ssm con 14.35 mem cen 13.07

cen cen 16.25 dmn mem 14.35 dmn sal 13.07

dmn dan 16.25 dmn vis 14.35 ssm dmn 13.06

vis sal 16.23 van dan 14.34 dmn dmn 13.06

sal dan 16.20 cen dan 14.34 con sal 13.06

vis vis 16.17 dmn vis 14.33 dmn vis 13.04

vis sal 16.17 dmn cen 14.32 vis sal 13.04

dmn dan 16.15 vis sal 14.31 con dan 13.04

dmn vis 16.11 dan dan 14.31 vis dan 13.04

vis vis 16.09 dmn dmn 14.28 aud vis 13.03

con van 16.08 vis vis 14.27 dmn cen 13.03

dmn sal 16.07 con aud 14.25 dmn vis 13.01

ssm dmn 16.05 dmn vis 14.25 sal sal 13.01

dmn vis 16.03 vis van 14.25

aNBS F-test at T = 13.0; P < 0.05 with 10,000 permutations, adjusted for multiple comparisons. bStats indicates the T-statistic 

of significant edges. Abbreviations; AUD auditory network; CEN central-executive network; CER cerebellum; CON cingulo-

opercular network; DAN dorsal attention network; DMN default mode network; MEM memory; RSN Resting State Network; SAL 

salience; SSH somatosensory hand; SSM somatosensory mouth; SUB subcortical; VAN ventral attention network; VIS visual.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 12. Results of the network based statistics for bipolar-I disorder patients with hallucinations 

versus healthy controls using the Power atlasa.

Bipolar-I disorder patients with hallucinations versus healthy controls

RSN RSN Statsb RSN RSN Stats RSN RSN Stats

vis unc 24.89 vis unc 12.25 dmn dan 10.39

vis unc 23.13 vis unc 12.23 mem unc 10.36

vis unc 22.90 vis vis 12.19 ssh dmn 10.34

vis unc 22.18 unc cen 12.19 con aud 10.32

vis unc 21.96 mem vis 12.07 unc dmn 10.31

vis unc 21.92 vis unc 12.04 unc dan 10.31

vis unc 21.80 mem dan 12.04 con sub 10.28

vis unc 21.01 mem unc 11.99 vis unc 10.27

ssm ssm 20.21 vis vis 11.83 con sal 10.24

vis unc 19.42 sub sub 11.82 dmn unc 10.20

vis unc 19.38 dmn sal 11.73 dmn vis 10.18

vis unc 19.29 aud dmn 11.71 vis vis 10.18

dmn unc 19.15 dmn dan 11.68 dmn dmn 10.16

vis vis 19.03 cen sub 11.64 unc van 10.14

vis unc 18.85 ssh aud 11.63 dmn unc 10.13

dmn vis 18.49 con dmn 11.62 sal sal 10.12

vis unc 17.91 unc dan 11.62 vis unc 10.09

dmn vis 17.80 unc vis 11.61 con sub 10.04

vis unc 17.52 unc vis 11.56 vis vis 10.00

dmn vis 17.29 dmn vis 11.55 mem cen 9.96

vis vis 17.14 ssh unc 11.52 vis vis 9.94

vis unc 16.93 mem vis 11.51 dmn vis 9.93

vis unc 16.33 dmn vis 11.49 ssm aud 9.89

ssm aud 16.28 dmn vis 11.48 vis vis 9.87

vis vis 16.25 ssm aud 11.44 aud cen 9.86

mem dan 16.22 dmn cen 11.41 dmn unc 9.82

dmn vis 16.15 dmn cen 11.38 aud dmn 9.81

ssm aud 16.00 vis unc 11.37 ssm aud 9.80

con unc 15.95 dmn vis 11.36 cen sal 9.77

vis vis 15.94 dmn vis 11.36 aud vis 9.76

mem dan 15.90 vis unc 11.32 dmn vis 9.76

dmn vis 15.84 dmn dmn 11.31 dmn vis 9.75

dmn vis 15.79 dmn unc 11.30 mem vis 9.75

5
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 12. (Continued)

Bipolar-I disorder patients with hallucinations versus healthy controls

RSN RSN Statsb RSN RSN Stats RSN RSN Stats

dmn unc 15.76 aud cen 11.28 ssh mem 9.70

vis unc 15.75 dmn unc 11.27 mem mem 9.68

vis unc 15.60 dmn dmn 11.26 dmn vis 9.67

vis unc 15.56 aud dan 11.25 vis unc 9.66

mem vis 15.53 mem vis 11.24 mem vis 9.64

vis unc 15.48 dmn vis 11.22 vis vis 9.63

dmn vis 15.39 dmn unc 11.20 aud cen 9.63

mem vis 15.35 unc unc 11.20 dmn unc 9.63

vis unc 15.29 ssm aud 11.19 sal sal 9.62

dmn unc 15.03 vis vis 11.19 vis vis 9.61

dmn unc 14.89 dmn unc 11.19 vis vis 9.59

mem vis 14.83 vis unc 11.18 mem mem 9.57

dmn vis 14.72 dmn dmn 11.16 dmn dmn 9.56

ssh aud 14.63 mem vis 11.14 unc vis 9.56

dmn vis 14.61 mem vis 11.13 ssh unc 9.56

vis unc 14.60 vis unc 11.13 vis vis 9.49

mem unc 14.34 vis cen 11.13 ssh unc 9.49

ssm aud 14.25 vis vis 11.11 vis vis 9.47

ssh unc 14.17 ssh ssm 11.10 dmn vis 9.44

sal sal 13.86 aud cen 11.04 unc dan 9.43

vis vis 13.81 dmn dmn 11.03 mem cen 9.42

dmn unc 13.74 vis unc 11.03 vis vis 9.40

dmn dmn 13.70 mem dan 10.99 dmn dan 9.40

con cen 13.68 vis vis 10.97 aud dmn 9.39

vis vis 13.66 vis unc 10.97 unc vis 9.33

vis vis 13.66 ssh aud 10.96 ssh dmn 9.32

vis vis 13.65 vis unc 10.95 dmn unc 9.32

mem vis 13.38 unc vis 10.93 mem unc 9.32

dmn unc 13.37 unc dan 10.92 dmn dmn 9.31

cen sal 13.25 mem vis 10.89 unc cen 9.31

dmn vis 13.24 dmn vis 10.88 aud dmn 9.30

unc unc 13.24 dmn mem 10.87 vis vis 9.29

dmn vis 13.06 ssm aud 10.85 aud cen 9.29

vis vis 12.99 vis vis 10.85 dmn dmn 9.25
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 12. (Continued)

Bipolar-I disorder patients with hallucinations versus healthy controls

RSN RSN Statsb RSN RSN Stats RSN RSN Stats

dmn cen 12.94 vis unc 10.84 vis vis 9.22

mem cen 12.93 mem vis 10.83 dmn cen 9.22

mem dan 12.92 dmn dmn 10.82 vis van 9.21

mem sal 12.87 vis dan 10.80 unc vis 9.20

dmn mem 12.80 vis vis 10.79 dmn vis 9.19

cen sal 12.79 aud unc 10.79 dmn dmn 9.17

dmn dmn 12.75 ssm ssm 10.78 unc van 9.16

vis unc 12.70 dmn vis 10.75 vis unc 9.14

vis cen 12.68 vis vis 10.74 ssh unc 9.14

vis vis 12.64 vis vis 10.73 con dmn 9.12

vis cen 12.58 dmn vis 10.66 vis dan 9.12

sal sal 12.58 ssh cen 10.58 vis vis 9.10

sal sal 12.56 vis vis 10.55 vis vis 9.08

dmn vis 12.48 vis vis 10.55 unc mem 9.08

dmn mem 12.46 unc unc 10.49 mem unc 9.06

dmn vis 12.44 dmn unc 10.47 dmn sal 9.04

dmn cen 12.44 con sal 10.47 dmn mem 9.03

dmn vis 12.43 con vis 10.44 ssh ssm 9.01

vis unc 12.30 vis vis 10.43 dmn vis 9.01

aud dmn 12.29 dmn vis 10.42 dmn vis 9.01

ssm aud 12.25

aNBS F-test at T = 12.0; P < 0.05 with 10,000 permutations, adjusted for multiple comparisons. bStats indicates the T-statistic 

of significant edges. Abbreviations; AUD auditory network; CEN central-executive network; CER cerebellum; CON cingulo-

opercular network; DAN dorsal attention network; DMN default mode network; MEM memory; RSN Resting State Network; SAL 

salience; SSH somatosensory hand; SSM somatosensory mouth; SUB subcortical; VAN ventral attention network; VIS visual.

5
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 13. List of features for random forest classifier in non-clinical individuals with hallucinationsa.

Non-clinical individuals with hallucinations versus healthy controls

No. Region Region No. Region Region

1 Fusiform_R Rolandic_Oper_R 47 Cuneus_R Frontal_Sup_R

2 Hippocampus_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 48 Cuneus_R Frontal_Mid_R

3 Hippocampus_L Rolandic_Oper_R 49 Cuneus_R Frontal_Sup_Medial_R

4 Temporal_Inf_L SupraMarginal_R 50 Cuneus_R Cuneus_L

5 Temporal_Inf_L Angular_R 51 Lingual_R Frontal_Sup_R

6 Temporal_Inf_L Temporal_Sup_R 52 Lingual_R Frontal_Mid_R

7 Temporal_Inf_R Rolandic_Oper_R 53 Lingual_R Frontal_Sup_Medial_L

8 Temporal_Inf_R Amygdala_R 54 Lingual_R Frontal_Sup_Medial_R

9 Temporal_Inf_R Temporal_Sup_R 55 Lingual_R 6_Cingulum_Ant_R

10 Temporal_Mid_L Rolandic_Oper_R 56 Lingual_R Calcarine_L

11 Temporal_Mid_L Temporal_Sup_R 57 Lingual_R Cuneus_L

12 Temporal_Mid_R Precentral_R 58 Occipital_Inf_L Frontal_Sup_Medial_R

13 Temporal_Mid_R Rolandic_Oper_R 59 Occipital_Inf_L 6_Cingulum_Ant_R

14 Temporal_Mid_R 6_Insula_R 60 Occipital_Mid_L Frontal_Sup_Medial_R

15 Temporal_Mid_R Heschl_R 61 Occipital_Mid_L 6_Cingulum_Ant_R

16 Temporal_Mid_R Temporal_Sup_R 62 Occipital_Mid_L Calcarine_L

17 Temporal_Pole_Mid_R Frontal_Sup_L 63 Occipital_Sup_L Frontal_Sup_Medial_R

18 Temporal_Pole_Sup_R Temporal_Sup_L 64 Putamen_R Precentral_L

19 Temporal_Sup_L Rolandic_Oper_R 65 Putamen_R SupraMarginal_R

20 Temporal_Sup_L 6_Insula_L 66 Angular_R Precentral_R

21 Temporal_Sup_L 6_Insula_R 67 Angular_R Parietal_Inf_L

22 Temporal_Sup_R Precentral_L 68 Parietal_Inf_L Precentral_R

23 Temporal_Sup_R Frontal_Sup_L 69 Parietal_Inf_L Frontal_Sup_Medial_R

24 Temporal_Sup_R Rolandic_Oper_R 70 Postcentral_L Rolandic_Oper_R

25 Temporal_Sup_R Parietal_Inf_L 71 Postcentral_L Calcarine_L

26 Temporal_Sup_R SupraMarginal_L 72 Postcentral_R Rolandic_Oper_R

27 Temporal_Sup_R SupraMarginal_R 73 Precuneus_R Frontal_Sup_Medial_R

28 Frontal_Inf_Oper_R Precentral_L 74 Precuneus_R Precuneus_L

29 Frontal_Inf_Orb_L Precentral_L 75 SupraMarginal_L Rolandic_Oper_R

30 Frontal_Inf_Orb_R Precentral_L 76 SupraMarginal_L 6_Insula_L

31 Frontal_Inf_Tri_L Precentral_L 77 SupraMarginal_R Precentral_R

32 Frontal_Inf_Tri_R Precentral_L 78 SupraMarginal_R Frontal_Sup_R

33 Frontal_Mid_L Precentral_L 79 SupraMarginal_R Frontal_Mid_R

34 Frontal_Mid_R Precentral_L 80 SupraMarginal_R Frontal_Inf_Oper_R
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 13. (Continued)

Non-clinical individuals with hallucinations versus healthy controls

No. Region Region No. Region Region

35 Frontal_Sup_L Precentral_L 81 SupraMarginal_R Frontal_Inf_Tri_R

36 Frontal_Sup_Medial_L Frontal_Sup_R 82 SupraMarginal_R Rolandic_Oper_R

37 Frontal_Sup_Medial_R Frontal_Sup_R 83 SupraMarginal_R 6_Insula_R

38 Calcarine_L Frontal_Sup_L 84 SupraMarginal_R Hippocampus_R

39 Calcarine_L Frontal_Sup_Medial_L 85 6_Cingulum_Ant_L Frontal_Sup_R

40 Calcarine_L Frontal_Sup_Medial_R 86 6_Cingulum_Ant_L Frontal_Sup_Medial_L

41 Calcarine_R Frontal_Sup_R 87 6_Cingulum_Ant_R Frontal_Sup_R

42 Calcarine_R Frontal_Sup_Medial_R 88 6_Cingulum_Ant_R Frontal_Mid_R

43 Cuneus_L Frontal_Sup_Medial_L 89 6_Cingulum_Ant_R Frontal_Sup_Medial_R

44 Cuneus_L Frontal_Sup_Medial_R 90 6_Insula_L Precentral_L

45 Cuneus_L 6_Cingulum_Ant_R 91 6_Insula_R Precentral_L

46 Cuneus_L Calcarine_R

aFeatures are disturbed connections that are part of the NBS network when comparing non-clinical individuals with 

hallucinations to healthy controls.

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 14. List of features for random forest classifier in schizophrenia patients with hallucinationsa.

Schizophrenia patients with hallucinations versus healthy controls

No. Region Region No. Region Region

1 Amygdala_R Hippocampus_R 45 Occipital_Mid_L Lingual_L

2 Amygdala_R ParaHippocampal_R 46 Occipital_Sup_L Frontal_Sup_Orb_L

3 Fusiform_L Occipital_Sup_L 47 Occipital_Sup_L Lingual_L

4 Heschl_L Rolandic_Oper_R 48 Caudate_R Cingulum_Mid_R

5 Heschl_L Insula_L 49 Caudate_R Hippocampus_R

6 Heschl_L Amygdala_R 50 Pallidum_R Hippocampus_R

7 Heschl_R Parietal_Inf_R 51 Pallidum_R ParaHippocampal_R

8 Heschl_R SupraMarginal_L 52 Putamen_L Hippocampus_L

9 Heschl_R SupraMarginal_R 53 Putamen_L Hippocampus_R

10 Hippocampus_R Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 54 Putamen_R Rolandic_Oper_L

11 Hippocampus_R Supp_Motor_Area_R 55 Putamen_R Hippocampus_R

12 Hippocampus_R Cingulum_Ant_L 56 Thalamus_R Frontal_Inf_Tri_L

13 Hippocampus_R Cingulum_Ant_R 57 Thalamus_R Cingulum_Ant_R

14 Hippocampus_R Cingulum_Mid_R 58 Parietal_Inf_L Frontal_Med_Orb_L

15 ParaHippocampal_R Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 59 Parietal_Inf_L Frontal_Med_Orb_R

5
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 14. (Continued)

Schizophrenia patients with hallucinations versus healthy controls

No. Region Region No. Region Region

16 ParaHippocampal_R Cingulum_Ant_L 60 Parietal_Inf_L Lingual_L

17 ParaHippocampal_R Cingulum_Ant_R 61 Postcentral_L Supp_Motor_Area_L

18 Temporal_Inf_L Rolandic_Oper_R 62 Postcentral_L Supp_Motor_Area_R

19 Temporal_Inf_L Heschl_R 63 Precuneus_L Frontal_Sup_Orb_L

20 Temporal_Inf_L Temporal_Pole_Sup_R 64 Precuneus_R Frontal_Sup_Orb_L

21 Temporal_Inf_R Rolandic_Oper_R 65 Precuneus_R Insula_R

22 Temporal_Inf_R Heschl_R 66 SupraMarginal_L Cingulum_Mid_R

23 Temporal_Mid_L Rolandic_Oper_R 67 SupraMarginal_R Frontal_Inf_Oper_R

24 Temporal_Mid_L Lingual_L 68 SupraMarginal_R Frontal_Inf_Tri_L

25 Temporal_Mid_R Rolandic_Oper_R 69 SupraMarginal_R Rolandic_Oper_R

26 Temporal_Sup_L Rolandic_Oper_R 70 SupraMarginal_R Insula_R

27 Temporal_Sup_L Supp_Motor_Area_L 71 SupraMarginal_R Cingulum_Mid_R

28 Temporal_Sup_L Supp_Motor_Area_R 72 Cingulum_Mid_R Precentral_L

29 Temporal_Sup_L Insula_L 73 Cingulum_Mid_R Frontal_Sup_Orb_L

30 Temporal_Sup_L Amygdala_R 74 Cingulum_Mid_R Frontal_Sup_Orb_R

31 Frontal_Sup_Orb_L Frontal_Sup_L 75 Cingulum_Mid_R Frontal_Mid_L

32 Rolandic_Oper_L Frontal_Inf_Tri_L 76 Cingulum_Mid_R Frontal_Mid_R

33 Rolandic_Oper_L Frontal_Inf_Orb_L 77 Cingulum_Mid_R Frontal_Mid_Orb_R

34 Rolandic_Oper_L Frontal_Inf_Orb_R 78 Cingulum_Mid_R Frontal_Inf_Oper_L

35 Rolandic_Oper_R Rolandic_Oper_L 79 Cingulum_Mid_R Frontal_Inf_Oper_R

36 Cuneus_L Frontal_Sup_Orb_L 80 Cingulum_Mid_R Frontal_Inf_Tri_L

37 Cuneus_R Frontal_Sup_L 81 Cingulum_Mid_R Frontal_Inf_Orb_R

38 Cuneus_R Frontal_Sup_Orb_L 82 Cingulum_Mid_R Rolandic_Oper_L

39 Cuneus_R Rectus_L 83 Cingulum_Mid_R Rolandic_Oper_R

40 Lingual_L Frontal_Sup_Orb_L 84 Cingulum_Mid_R Cingulum_Ant_R

41 Occipital_Mid_L Frontal_Sup_R 85 Cingulum_Post_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_R

42 Occipital_Mid_L Frontal_Sup_Orb_L 86 Insula_L Rolandic_Oper_L

43 Occipital_Mid_L Frontal_Sup_Medial_L 87 Insula_R Rolandic_Oper_L

44 Occipital_Mid_L Rectus_L

aFeatures are disturbed connections that are part of the NBS network when comparing schizophrenia patients with 

hallucinations to healthy controls.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 15. List of features for random forest classifier in bipolar-I disorder patients with 

hallucinationsa.

Bipolar-I disorder patients with hallucinations versus healthy controls

No. Region Region No. Region Region

1 Amygdala_L Frontal_Sup_R 50 Rolandic_Oper_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_L

2 Amygdala_L Frontal_Sup_Orb_L 51 Rolandic_Oper_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_R

3 Amygdala_L Frontal_Sup_Orb_R 52 Occipital_Inf_R Frontal_Sup_Orb_R

4 Amygdala_L Frontal_Mid_L 53 Occipital_Inf_R Cingulum_Post_L

5 Amygdala_L Frontal_Mid_R 54 Occipital_Inf_R Hippocampus_R

6 Amygdala_L Frontal_Mid_Orb_R 55 Occipital_Mid_R Cingulum_Post_L

7 Amygdala_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 56 Occipital_Mid_R Occipital_Sup_R

8 Amygdala_L Frontal_Inf_Tri_R 57 Caudate_L Frontal_Mid_L

9 Amygdala_L Frontal_Inf_Orb_L 58 Caudate_L Frontal_Mid_Orb_L

10 Amygdala_L Frontal_Inf_Orb_R 59 Caudate_R Frontal_Mid_L

11 Amygdala_L Rolandic_Oper_R 60 Caudate_R Frontal_Mid_Orb_L

12 Amygdala_L Insula_R 61 Caudate_R Frontal_Inf_Orb_L

13 Amygdala_L Cingulum_Ant_R 62 Caudate_R Frontal_Sup_Medial_L

14 Fusiform_R Calcarine_R 63 Caudate_R Cingulum_Ant_L

15 Heschl_R Precentral_R 64 Caudate_R Cingulum_Ant_R

16 Heschl_R Frontal_Inf_Oper_L 65 Caudate_R Fusiform_R

17 Heschl_R Frontal_Inf_Tri_L 66 Caudate_R Parietal_Inf_R

18 Hippocampus_R Rolandic_Oper_R 67 Caudate_R Angular_R

19 Temporal_Inf_L Rolandic_Oper_R 68 Pallidum_L Frontal_Mid_L

20 Temporal_Inf_L Caudate_R 69 Pallidum_L Frontal_Mid_Orb_L

21 Temporal_Mid_R Caudate_R 70 Pallidum_L Frontal_Mid_Orb_R

22 Temporal_Pole_Mid_L Putamen_L 71 Pallidum_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_L

23 Temporal_Pole_Mid_L Pallidum_L 72 Pallidum_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_R

24 Temporal_Pole_Sup_L Frontal_Mid_L 73 Pallidum_L Rolandic_Oper_R

25 Temporal_Pole_Sup_L Frontal_Mid_Orb_L 74 Pallidum_L Olfactory_R

26 Temporal_Pole_Sup_L Rolandic_Oper_R 75 Pallidum_R Frontal_Mid_L

27 Temporal_Pole_Sup_L Pallidum_L 76 Pallidum_R Parietal_Inf_R

28 Temporal_Sup_L Precentral_R 77 Putamen_L Frontal_Mid_L

29 Frontal_Inf_Oper_R Frontal_Mid_Orb_L 78 Putamen_L Frontal_Mid_Orb_L

30 Frontal_Inf_Orb_L Frontal_Sup_L 79 Putamen_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_L

31 Frontal_Inf_Orb_L Frontal_Mid_L 80 Putamen_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_R

32 Frontal_Inf_Orb_L Frontal_Mid_R 81 Putamen_L Frontal_Inf_Tri_L

33 Frontal_Inf_Orb_L Frontal_Mid_Orb_L 82 Putamen_L Rolandic_Oper_R

5
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 15. (Continued)

Bipolar-I disorder patients with hallucinations versus healthy controls

No. Region Region No. Region Region

34 Frontal_Inf_Tri_L Frontal_Mid_Orb_L 83 Putamen_L Olfactory_R

35 Frontal_Med_Orb_L Frontal_Mid_Orb_L 84 Putamen_L Caudate_R

36 Frontal_Med_Orb_R Frontal_Mid_L 85 Parietal_Inf_R Frontal_Sup_Medial_R

37 Frontal_Med_Orb_R Frontal_Mid_Orb_L 86 Postcentral_L Precentral_R

38 Frontal_Med_Orb_R Frontal_Med_Orb_L 87 Postcentral_R Precentral_R

39 Frontal_Mid_Orb_L Frontal_Sup_L 88 Postcentral_R Postcentral_L

40 Frontal_Mid_Orb_L Frontal_Sup_R 89 SupraMarginal_R Precentral_L

41 Frontal_Mid_Orb_L Frontal_Mid_L 90 Cingulum_Ant_L Frontal_Mid_L

42 Frontal_Mid_Orb_L Frontal_Mid_R 91 Cingulum_Ant_L Frontal_Mid_Orb_L

43 Frontal_Sup_Medial_L Frontal_Mid_Orb_L 92 Cingulum_Ant_L Frontal_Inf_Orb_L

44 Frontal_Sup_Medial_L Frontal_Inf_Orb_L 93 Cingulum_Ant_R Frontal_Mid_Orb_L

45 Frontal_Sup_Medial_R Frontal_Inf_Orb_L 94 Cingulum_Ant_R Frontal_Inf_Orb_L

46 Precentral_R Precentral_L 95 Cingulum_Mid_R Frontal_Mid_Orb_L

47 Rolandic_Oper_L Precentral_R 96 Insula_L Frontal_Mid_Orb_L

48 Rolandic_Oper_L Frontal_Mid_L 97 Insula_L Frontal_Inf_Oper_R

49 Rolandic_Oper_L Frontal_Mid_R

aFeatures are disturbed connections that are part of the NBS network when comparing bipolar-I patients with hallucinations 

to healthy controls.

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 16. List of abbreviations for brain areas AAL-atlasa.

No. Abbreviation Region No. Abbreviation Region

1 PreCG.L Precentral_L 46 CUN.R Cuneus_R

2 PreCG.R Precentral_R 47 LING.L Lingual_L

3 SFGdor.L Frontal_Sup_L 48 LING.R Lingual_R

4 SFGdor.R Frontal_Sup_R 49 SOG.L Occipital_Sup_L

5 ORBsup.L Frontal_Sup_Orb_L 50 SOG.R Occipital_Sup_R

6 ORBsup.R Frontal_Sup_Orb_R 51 MOG.L Occipital_Mid_L

7 MFG.L Frontal_Mid_L 52 MOG.R Occipital_Mid_R

8 MFG.R Frontal_Mid_R 53 IOG.L Occipital_Inf_L

9 ORBmid.L Frontal_Mid_Orb_L 54 IOG.R Occipital_Inf_R

10 ORBmid.R Frontal_Mid_Orb_R 55 FFG.L Fusiform_L

11 IFGoperc.L Frontal_Inf_Oper_L 56 FFG.R Fusiform_R

12 IFGoperc.R Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 57 PoCG.L Postcentral_L

13 IFGtriang.L Frontal_Inf_Tri_L 58 PoCG.R Postcentral_R
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 16. (Continued)

No. Abbreviation Region No. Abbreviation Region

14 IFGtriang.R Frontal_Inf_Tri_R 59 SPG.L Parietal_Sup_L

15 ORBinf.L Frontal_Inf_Orb_L 60 SPG.R Parietal_Sup_R

16 ORBinf.R Frontal_Inf_Orb_R 61 IPL.L Parietal_Inf_L

17 ROL.L Rolandic_Oper_L 62 IPL.R Parietal_Inf_R

18 ROL.R Rolandic_Oper_R 63 SMG.L SupraMarginal_L

19 SMA.L Supp_Motor_Area_L 64 SMG.R SupraMarginal_R

20 SMA.R Supp_Motor_Area_R 65 ANG.L Angular_L

21 OLF.L Olfactory_L 66 ANG.R Angular_R

22 OLF.R Olfactory_R 67 PCUN.L Precuneus_L

23 SFGmed.L Frontal_Sup_Medial_L 68 PCUN.R Precuneus_R

24 SFGmed.R Frontal_Sup_Medial_R 69 PCL.L Paracentral_Lobule_L

25 ORBsupmed.L Frontal_Med_Orb_L 70 PCL.R Paracentral_Lobule_R

26 ORBsupmed.R Frontal_Med_Orb_R 71 CAU.L Caudate_L

27 REC.L Rectus_L 72 CAU.R Caudate_R

28 REC.R Rectus_R 73 PUT.L Putamen_L

29 INS.L Insula_L 74 PUT.R Putamen_R

30 INS.R Insula_R 75 PAL.L Pallidum_L

31 ACG.L Cingulum_Ant_L 76 PAL.R Pallidum_R

32 ACG.R Cingulum_Ant_R 77 THA.L Thalamus_L

33 DCG.L Cingulum_Mid_L 78 THA.R Thalamus_R

34 DCG.R Cingulum_Mid_R 79 HES.L Heschl_L

35 PCG.L Cingulum_Post_L 80 HES.R Heschl_R

36 PCG.R Cingulum_Post_R 81 STG.L Temporal_Sup_L

37 HIP.L Hippocampus_L 82 STG.R Temporal_Sup_R

38 HIP.R Hippocampus_R 83 TPOsup.L Temporal_Pole_Sup_L

39 PHG.L ParaHippocampal_L 84 TPOsup.R Temporal_Pole_Sup_R

40 PHG.R ParaHippocampal_R 85 MTG.L Temporal_Mid_L

41 AMYG.L Amygdala_L 86 MTG.R Temporal_Mid_R

42 AMYG.R Amygdala_R 87 TPOmid.L Temporal_Pole_Mid_L

43 CAL.L Calcarine_L 88 TPOmid.R Temporal_Pole_Mid_R

44 CAL.R Calcarine_R 89 ITG.L Temporal_Inf_L

45 CUN.L Cuneus_L 90 ITG.R Temporal_Inf_R

a Tzourio-Mazoyer and colleagues (2002).
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Abstract

Objectives

Functional connectome alterations, including modular network organization, have been related to 

the experience of hallucinations. It remains to be determined whether individuals with hallucinations 

across the psychosis continuum exhibit similar alterations in modular brain network organization.

Methods

This study assessed functional connectivity matrices of 465 individuals with and without 

hallucinations, including patients with schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, non-clinical individuals 

with hallucinations, and healthy controls. Modular brain network organization was examined 

at different scales of network resolution, including (1) global modularity measured as Qmax and 

Normalised Mutual Information (NMI) scores, and (2) within- and between-module connectivity.

Results

Global modular organization was not significantly altered across groups. However, alterations in 

within- and between-module connectivity were observed for higher-order cognitive (e.g., central-

executive salience, memory, default mode), and sensory modules in patients with schizophrenia 

and non-clinical individuals with hallucinations relative to controls. Dissimilar patterns of altered 

within- and between-module connectivity were found bipolar disorder patients with hallucinations 

relative to controls, including the visual, default mode and memory network, while connectivity 

patterns between visual, salience and cognitive control modules were unaltered. Bipolar disorder 

patients without hallucinations did not show significant alterations relative to controls.

Discussion

This study provides evidence for alterations in the modular organization of the functional 

connectome in individuals prone to hallucinations, with schizophrenia patients and non-clinical 

individuals showing similar alterations in sensory and higher-order cognitive modules. Other 

higher-order cognitive modules were found to relate to hallucinations in bipolar disorder patients, 

suggesting differential neural mechanisms may underlie hallucinations across the psychosis 

continuum.
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Introduction

Hallucinations are experienced in a range of clinical disorders, with prevalence rates of 60-80% 

in patients with schizophrenia and 50-60% in bipolar disorder (Taylor & Abrams, 1975; Andreasen 

& Flaum, 1991; Hammersley et al., 2003; Baethge et al., 2005) which can severely impact quality 

of life (Shergill et al., 1998). A minority (5-15%) of individuals without a need for care also report 

hallucinations (Tien, 1991; Sommer et al., 2010; Kråkvik et al., 2015). Consequently, hallucinations have 

been suggested to exist along a psychosis continuum, ranging from non-pathological experiences 

in the general population to severe psychotic disorders (van Os et al., 2000). Patients with bipolar 

disorder might hold a position in between both ends of this spectrum. Thus far, most studies have 

investigated hallucinations within specific diagnoses. A comparison across the psychosis continuum 

may enhance our understanding on transdiagnostic neural mechanisms related to hallucinations, 

which can contribute to better treatment options, and could enhance development of computational 

models of hallucinations (Corlett et al., 2009; Jardri & Denève, 2013; Corlett et al., 2019).

Network connectomics can be a valuable tool to investigate complex neural phenomena such as 

hallucinations (Fornito et al., 2012; Hugdahl & Sommer, 2018). This study investigated hallucinations 

across the psychosis continuum using a network approach, with a particular focus on the modular 

organization. As rest, large-scale functional networks form identifiable modules (Power et al., 2011), 

communities of brain regions that are strongly interconnected and share relatively low connectivity 

with regions outside of their module (Newman & Girvan, 2004; Gu et al., 2015). An altered modular 

organization is suggested to underlie psychotic symptoms, such as hallucinations (Hoffman & 

Dobscha, 1989; Hoffman & Mcglashan, 1993; David, 1994; Hoffman & McGlashan, 1997).

Firstly, alterations of the global modular network organization with regard to hallucinations were 

investigated. Previous studies have investigated the global modular organization in the context 

of psychotic disorders in general, showing alterations in schizophrenia, individuals at high-risk for 

psychosis, and bipolar disorder (Bordier et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2020; Collin et al., 2020).

Secondly, alterations in within- and between-module connectivity were investigated. Prior functional 

MRI (fMRI) studies have reported hyperactivation in the sensory cortex during the experience of 

hallucinations in schizophrenia and non-clinical individuals (Jardri et al., 2011; Kompus et al., 2011; 

Diederen et al., 2012). This observation generated theories that hallucinations may result from 

neuronal activity in sensory cortices that is not adequately controlled by higher-order cognitive 

modules (Aleman et al., 2003; Hugdahl, 2009; Hugdahl et al., 2015; Alderson-Day et al., 2016; Ćurčić-

Blake et al., 2017). Previous functional connectivity studies have indeed shown that hallucinations 

in schizophrenia may be related to abnormal connectivity and organization of large-scale brain 

modules, including the central-executive, default-mode, salience, memory and sensory modules 

(Wolf, 2011; Alderson-Day et al., 2015; Alonso-Solís et al., 2015; Alderson-Day et al., 2016; Lefebvre et al., 
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2016; Ćurčić-Blake et al., 2017; Hare et al., 2018; Mallikarjun et al., 2018; Okuneye et al., 2020; Schutte et 

al., 2021). Dynamic fMRI studies corroborate these findings by showing altered interactions between 

the default-mode and central-executive networks in hallucinating patients with schizophrenia (Jardri 

et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2018; Geng et al., 2020; Weber et al., 2020). To summarize, these studies have 

shown that hallucinations in schizophrenia stem from altered top-down and bottom-up processing 

(Hugdahl, 2009), reflected by altered interactions within- and between sensory and higher-order 

cognitive networks.

As of yet, it remains to be determined if similar connectivity alterations in modular organization are 

found in hallucinating individuals with other psychiatric diagnoses and in non-clinical individuals, 

which would suggest a shared neural mechanism across the psychosis continuum. To this end, 

resting-state fMRI scans of 465 individuals were obtained, including patients with schizophrenia, 

bipolar-I disorder, non-clinical individuals with a lifetime history of hallucinations, as well as healthy 

controls without hallucinations. We hypothesized that individuals with hallucinations would show 

transdiagnostic alterations in the modular network organization as compared to healthy controls, 

including 1) global modular organization and; 2) within- and between-module connectivity. 

Specifically between sensory and higher-order cognitive modules, including the auditory, visual, 

default-mode and central-executive networks, regardless of diagnosis.

Methods and materials

Subjects

The study sample consisted of 465 subjects, including 73 patients with bipolar-I disorder with a 

lifetime history of hallucinations (BD-H), 40 patients with bipolar-I disorder without a lifetime history 

of hallucinations (BD), 95 patients with a schizophrenia spectrum disorder and lifetime hallucinations 

(SCZ-H), 35 non-clinical individuals with hallucinations (NC-H), and 222 healthy controls without 

hallucinations (HC). All subjects were at least 18 years of age and provided written informed consent. 

Participants were recruited as part of five different studies, all carried out at the Department of 

Psychiatry of the University Medical Center Utrecht. See Supporting Information for details on 

recruitment and study procedures.

The presence of lifetime hallucinations was assessed by trained researchers using the Comprehensive 

Assessment of Symptoms and History Interview (CASH; Andreasen et al., 1992) or Structured Clinical 

Interview for DSM-IV (SCID; First & Gibbon, 2004), both comparable semi-structured interviews 

assessing symptomatology and hallucination modality. Hallucination severity was determined with 

the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS; Kay et al., 1987) in schizophrenia patients, and with 

the Psychotic Symptoms Rating Scales (PSYRATS; Haddock et al., 1999) in non-clinical individuals.
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Data acquisition and pre-processing

See the Supplemental Methods for more information on data acquisition, pre-processing and motion 

correction strategies.

Functional network construction

We used N = 264 regions of Power atlas (Power et al., 2011). The procedures of the functional network 

construction are described in the Supplemental Methods.

Global modular organization

Using a modularity maximization method (Newman, 2006), we identified brain network modules 

with a Louvain-like greedy algorithm (Blondel et al., 2008) implemented in MATLAB (Jutla et al., 

2011). Details are described in the Supplementary Methods.

First, modularity value Qw was calculated to assess how well the network can be subdivided into 

modules. Qw of the weighted network, with N nodes for a given module partition, is defined as the 

proportion of edges G that fall within modules, subtracted by the proportion that would be expected 

due to random chance (Newman & Girvan, 2004). The Qw value ranges from 0 to 1, with a value close 

to 1 indicating a strongly modular network. As a rule of thumb, networks with a maximum value of 

Qmax ≥ 0.3 are considered to be modular networks (Newman & Girvan, 2004).

Second, to examine whether the composition of nodes into modules differed across groups, we 

calculated Normalized Mutual Information (NMI; Danon et al., 2005) scores. Significant differences 

in NMI scores between the participant groups (i.e., NC-H, SCZ-H, BD-H, BD) and healthy controls 

would suggest group-differences in the composition of modules.

MATLAB tools developed by Danielle Bassett’s group (available at http://www.danisbassett.com/

resources.html) were used to compute a consensus modularity partitioning and calculate NMI scores.

Within- and between-module connectivity

We used a priori determined modules of the Power atlas (Power et al., 2011) to examine alterations 

in within- and between modules in relation to hallucinations. See Figure 1 for an overview of the 

fourteen modules. In this study, we left out the ‘uncertain’ module, and hence calculated all measures 

across the remaining thirteen modules, including: 1) within-module connectivity for each module; 

and 2) between-module connectivity between each pair of modules. Within-module connectivity 

was calculated as the mean connectivity strength of all connections between nodes within a module 

and is a measure of the functional cohesion of a module. Between-connectivity was calculated as 

the mean connectivity strength of all nodes in one module to all nodes of another module and thus 

reflects inter-modular integration.

6
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To examine differences in within- and between module connectivity in relation to hallucinations, we 

1) compared each of the four participant groups (NC-H, SCZ-H, BD-H, BD) with the healthy controls; 

2) directly compared the various hallucinating groups with each other (NC-H, SCZ-H, BD-H); and 3) as 

an exploratory analysis, we compared participants with and without (lifetime) hallucinations within 

diagnostic groups (BD-H versus BD; SCZ-H versus SCZ). As all schizophrenia patients experienced 

lifetime hallucinations, we were not able to divide this group into a strict “current versus lifetime” 

hallucinations group. Instead, we divided the schizophrenia group based on PANSS item P3 (Kay et 

al., 1987), such that current hallucinations are defined as P3-score > 3, and not-currently hallucinating 

patients as those with a P3-score < 3 (“lifetime”). The latter results are reported in the Supplementary 

Results and Supplementary Figure 6.

FIGURE 1. A priori based modules of the Power atlas used for within and between connectivity. We 
examined functional modules of the Power et al. (2011) atlas using N = 264 nodes. The color of each node indicates 
into which module this node was partitioned as previously defined by Power et al. (2011). We calculated the pairwise 
coherence between any pair of nodes to obtain a connectivity matrix for each participant.

Symptom correlates

Symptom correlates between functional connectivity, PANSS and PSYRATS-items are reported in 

the Supplementary Information.

Statistical analysis

Permutation testing was used to examine significant differences in Qmax, NMI scores, and within- 

and between module connectivity. This statistical method is well-suited for analyzing unbalanced 
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designs, including differences in sample sizes between groups, without losing power (Nichols 

& Holmes, 2002). All permutation testing was done using 10,000 permutations at P < 0.05, False 

Discovery Rate (FDR) corrected. Age and sex were regressed out of the data before permutation 

testing, see Supplementary Information for more details.

NMI scores were calculated between all possible pairs of participants within the same group (e.g., 

SCZ-H) to calculate a true mean within-group NMI. Group labels were then randomly permuted 

10,000 times, after which the permuted mean within-group NMI was calculated in the combined 

groups (e.g., SCZ-H and CTRL). P-values were computed as the number of iterations where the 

permuted mean within-group NMI was higher than the empirical within-group NMI, divided by 

the total number of permutations.

To assess within- and between-module connectivity, group labels were randomly permuted 10,000 

times and mean within- and between-module connectivity values were calculated in each iteration, 

resulting in an empirical (null-)distribution of group-differences that can arise under the null-

hypothesis. P-values were calculated as the proportion of iterations in which the permuted mean 

within- and between-module connectivity was greater than the empirical mean within-module 

connectivity. To correct for multiple testing, results are reported at P < 0.05 false discovery rate (FDR). 

To assess whether a more stringent correction would change the nature of our findings, we report 

results corrected for Family Wise Error (FWE) in Supplementary Figure 2.

Results

Participants

A total of 465 participants were included in this study, see Table 1 for an overview of demographic 

and clinical characteristics. A total of 84.2% of the SCZ-H group; 52.1% in BD-H and 22.5% in BD used 

antipsychotics medication. In the BD-H group, 56.2% used lithium, compared to 65% in the BD group.

The hallucinating groups also differed in hallucinatory modality (P < 0.001 for both auditory and visual 

modalities), as SCZ-H patients and NC-H reported a higher percentage of auditory hallucinations 

(80% and 100% against 53% for bipolar patients), whereas the NC-H group reported the highest 

percentage of visual hallucinations (80%), against 69.9% and 52.6% for BD-H and SCZ-H group.

Global modular organization

The networks of all participants exhibited a modular community structure reflected by Qmax values 

≥ 0.3, see Supplementary Figure 2. Modularity was not significantly different across any of the 

participant groups compared to HC: SCZ-H patients (P = 0.570); NC-H (P = 0.918), BD-H (P = 0.876), 

and BD (P = 0.816), see Figure 2a for the maximum Qmax score per group.
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As compared to HC, NMI scores did not show significant differences in SCZ-H patients (P = 0.962), 

NC-H (P=0.985), BD-H (P = 0.079) and BD (P = 0.272), see Figure 2b. This finding was not influenced 

by differences in age, sex and duration of illness across the groups, see Supplementary Information 

for more details.

TABLE 1. Participant characteristics on demographic and clinical variables (n = 465)a.

SCZ-H
(n = 95)

BD-H
(n = 73)

BD
(n = 40)

NC-H
(n = 35)

HC
(n = 222) P value

Age, mean (SD), years 32.5 (10.9) 46.5 (11.4) 51.6 (11.8) 42.1 (15.0) 40.8 (14.5) < .001*

Sex, m/f 64/31 36/37 21/19 9/26 119/103 .001*

Handedness, R/L 81/8 65/8 33/7 26/9 185/36 .128

Duration of illness, years 9.3 (9.7) 15.9 (12.9) 1 NA NA <.001*

Motion, mm

Relative mean displacementb 0.1 (0.04) 0.1 (0.03) 0.1 (0.04) 0.1 (0.03) 0.1 (0.03) < .001*

Diagnosis, No. (%)

Schizophrenia 57 (60.0)

Schizoaffective disorder 15 (15.8)

Schizophreniform disorder 1 (1.1)

Schizotypal personality 1 (1.1)

Psychosis NOS 20 (21.1)

Bipolar-I disorder 73 (100) 40 (100)

Medication, No. (%)  NA NA

Antipsychotics 80 (84.2) 38 (52.1) 9 (22.5)

Lithium 5 (5.3) 41 (56.2) 26 (65.0)

Anti-depressants 21 (22.1) 16 (21.9) 10 (25.0)

Hallucinations lifetime, No. (%) 95 (100) 73 (100) 0 (0.0) 35 (100) 0 (0.0)

Auditory 76 (80.0) 39 (53.4) 0 (0.0) 35 (100) 0 (0.0) < .001*

Visual 50 (52.6) 51 (69.9) 0 (0.0) 28 (80.0) 0 (0.0) < .001*

Hallucinations current, No. (%) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

Delusions lifetime, No. (%)

aDifferences between continuous variables were tested with a one-way ANOVA, and differences in dichotomous variables 

with Chi-square tests. b The relative root mean square (RMS) displacement was calculated by FSL MCFLIRT. Significance was 

set at P < 0.05. Significant differences are indicated by an asterisk (*). Current hallucinations includes experiences in the last 

month. The current hallucinations in the SCZ-H were based on the P3>2 PANSS, and in NC-H with the frequency item of the 

PSYRATS. Number of cases with missing data: Duration of illness n=16 SCZ-H; n=55 BD-H; n=39 BD; Diagnosis n=1 SCZ-H; 

Antipsychotics n=10 HC; n=5 SCZ-H; n=3 BD-H; n=1 BD. Lithium n=10 HC; n=6 SCZ-H. Antidepressants; n=10 HC; n=16 SCZ-H; 

Lifetime hallucinations n=4 HC; Auditory n=4 HC; n=11 SCZ-H; n=2 BD-H. Visual n=5 HC; n=15 SCZ-H. Olfactory n=5 HC; n=17 

SCZ-H. Tactile n=5 HC; n=14 SCZ-H. Current hallucinations: SCZ-H=23. Lifetime delusions; n=5 HC; n=3 NC-H; n=21 SCZ-H; 

childhood trauma; n=74 HC; n=10 NC-H; n=78 SCZ-H; n=2 BD-H; BD = 2.

Abbreviations: NC-H non-clinical individuals with hallucinations; BD-H bipolar-I disorder with lifetime history of hallucinations; 

BD bipolar-I disorder without lifetime history of hallucinations; SCZ-H schizophrenia spectrum disorder with hallucinations.
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FIGURE 2. Global modular organization scores per participant group. Violin plots depict the distribution of a) 
Qmax and b) NMI scores per participant group. The white boxes within the violin plots indicate the mean and standard 
deviations. All plots were generated before controlling for age and gender. None of the groups differed significantly 
at P < 0.05 (after regressing out age and sex, corrected for multiple comparison). Abbreviations: BD bipolar disorder 
without hallucinations; BD-H bipolar disorder with hallucinations; NC-H non-clinical individuals with hallucinations; 
NMI normalised mutual information; SCZ-H schizophrenia spectrum disorder with hallucinations.

Within- and between-module connectivity

We found significantly altered within- and between-module connectivity in participants with 

hallucinations compared to HC. SCZ-H and NC-H groups showed increased within-module 

connectivity of the somatosensory and auditory modules. Increased between-module connectivity 

was found between the auditory module and several higher-order cognitive (i.e., central-executive, 

salience, memory, cingulo-opercular), default-mode, somatosensory and subcortical modules, 

suggesting decreased segregation between these modules. Furthermore, decreased between-

module connectivity was found between the visual module and higher-order cognitive (i.e., central-

executive, salience), default-mode and subcortical modules in NC-H and SCZ-H, suggesting increased 

segregation between these modules. See Figure 3a for an overview of the significant alterations in 

NC-H and SCZ-H. The corresponding FDR-corrected P-values of these alterations can be found in 

Supplementary Figure 2a.

In BD-H patients compared to HC, we observed increased between-module connectivity of the 

visual, memory, cerebellar and default-mode modules and increased within-module connectivity of 

both the memory and visual network, suggesting decreased segregation between these modules. 

Decreased connectivity between the auditory and somatosensory module was observed in BD-H 

compared to HC, suggesting increased segregation. We did not observe any alterations in within- or 
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between-module connectivity in the BD relative to HC. See Table 2 and Figure 3a for the alterations 

in both groups of BD patients, and Supplementary Figure 5a for the corresponding P-values.

When comparing the hallucination groups with each other, NC-H and SCZ-H participants did not 

significantly differ in within- and between-module connectivity, see Figure 3b. Both NC-H and SCZ-H 

showed similar alterations to BD-H participants. SCZ-H participants showed increased connectivity 

between sensory (i.e., auditory) and higher-order cognitive modules (i.e., cingulo-opercular, dorsal 

attention, salience), suggesting decreased segregation between auditory and higher-order cognitive 

modules compared to BD-H. Specifically, cingulo-opercular and ventral attention modules showed 

significantly altered connectivity to other modules. NC-H showed similar alterations when compared 

to BD-H participants. In these individuals, the somatosensory and dorsal attention modules showed 

most altered connections to other modules, see Figure 3b.

FIGURE 3. Within- and between-module connectivity disturbances. This figure summarizes the alterations 
in within-and between-modules connectivity of the 13 modules of the Power atlas. In panel A, the clinical and non-
clinical groups are contrasted with healthy controls. From left to right; 1) non-clinical individuals with hallucinations 
(n = 35) vs healthy controls (n = 222); 2) schizophrenia patients with hallucinations (n = 95) vs healthy controls (n = 222); 
3) bipolar-I disorder patients with hallucinations (n = 73) vs healthy controls (n = 222). 4) bipolar-I disorder patients 
without hallucinations (n = 40) did not differ from controls (n = 222). In panel B, the groups with hallucinations are 
contrasted with each other, from left to right; 5) schizophrenia patients with hallucinations (n = 95) vs non-clinical 
individuals with hallucinations (n = 35); 6) schizophrenia patients with hallucinations (n = 95) vs bipolar-I disorder 
patients with hallucinations (n = 73); 7) non-clinical individuals with hallucinations (n = 35) vs bipolar-I disorder patients 
with hallucinations (n = 73). The connections in the circle plot are color-coded based on either an increase (red) or 
decrease (blue) in modular connectivity when comparing the first group (e.g. NC-H) to the latter group (e.g. HC). 
Group differences were tested at a significance level of P < 0.05 FDR corrected. Age and sex were regressed out of 
the data before permutation testing. Connections within modules are indicated by lines that connect one side of the 
rim segment to the other. Abbreviations: AUD auditory; BD bipolar-I disorder without lifetime history of hallucinations; 
BD-H bipolar-I disorder with lifetime history of hallucinations; CEN central-executive network; CER cerebellum; CON 
cingulo-opercular network; DAN dorsal attention network; DMN default mode network; HC healthy controls; MEM 
memory; NC-H non-clinical individuals with hallucinations; SAL salience; SCZ-H schizophrenia spectrum disorder 
with hallucinations; SSH somatosensory hand; SSM somatosensory mouth; SUB subcortical; VAN ventral attention 
network; VIS visual.
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TABLE 2. Degree of each module per hallucinating group as compared to healthy controlsa.

NC-H
(n = 35)

SCZ-H
(n = 95)

BD-H
(n = 73)

Module Degree Degree Degree

SSM 4 2 0

AUD 13 7 2

SUB 5 8 0

DMN 9 6 1

SAL 6 7 1

CON 2 2 2

VAN 4 3 4

SSH 5 1 0

VIS 6 6 2

CEN 7 3 2

MEM 3 5 0

DAN 2 1 0

CER 2 3 1

aDegree refers to the number of connections that were found to be altered for this particular module compared to 

healthy controls. For example, a degree of 5 means that this module had 5 within- or between- connections that were 

significantly altered compared to healthy controls. Abbreviations: AUD auditory; BD-H bipolar-I disorder with lifetime history 

of hallucinations; CEN central-executive network; CER cerebellum; CON cingulo-opercular network; DAN dorsal attention 

network; DMN default mode network; mem memory; NC-H non-clinical individuals with hallucinations; SAL salience; SCZ-H 

schizophrenia spectrum disorder with hallucinations; SSH somatosensory hand; SSM somatosensory mouth; SUB subcortical; 

VAN ventral attention network; VIS visual.

Discussion

The aim of this study was to investigate whether individuals with hallucinations across the psychosis 

continuum show similar alterations in global modular network organization, and within- and 

between module connectivity. We did not find differences in global modular network organization 

across any of the hallucination groups compared to controls, meaning that the level of modularity 

was similar across groups and the nodes of the brain network were similarly partitioned into modules. 

We found that sensory modules (i.e., auditory and visual networks) showed altered connectivity with 

higher-order cognitive modules (i.e., central-executive, cingulo-opercular, salience, memory) in all 

hallucinating individuals across conditions, suggesting altered top-down and bottom-up processing. 

These higher-order cognitive modules were altered in non-clinical individuals and schizophrenia 

patients but not in bipolar-I disorder patients. In all hallucination groups, the default-mode module 

showed altered connectivity with other modules, including sensory and higher-order cognitive 

modules. In bipolar-I disorder patients, connectivity alterations were found between the memory, 
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default-mode and visual module. As such, whereas hallucinations in all disorders appeared to be 

related to connectivity alterations within and between sensory and higher-order cognitive modules, 

different higher-order cognitive modules were involved in bipolar-I disorder as compared to 

schizophrenia and non-clinical individuals. Taken together, our results suggest that hallucinations 

do not share the same neural mechanism across the psychosis continuum.

Contrary to previous studies on global modular organization (Bordier et al., 2018; Collin et al., 2020; 

Ma et al., 2020), we did not find differences in the global modular organization across groups. Both 

more (Hoffman & Dobscha, 1989; Hoffman & Mcglashan, 1993; Hoffman & McGlashan, 1997) and less 

(David, 1994) modular brain networks have been suggested to underlie psychotic symptoms. A more 

modular brain could lead to a fragmented brain network that gives rise to autonomous modules 

that act as ‘parasitic foci’, which reverberate the same output into the brain’s information flow, 

thus leading to hallucinations (Hoffman & Dobscha, 1989; Hoffman & Mcglashan, 1993; Hoffman & 

McGlashan, 1997). In contrast, a less modular brain could result in an overflow of information transfer 

between modules, e.g., the auditory and language system, thereby contributing to symptoms such 

as hallucinations (David, 1994). Our data do not support either of these hypotheses.

Our findings on within- and between-module connectivity corroborate and extend findings from 

prior resting state studies on hallucinations. Consistent with previous studies in schizophrenia, we 

report significant alterations in the central-executive, salience, memory and default-mode network 

related to the experience of hallucinations (Wolf, 2011; Ford et al., 2014; Alonso-Solís et al., 2015; 

Lefebvre et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017; Hare et al., 2018; Mallikarjun et al., 2018; Okuneye et al., 2020; 

Schutte et al., 2021;). In line with previous dynamic fMRI studies (Jardri et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2018; 

Geng et al., 2020; Weber et al., 2020), we report altered connectivity of the central-executive and 

default-mode modules in both non-clinical and schizophrenia group. An altered balance between 

these modules could enhance the focus on internal processes, e.g., auditory processing, thereby 

leading to hallucinations (Weber et al., 2020). Evidence for the involvement of the salience module 

in hallucinations is inconsistent, with some studies reporting decreased connectivity between the 

salience and the default-mode network (Orliac et al., 2013), whereas others do not find altered 

connectivity (Woodward et al., 2011). Increased recruitment of the somatosensory network may 

contribute to a more general misattribution of inner signals to external sources, possibly leading to 

hallucinations (Karrer et al., 2019).

In line with Diederen et al. (2012), we do not report differences in functional connectivity alterations 

between non-clinical individuals and schizophrenia patients, thereby not confirming the existence of 

a psychosis continuum in terms of functional brain changes. This is in contrast to previous structural 

MRI findings on non-clinical individuals with hallucinations, in which these individuals have been 

reported to show an intermediate phenotype (van Lutterveld et al., 2014; van Dellen et al., 2016). 

Further research is warranted to investigate this difference in functional and structural findings.
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The finding of altered connectivity in multiple higher-order cognitive networks provides additional 

evidence for the role of top-down processing in the experience of hallucinations in schizophrenia 

and non-clinical individuals (Hugdahl & Sommer, 2018). According to the bottom-up/top-down 

theory, hallucinations can arise from an imbalance between bottom-up (sensory) and top-down 

(higher-order cognitive control) information processing. Our findings are in line with such an 

imbalance. Altered cognitive control over sensory modules could lead to reverberation of sensory 

information, meaning that prior beliefs are misinterpreted as sensory observations (Jardri & Denève, 

2013). In support of this theory, previous studies have shown difficulties in inhibitory control as 

measured by cognitive tasks in schizophrenia (Waters et al., 2003; Soriano et al., 2009; Hugdahl et 

al., 2013; Badcock et al., 2015) and non-clinical individuals (Paulik et al., 2007; Daalman et al., 2011). 

Reduced inhibitory control is also reported in bipolar disorder during manic phases (Badcock & 

Hugdahl, 2012), but to a lesser extent in euthymic phases (Larson et al., 2005).

A different neural mechanism was found for bipolar-I disorder patients with hallucinations, including 

involvement of memory and visual modules. This could be explained by the high percentage of 

patients in this group who experienced visual hallucinations. Memory regions have also been 

implicated in auditory hallucinations in schizophrenia (Diederen et al., 2010; Allen et al., 2012; 

Lefebvre et al., 2016). Unintentional activation of memories may be conveyed to the visual cortex 

leading to hallucinations in bipolar-I disorder patients (Steel et al., 2004; Waters et al., 2006). In line 

with our current findings, Palaniyappan et al. (2019) report involvement of salience and executive 

control networks in schizophrenia, but not in psychotic bipolar disorder. Both unique and similar 

neural correlates were reported for schizophrenia and psychotic bipolar disorder in general, 

regardless of hallucinations (Meda et al., 2012; Baker et al., 2014; Lui et al., 2014). Ma et al. (2020) 

found similar patterns of connectivity between schizophrenia, bipolar and major depressive disorder, 

showing the value of connectomics research across diagnoses.

Contrary to earlier findings, we do not report any significant differences between non-hallucinating 

bipolar patients and healthy controls (Perry et al., 2019). Both hallucinating and non-hallucinating 

bipolar patients were scanned in euthymic phase, which could have influenced connectivity (Collin 

et al., 2016). Together with the fact that the sample size of the non-hallucinating bipolar patients 

(n = 40) was much smaller than the hallucinating bipolar patients (n = 73), this could have contributed 

to the null-finding in the non-hallucinating bipolar patients.

Some methodological considerations should be taken into account. Limitations inherent to clinical 

studies comparing multiple diagnoses concern differences in medication use, clinical symptoms, 

duration of illness, motion effects and demographic variables. In our study, lithium users were evenly 

balanced across bipolar disorder patients with and without hallucinations, making it unlikely that 

lithium use confounded our results. It is unlikely that antipsychotic medication influenced our results, 
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as both (unmedicated) non-clinical individuals and (medicated) schizophrenia patients showed 

highly similar connectivity alterations.

As we combined scans of several studies retrospectively, this led to differences in hallucinatory state. 

None of the bipolar disorder patients experienced hallucinations at the time of scanning. Some 

non-clinical individuals and schizophrenia patients did experience hallucinations in the week prior 

to scanning, which could bias results in these groups toward state-differences. Nonetheless, we did 

not find a correlation between connectivity and clinical hallucination scores, suggesting that our 

results more likely reflect trait-related alterations (Meyer-Lindenberg, 2009; Bohlken et al., 2017).

Another limitation concerns differences between groups in hallucinatory modality. Bipolar-I disorder 

patients and non-clinical individuals reported a higher percentage of lifetime visual hallucinations, 

whereas schizophrenia patients reported a higher percentage of lifetime auditory hallucinations. 

Previous studies show that altered resting state connectivity in the auditory, language, cognitive 

control, memory and salience regions are linked to auditory hallucinations (Alderson-Day et al., 2016; 

Ćurčić-Blake et al., 2017). However, similar networks have been implicated in visual hallucinations, 

suggesting a domain-general mechanism for hallucinations in addition to modality-specific 

alterations in sensory regions or networks (Amad et al., 2013; Ford et al., 2014; Rolland et al., 2014; 

Alderson-Day et al., 2016; Hare et al., 2017). Future research should focus on the heterogeneity in 

modality and phenomenology (Fernyhough, 2019), as both can vary widely across diagnoses (Pienkos 

et al., 2019; Rossell et al., 2019). Non-clinical individuals often report less negative content compared 

to schizophrenia patients (de Boer et al., 2021), which could be reflected in connectivity alterations. 

In bipolar disorder, hallucinations may have different phenomenological characteristics and neural 

mechanisms when occurring during a manic or depressive episode as hallucinations are typically 

mood congruent (Winokur et al., 1985). Future studies can assess differences in phenomenology of 

hallucinations across disorders using the Questionnaire for Psychotic Experiences (QPE). Variations 

in phenomenology could affect functional connectivity alterations in (disorder-specific) networks, 

such as the cingulo-opercular or somatosensory network (Sestieri et al., 2014; Fernyhough, 2019; 

Rossell et al., 2019).

Motion during scanning can affect clinical studies as patients and healthy controls show different 

degrees of movement (Power et al., 2012; van Dijk et al., 2012). We successfully regressed out 

the effects of motion following recently developed procedures (Ciric et al., 2017), as subsequent 

analyses indicated that residual effects were minimal. In addition, the Power atlas (Power et al., 2011) 

used in the current study undersamples the cerebellum and subcortical areas, and thus limits our 

ability to draw conclusions on the involvement of these areas in the occurrence of hallucinations. 

Connectivity metrics used were based on mean connectivity, hence no directionality can be inferred. 

The identification of brain regions as being “top-down” is thus based on findings of prior research 

(Aleman et al., 2003; Hugdahl, 2009).
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In conclusion, schizophrenia patients and non-clinical individuals with hallucinations demonstrate 

a largely overlapping dysconnectivity pattern, characterized by increased connectivity between 

higher-order cognitive and sensory processing modules. Bipolar-I disorder patients show a markedly 

different pattern, with increased connectivity between default-mode, memory and visual modules, 

suggesting that a different mechanism may underlie hallucinations in bipolar disorder. More insight 

into the underlying transdiagnostic neural mechanisms could eventually guide treatment options.
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Supplementary Methods

Participants

The data used in this study is pooled from five different studies, all conducted from the Department 

of Psychiatry, University Medical Center Utrecht. We have used this pooled dataset before in Schutte 

et al. (2021) and van Dellen et al. (2020). A detailed description of the five different studies is provided 

in Schutte et al. (2021). To summarize, all subjects participated in one of the following studies: 1) 

Dutch Bipolar Cohort study (procedures are described by Vreeker et al., 2016), 2) The Outcome of 

Psychosis and Fitness Therapy study (Scheewe et al., 2013), 3) Simvastatin for recent onset psychosis 

study (Begemann et al., 2015; baseline data), 4) Spectrum study (Sommer et al., 2010) and 5) the 

Understanding Hallucinations study (inclusion ongoing). Each study recruited their participants in 

various ways, at various sites throughout the Netherlands. However, all participants were scanned 

on the same 3.0 Tesla Achieva Philips clinical MRI scanner equipped with an 8-channel SENSE head 

coil at the clinical facility of the University Medical Center Utrecht (Philips, Best, The Netherlands).

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders (DSM-IV-TR; APA, 2013) was used to 

establish a diagnosis of bipolar-I disorder or a schizophrenia spectrum disorder. The Structured 

Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID-I; First et al., 2002), the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric 

Interview (MINI; Lecrubier et al., 1997), or the Comprehensive Assessment of Symptoms and History 

Interview (CASH; Andreasen, 1992) were used to assess the absence or presence of psychopathology. 

A history of hallucinations and/or delusions was assessed using section B of the SCID-I or CASH 

interview. All participants were at least 18 years of age. Handedness, sex, duration of illness and 

current use of antipsychotic medication and/or lithium were recorded. All participants provided 

written informed consent. The studies were approved by the affiliated Institutional Review Board 

and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

The non-clinical individuals were not in need for care and did not meet the criteria of a DSM-IV 

diagnosis. The non-clinical individuals did score higher on, for example, magical thinking, as 

measured by the Schizotypal Personality Questionnaire (SPQ; Raine, 1991) as compared to healthy 

controls (van Lutterveld et al., 2014).

Data acquisition

All scans were acquired on the same 3.0 Tesla Achieva Philips clinical MRI scanner equipped with an 

8-channel SENSE head coil at the University Medical Center Utrecht (Philips, Best, The Netherlands). 

Resting state functional magnetic imaging (rs-fMRI) images using blood oxygenation level dependent 

(BOLD) contrast were acquired using a 3D PRESTO sequence with a short volume acquisition time 

of 609 ms, 40 slices, echo time [TE] = 33 ms, repetition time [TR] = 23 ms, flip angle = 27º, Field of 

View [FOV] = 224 x 256 x 160 mm, voxel size 4 mm isotropic, reconstruction matrix 64 x 64 x 40 

(Neggers et al., 2008). Depending on the study, between 600 - 1000 images were obtained per 
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resting state scan. For the purpose of our current study, all resting state scans were resized to the 

first 600 images (6 minutes). Anatomical T1-weighted images (high-resolution T1) were obtained with 

the following settings: TE = 4.6 ms, TR = 10 ms, flip angle = 90º, FOV = 240mm, voxel size 0.75 × 0.75 

× 0.80 mm, reconstruction matrix = 200 x 320 x 320. For some subjects included via the Spectrum 

study (n = 45), T1-weighted images had the following acquisition parameters: 160 contiguous sagittal 

slices (TE = 4.6 ms, TR = 10 ms, flip angle = 8°, FOV = 224 mm, 1 × 1 × 1 mm voxels).

Data preprocessing

Each participant’s rs-fMRI scan was pre-processed using FEAT’s default settings in FMRIB Software 

Library (FSL) version 5.0.4 (Smith et al., 2004) including; 1) skull stripping (BET), 2) motion correction 

with MCFLIRT, 3) spatial smoothing (5 mm kernel at full width at half maximum) and high-pass 

filtering (100-second cut-off). The mean global signal was not included, as this could potentially 

bias group differences or increase the risk of removing valuable signal (Gotts et al., 2013; Saad et al., 

2012; Yang et al., 2014). To account for motion-related effects, scans were excluded from the analysis 

when the relative root mean square (RMS) displacement over all frames exceeded 0.2 mm; or if 20 

individual frames exceeded the threshold of 0.25mm as calculated by MCFLIRT (Satterthwaite et al., 

2012). ICA-AROMA was subsequently applied for denoising (Pruim et al., 2015a; Pruim et al., 2015b).

A significant difference in relative root mean square (RMS) displacement of the functional scans was 

found across groups (P < 0.001). We therefore did an additional quality check after motion correction 

procedures to assure that functional connectivity was not significantly related to residual motion 

following procedures of Power et al (2012) and Ciric and colleagues (2017). This quality check was 

conducted as following;

The residual relationship between subject movement and connectivity was evaluated according 

to two benchmarks; 1) assess residual relationship between motion and connectivity by estimating 

the residual QC-FC (quality control / functional connectivity) correlation; 2) estimating distance-

dependent effects of motion on connectivity. The QC-FC relationship was computed by correlating 

the network edge weight of the 264-nodes of the Power atlas (Power et al., 2011) with the mean 

relative root mean square (RMS) displacement motion as calculated by MCFLIRT function in FSL 

(Jenkinson et al., 2002). To account for the participant’s age and sex, a partial correlation was 

calculated. This was subsequently used to calculate the number of edges that significantly correlated 

with subject motion after using the false discovery rate (FDR) (Ciric et al., 2017). Secondly, distance 

dependent effects were estimated by correlating the Euclidean distance between the center of each 

node with the QC-FC correlation.

Functional network construction

We used N = 264 regions of Power atlas that were previously found to organize into modules that 

reflect known neural systems (Power et al., 2011). Following the procedures of Power and colleagues 

6
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(Power et al., 2011), masks were generated of spheres with a 10-mm diameter centered at the MNI 

coordinates of the regions in the Power atlas. Average time courses were extracted from each of the 

N=264 nodes of the Power atlas for each subject. Next, functional connectivity Aij was estimated 

between each pair of brain regions i and j using wavelet coherence in the frequency interval between 

0.05-0.10 Hz. Resulting individual connectivity matrices were normalized by the mean of each 

individual matrix to optimize sensitivity to the modular structure (Gu et al., 2015).

Wavelet decomposition was calculated using the maximal overlap discrete wavelet transform 

(MODWT) method, extracting coefficients in wavelet scale 4 (0.05-0.10 Hz) with the WMSTA toolbox 

(http://www.atmos.washington.edu/~wmtsa/) (Percival & Walden, 2000; Grinsted et al., 2004). The 

wavelet coherence is a measure between 0 and 1 and is reported as the mean squared coherence 

estimated with the mscohere function in MATLAB.

Global modular organization

Using a modularity maximization method (Newman, 2006), we identified brain network modules 

with a Louvain-like greedy algorithm (Blondel et al., 2008) implemented in MATLAB (Jutla et al., 2011). 

As the algorithm searches for high modularity partitions in a heuristic fashion, the resulting network 

partitions differ slightly from run to run. Therefore, the Louvain algorithm was run 100 times for each 

participant after which one consensus partition across runs was identified based on a comparison 

to a null-model (Bassett et al., 2013). We choose a parameter setting of γ = 1.25 which resulted in an 

average of 14 modules in the healthy control group, comparable to the partitioning of Power and 

colleagues (2011). Other values of γ were explored to ascertain that the nature of our findings was 

similar across levels of network resolution, see Supplementary Figure 3.

Effects of age, sex and duration of illness

Due to the relatively large differences in age and sex between the groups, we tested for possible 

collinearity. To identify collinearity among variables the variance inflation factor (VIF) was calculated 

in SPSS 22.0 using linear regression. As a rule of thumb, a VIF > 3 warrants extra checking, and a VIF 

> 5 means that collinearity is highly likely.

In this dataset, significant differences were found between groups in age (P < 0.001) and sex 

(P = 0.001), see Table 1 for demographic characteristics and Supplemental Methods, and 

Supplemental Table 1-2 for more details on post-hoc testing. Hence, age and sex were regressed 

out of the data before permutation testing.

Due to significant differences across groups in duration of illness, we tested for possible confounding 

effects by correlating the duration of illness variable with the global modularity score Normalised 

Mutual Information (NMI).
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Current versus lifetime hallucinations within each diagnosis

As an exploratory analyses, we compared participants with and without (lifetime) hallucinations 

within a diagnostic group (BD-H versus BD; SCZ-H versus SCZ). The SCID (First & Gibbon, 2004) 

was used to assess current versus lifetime hallucinations in the bipolar-I disorder group. As all 

schizophrenia patients experienced lifetime hallucinations, we were not able to divide this group 

into a strict current versus lifetime hallucinations group. Instead, we divided the schizophrenia 

group based on the PANSS (Kay et al., 1987) item P3, such that current hallucinations are defined 

as P3 score >3, and not-currently hallucinating patients as those with a P3-score < 3 (“lifetime”). To 

preserve power, we investigated hallucinations regardless of hallucinatory modality.

Symptom correlates

All correlations with clinical scores were assessed using a non-parametric Spearman correlation. In 

the schizophrenia group, correlations between PANSS item P3 and within- and between-module 

connectivity was assessed. The link between the PSYRATS items Frequency and Severity of auditory 

hallucinations and within and between-module connectivity was explored for the non-clinical group. 

To correct for multiple testing, possible links are reported at P < 0.05 false discovery rate (FDR).

Supplementary Results

Quality check effects of motion

The residual relationship between motion and connectivity strength was estimated, revealing that 

none of the edges was significantly related to motion after FDR correction (P < 0.001, for all tests). 

The median QC-FC for healthy controls was 0.05; for patients with schizophrenia 0.06; for patients 

with bipolar disorder 0.07; and for non-clinical individuals 0.10. These numbers are in correspondence 

with previous findings on ICA-AROMA by Ciric and colleagues (2017). Distance dependent effects of 

motion are represented by the correlation displayed in each of the graphs in Supplementary Figure 

1. The results demonstrate that the distance dependent effect on motion was minimal for all groups.

Effects of age, sex, duration of illness

On average, sex and age differed across the participant groups (P = .001 for sex, P < .001 for age see 

Table 1 in the main manuscript). Tukey post-hoc tests were conducted to provide more information 

on the exact differences (see Supplementary Table 2 for post-hoc tests on age, and Supplementary 

Table 3 for post-hoc tests on sex).

To check for collinearity, we found no significant relationship was present between age and sex was 

t(465) = -0.062, P = .103. The collinearity diagnostics between diagnosis, age and sex was VIF = 1.005; 

tolerance = 0.995 for both age and sex, indicating a low possibility of collinearity (VIF < 3). Age and 

sex were thus regressed out of the data before permutation testing.
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The correlation between duration of illness and NMI scores was not significant r = 0.054, P = 0.527.

Current versus lifetime hallucinations within each diagnosis

For the schizophrenia group, we observed altered within-module connectivity of the auditory and 

ventral-executive module, as well as between-module connectivity between the somatosensory 

modules and various cortical and subcortical modules between patients with and without current 

hallucinations (P < 0.05 uncorrected for all; see Supplementary Figure 3a). For bipolar-I disorder, 

no within-module connectivity alterations were observed between patients with versus without 

lifetime hallucinations, although between-module connectivity of the somatosensory mouth and 

central-executive module was reduced in the patients with current hallucinations versus lifetime 

hallucinations (P = .039, uncorrected, see Supplementary Figure 3b).

Symptom correlates

The correlation between clinical scores and within- and between-module connectivity measures 

was not significant in the schizophrenia group, neither for non-clinical individuals (P > 0.05 for all, 

FDR corrected).

Supplementary Discussion

Although we were able to include bipolar disorder patients with and without hallucinations, our 

sample did not include schizophrenia patients without lifetime hallucinations. Hallucinations are 

very common in schizophrenia, and when assessed using an in-depth interview, a lifetime history of 

hallucinations is almost ubiquitous in schizophrenia patients. As a result, we were unable to compare 

schizophrenia patients with versus without hallucinations.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 1. Post-hoc tests of significant differences in age across the groupsa.

Participants Mean difference P value

HC NC-H -1.3 .984

SCZ-H 8.3 <.001

BD-H -5.7 .013

BD -10.8 <.001

NC-H HC 1.3 .984

SCZ-H 9.6 .003

BD-H -4.4 .479

BD -9.5 .017

SCZ-H HC -8.3 <.001

NC-H -9.6 .003

BD-H -14.0 <.001

BD -19.0 <.001

BD-H HC 5.7 .013

NC-H 4.4 .479

SCZ-H 14.0 <.001

BD -5.1 .291

BD HC 10.8 <.001

NC-H 9.5 .017

SCZ-H 19.0 <.001

BD-H 5.1 .291

aDifferences are deemed significant at P < 0.05 (*indicated with asterisk). Post-hoc tests done using Tukey HSD test. 

Abbreviations: NC-H individuals with non-clinical hallucinations; BD-H bipolar disorder with lifetime history of hallucinations; 

BD bipolar disorder without lifetime history of hallucinations; SCZ-H schizophrenia spectrum disorder with hallucinations.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 2. Post-hoc tests of significant differences in sex across the groupsa.

Participants Chi-square P value

HC NC-H 9.4 .002

SCZ-H 5.2 .023

BD-H 0.4 .524

BD 0.02 .898

NC-H HC 9.4 .002

SCZ-H 18.0 <.001

BD-H 5.4 .020

BD 5.6 .018

SCZ-H HC 5.2 .023

NC-H 18.0 <.001

BD-H 5.6 .018

BD 2.7 .102

BD-H HC 0.4 .524

NC-H 5.4 .020

SCZ-H 5.6 .018

BD 0.1 .746

BD HC 0.02 .898

NC-H 5.6 .018

SCZ-H 2.7 .102

BD-H 0.1 .746

aDifferences are deemed significant at P < 0.05 (*indicated with asterisk). Post-hoc tests done using Chi-square tests. 

Abbreviations: NC-H individuals with non-clinical hallucinations; BD-H bipolar disorder with lifetime history of hallucinations; 

BD bipolar disorder without lifetime history of hallucinations; SCZ-H schizophrenia spectrum disorder with hallucinations.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 1. Distance dependent effects of motion on edge strengtha. aEuclidean distance 

each pair of nodes was calculated and compared to the QC-FC (quality control / functional connectivity) correlation. The QC-FC 

relationship was computed by correlating the network edge weight of the 264-nodes with the mean relative RMS motion. 

The distance dependent effects of motion were minimal in all participant groups. Abbreviations: HC healthy controls; NC-H 

non-clinical individuals; BD bipolar disorder; SCZ schizophrenia spectrum disorder.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 2. Modularity value Qw for all participantsa. aA histogram of the modularity values 

of all participants. The modularity values are all ≥ 0.3, indicating the brain can be considered modular in all participants.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 3. NMI-scores across different values of γa. aThere were no differences found in 

NMI-scores between any of the groups across different values of γ (P > 0.05 for all). Significant differences were tested using 

an ANCOVA with age and sex as covariates. NMI scores are calculated between the Power portioning (Power et al., 2011) and 

the individual participant partitioning. Abbreviations: HC healthy controls; NC-H non-clinical individuals; NMI normalized 

mutual information; BD bipolar disorder without hallucinations; BD-H bipolar disorder with hallucinations; SCZ schizophrenia 

spectrum disorder.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 4. FDR and FWE corrected P-values of within- and between-module 
connectivitya. aThe p-values per within- and between-module are displayed. The columns represent the FDR and FWE 

corrected values. The rows depict the three hallucinating groups. The P-values of < .001 are displayed as 0 in the matrix for 

visualization purposes. Abbreviations: AUD auditory; BD bipolar disorder; CEN central-executive network; CER cerebellum; CON 

cingulo-opercular network; DAN dorsal attention network; DMN default mode network; FDR false discovery rate; FWE family 

wise error rate; HC healthy controls; MEM memory; NC non-clinical individuals; SAL salience; SCZ schizophrenia spectrum 

disorder; SSH somatosensory hand; SSM somatosensory mouth; SUB subcortical; VAN ventral attention network; VIS visual.
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Summary

Hallucinations are perceptions in the absence of an external stimulus which present in the context 

of a wide range of clinical disorders, including psychiatric, neurological and other medical disorders. 

A minority of individuals in the general population also experience hallucinations. These individuals 

have no identifiable clinical disorder and do not require treatment, and are therefore referred to as 

non-clinical individuals with hallucinations.

Hallucination research traditionally uses a diagnosis-based approach, mainly focusing on auditory 

verbal hallucinations in patients with schizophrenia, or visual hallucinations in Parkinson’s disease. 

However, since hallucinations are not unique to psychiatric or neurological disorders, there has been 

growing consensus that hallucinations should be investigated using a broader transdiagnostic, 

symptom-based approach instead of the currently used diagnosis-based approach. The aim of this 

dissertation is to investigate hallucinations using a transdiagnostic symptom-based approach, which 

could further enhance our understanding of this phenomenon.

Part I – Do hallucinations across disorders show similar phenomenologi-
cal characteristics?

In part I of this thesis, a new measurement tool that enables transdiagnostic hallucination research 

was developed and validated. As of yet, transdiagnostic research is hindered due to the lack of 

a suitable measurement tool that can be applied across multiple disorders. Currently existing 

questionnaires are specifically tailored to psychotic experiences in one diagnosis, but not applicable 

to other diagnoses. To this end, the Questionnaire for Psychotic experiences (QPE) was developed, 

which enables assessment of severity, frequency and phenomenology of psychotic experiences 

across disorders. In Chapter 2, the development and validation of the QPE in the Dutch language 

is described. The QPE was assessed in participants with a wide range of clinical disorders, including 

participants with schizophrenia spectrum disorders, Parkinson’s disease, Lewy Body Dementia, 

Alzheimer’s disease, hearing impairment, visual impairment, post-traumatic stress disorder, 

borderline personality disorder, and recent major surgery. In Chapter 3, the validation of the QPE 

in the English language is described. The QPE was assessed in participants with schizophrenia, 

schizoaffective disorder, bipolar affective disorder, major depressive disorder, and in non-clinical 

individuals with hallucinations. In both languages, the QPE was found to have good psychometric 

properties, including structure validity, internal validity and convergent validity. Participants 

with various disorders endorsed a wide range of psychotic experiences, further emphasizing the 

need for a transdiagnostic tool. The QPE has a relatively quick administration time and can be a 

valuable tool in both clinical and research settings. Furthermore, the QPE facilitates assessment 

of psychotic experiences in disorders that are otherwise easily overlooked. In Chapter 4, the QPE 

was applied to assess transdiagnostic phenomenological characteristics of psychotic experiences. 

Phenomenological characteristics such as frequency, severity, duration, content, insight and amount 
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of interaction with hallucinations were assessed in participants with schizophrenia spectrum 

disorders, Parkinson’s disease, Lewy Body Dementia, Alzheimer’s disease, hearing impairment, 

visual impairment, post-traumatic stress disorder, borderline personality disorder, and recent 

major surgery. The results of this comparison suggests that hallucinations within the psychiatry 

and neurodegenerative categories were more alike than previously thought, whereas hallucinations 

across these categories were phenomenologically different. Psychotic experiences, such as 

hallucinations, are not specific for a particular diagnosis (i.e., schizophrenia) but should be seen as 

transdiagnostic experiences. The results of this phenomenological comparison confirm previous 

findings that similar phenomenological features can exist across disorders, therefore suggesting 

the existence of various subtypes across diagnoses.

Part II – Do hallucinations across disorders share a neural mechanism?

In part II of this thesis, functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) was used to investigate 

the neural mechanism across the psychosis continuum. The psychosis continuum comprises 

hallucinatory experiences that range from non-pathological experiences in the general population 

on the one end, to hallucinations in severe psychotic disorders on the other. Due to similarities in 

the phenomenological characteristics of hallucinations across the psychosis continuum, it has been 

hypothesized that these individuals also share a neural mechanism.

Prior studies have indicated that hallucinations arise from an imbalance between sensory and higher 

order cognitive brain regions, which is reflected by alteration in functional connectivity. In Chapter 

5, individual connections of the functional connectome were investigated using network-based 

statistics. Non-clinical individuals with hallucinations, schizophrenia patients with hallucinations, and 

bipolar disorder patients with and without hallucinations were compared to healthy controls. Non-

clinical individuals and schizophrenia patients with hallucinations exhibited increased connectivity 

among sensory and higher-order cognitive regions, mainly among fronto-temporal and fronto-

insula/cingulate areas as compared to healthy controls. Differential effects were observed for bipolar 

disorder patients with hallucinations versus healthy controls, mainly characterized by decreased 

connectivity between fronto-temporal and fronto-striatal areas. Bipolar disorder patients without 

hallucinations showed no connectivity alterations compared with healthy controls.

 In Chapter 6, the modular organization of the functional connectome was investigated across 

non-clinical individuals with hallucinations, schizophrenia patients with hallucinations and bipolar 

disorder patients with and without hallucinations, and healthy controls. An altered modular 

organization was hypothesized to underlie hallucinations across the psychosis continuum, 

characterized by 1) alterations in the global modular brain network organization; and 2) alterations 

in connectivity within and between modules, such as sensory and higher-order cognitive modules. 

The results indicated that the global modular organization was not altered in any of the hallucination 

groups as compared to healthy controls. Hallucinations in non-clinical individuals and patients with 

7
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schizophrenia were related to altered within- and between-module connectivity of the auditory, 

visual, somatosensory, cognitive control, salience, subcortical and memory modules. In bipolar 

disorder patients with hallucinations, alterations between the visual, default-mode and memory 

network were found, whereas connectivity patterns between the visual, salience and cognitive 

control modules were unaltered. These findings provide evidence for alteration of the modular 

organization of the functional connectome in individuals prone to hallucinations. Non-clinical 

individuals and patients with schizophrenia show similar alterations in the modular organization 

of the sensory and higher- order cognitive modules, whereas other higher- order cognitive modules 

were found to relate to hallucinations in bipolar disorder. In parallel to Chapter 5, this study also 

indicates a different mechanism exists for hallucinations across the psychosis continuum.

Concluding remarks

When integrating the findings of this thesis, the QPE proves to be a valuable instrument for both 

clinical and research settings. The QPE enables transdiagnostic comparison of hallucinations. The 

results from this thesis further encourage assessment of hallucinations in diagnoses other than 

primary psychotic or neurological disorders. Contrary to what is previously thought, hallucinations 

in schizophrenia can be highly similar in phenomenology as compared to other psychiatric disorders, 

such as post-traumatic stress disorder and borderline personality disorder. The phenomenological 

characteristics of hallucinations between various neurodegenerative disorders also largely overlap.

Our findings of the neuroimaging studies do not support the existence of similar neural mechanisms 

across disorders, meaning that hallucinations with similarities in phenomenology do not necessarily 

indicate a shared neural mechanism. More research on phenomenological characteristics and their 

corresponding neural mechanisms could help to establish whether subtypes of hallucinations 

exist, and whether phenomenology can be a predictor of pathogenesis. Concluding, the results 

of the current thesis further enhance our understanding of hallucinations as a transdiagnostic 

phenomenon.
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In this final chapter, the main findings of this thesis are discussed in light of relevant literature and 

methodological considerations. Also, clinical implications and recommendations for future research 

are discussed.

Questionnaire for Psychotic Experiences (QPE)

The findings of Chapters 2 and 3, show that the QPE is easily applicable as it is a structured interview 

in which all questions can be read aloud. The QPE has a relatively short administration time. The QPE 

interviews were brief in most cases, taking approximately 30 minutes (Chapter 3). The interviews 

took longer when participants experienced multiple symptoms or when patients were not feeling 

well, therefore needing more time to response.

As hallucinations can be a relatively unknown symptom to clinicians working in medical disciplines 

other than psychiatry, the structured fashion in which the QPE is designed enables clinicians and 

researchers of all disciplines to screen and assess hallucinations (Chapter 3; Chapter 4; Sommer et 

al., 2018). This, for example, has led to a structured assessment of phenomenological characteristics 

of post-operative hallucinations at the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) (Ottens et al., 2019). Furthermore, 

the QPE was found to be applicable in clinical and non-clinical participants (Chapter 3; Linszen et 

al., in press), resulting in a detailed phenomenological assessment of hallucinations in the general 

population, which have rarely been reported.

Moreover, the QPE provides an opportunity to assess hallucinations in multiple sensory modalities, 

whereas disorder-specific questionnaires solely focus on one sensory modality (e.g., PSYRATS 

focusses on auditory verbal hallucinations). Traditionally, hallucination research focused on auditory 

verbal hallucinations in schizophrenia, and visual hallucinations in Parkinson’s disease. However, 

recent studies indicate that visual hallucinations are also regularly experienced by schizophrenia 

patients (Waters et al., 2014a; Fernyhough, 2019), and auditory hallucinations also occur in Parkinson’s 

disease (Fenelon & Alves, 2010). The experience of hallucinations in multiple modalities also applies 

to the general population (Linszen et al., in press). Consequently, the QPE provides a broad overview 

of symptomatology and its phenomenological characteristics, and focusses on symptoms that would 

otherwise have been overlooked.

Phenomenology

The results of Chapter 4 show that hallucinations occur in a wide variety of disorders, with large 

differences in hallucination-modality and phenomenological features. A large heterogeneity in 

phenomenological characteristics is reported within and across diagnoses, which has led to the 

proposition that subtypes of hallucinations exist (McCarthy-Jones et al., 2014a). These subtypes 

do not necessarily adhere to diagnostic boundaries as considerable overlap in phenomenological 

characteristics is observed across diagnoses (Aarsland et al., 2001; Daalman et al., 2011a; Larøi et 

al., 2012; Slotema et al., 2012; Llorca et al., 2016; Waters & Fernyhough, 2017). Each subtype might 
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have a unique neural underpinning which require a specific tailored intervention (Stephane et al., 

2001; McCarthy-Jones et al., 2014a; McCarthy-Jones et al., 2014b; Hugdahl & Sommer, 2018). As such, 

phenomenological characteristics can inform on specific neural correlates, such as whether auditory 

hallucinations are verbal or non-verbal (Sommer et al., 2009; de Weijer et al., 2013), sung or spoken 

(Angenstein et al., 2012; Jungblut et al., 2012), familiar or unfamiliar (Nakamura et al., 2001). However, 

to establish psychometrically sound hallucination subtypes, a reliable clinical assessment of the 

phenomenological features is required (McCarthy-Jones, 2014a). The findings of Chapters 2, 3 and 4 

show that the QPE can contribute to this line of research, as the QPE provides a broad assessment of 

phenomenological characteristics and can facilitate the search for subtypes regardless of diagnosis.

Neural mechanisms

Subtypes
In Chapters 5 and 6, the neural mechanisms that underlie hallucinations were investigated across 

the psychosis continuum. Previous studies have indicated that the phenomenological characteristics 

of hallucinations in non-clinical individuals, patients with schizophrenia and patients with bipolar 

disorder show large similarities (Daalman et al., 2011a; Toh et al., 2015; Waters & Fernyhough, 2017; 

Toh et al., 2020a; Toh et al., 2020b). Therefore, it was hypothesized that their neural mechanisms may 

show large similarities as well, based on the expectation that similar subtypes of hallucinations show 

similar underlying neural mechanisms (McCarthy-Jones et al., 2014a).

The findings of Chapters 5 and 6 show that the neural mechanisms of hallucinations in non-clinical 

individuals and patients with schizophrenia are highly similar but that hallucinations in bipolar 

disorder have a different underlying mechanism. Contrary to our initial hypotheses, the findings 

of Chapters 5 and 6 did not show a similar pattern of functional connectivity alterations across 

the psychosis continuum, despite overlapping phenomenological features between the groups. 

As such, contrary to what is previously thought, similarities in phenomenology do not necessarily 

have corresponding neural mechanisms. Therefore, it seems more likely that multiple underlying 

mechanisms could lead to the same subtype of hallucinations (McCarthy-Jones et al., 2014a). 

This highlights the importance of studying both phenomenological characteristics and neural 

mechanisms.

Bottom-up top-down explanatory theory
In Chapters 5 and 6, we interpreted our findings with regard to the bottom-up top-down 

explanatory theory. In light of this theory, hallucinations may arise from an imbalance between 

sensory input (bottom-up) and higher-order cognitive processing (top-down) (Friston, 2005; Fletcher 

& Frith, 2009; Hugdahl, 2015; Powers et al., 2015; Jardri et al., 2017; O’Callaghan et al., 2017). Top-down 

processing helps to interpret incoming sensory input based on cognitive expectations, referring 

to processes such as sustained attention or cognitive control (Sarter et al., 2001; Hugdahl, 2015). 

It is assumed that top-down processing strongly increases the speed and accuracy of perception 

8
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(Stocker & Simoncelli, 2006; O’Callaghan et al., 2017). Disruption of the top-down and bottom-up 

balance could lead to disturbed interpretation of sensory information, which could in turn result in 

false perceptions (i.e., hallucinations).

The largest body of evidence for the top-down bottom-up framework for perception comes 

from neuroimaging studies. Several brain areas have been implicated in the top-down bottom-

up framework. The default mode network and salience networks have been related to predictive 

encoding (Carhart-Harris & Friston, 2010), and are associated with hallucinations in schizophrenia 

(Alonso-Solís et al., 2015; Hare et al., 2018; Mallikarjun et al., 2018). Similarly, in Chapter 6, we also 

found alterations in within- and between-module connectivity for the default mode and salience 

networks. The anterior insula has recently been implicated in the precision of control and has also 

consistently been implicated in symptom-capture studies (Jardri et al., 2011; Kompus et al., 2011). We 

replicated this finding in Chapter 5, by showing alterations in connectivity between fronto-insular 

regions in non-clinical individuals and schizophrenia patients with hallucinations. Furthermore, 

the fronto-parietal areas have been implicated in higher-order cognitive processing. For example, 

impairments in cognitive control (Zandbelt et al., 2011; Lesh et al., 2013; Eich et al., 2014) have been 

related to dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex dysfunction. We also observed disturbances of the fronto-

parietal network in non-clinical individuals and schizophrenia patients in Chapter 5 of this thesis.

Taking these findings together, Hugdahl (2009) proposes that the bottom-up top-down theoretical 

model for auditory verbal hallucinations (i.e., voices) is mediated by a cortical network of three key 

regions; 1) sensory areas in the temporal lobe; 2) the prefrontal cortex for inhibitory control; 3) the 

parietal cortex for attentional focus. This model emphasized that auditory verbal hallucinations 

arise from an imbalance in connectivity between different brain areas, and that hallucinations do 

not stem from isolated brain areas. The findings of Chapters 5 and 6 confirm this proposition, 

as we reported a range of connectivity alterations in all groups with hallucinations (non-clinical, 

schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, respectively). Also, connectivity alterations between the three 

key areas as proposed by the Hugdahl (2009) model were found in Chapter 5 confirming a role for 

these areas in the generation of hallucinations in non-clinical individuals and schizophrenia patients 

with hallucinations. In Chapter 6, we extended these findings by reporting altered connectivity 

between networks related to cognitive and attentional control, such as the central executive, 

cingulo-opercular, and dorsal attention network in both non-clinical individuals and schizophrenia 

patients with hallucinations.

Furthermore, Hugdahl (2009) states that the main difference between non-clinical individuals 

with hallucinations and schizophrenia patients with hallucinations lies in the fact that non-clinical 

individuals often recognize that the voices come from inside the head, whereas the majority of 

patients with schizophrenia attribute the voices to an external source. This difference can implicate 

that non-clinical voice hearers have more top-down inhibitory control. In Chapter 6, we directly 
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compared non-clinical individuals with schizophrenia patients with hallucinations and we did not 

find any significant differences between these two groups. Our data do therefore not support this 

hypothesis. However, previous studies on cognitive functioning show that schizophrenia patients 

have difficulties to suppress irrelevant information (used as a proxy for inhibitory control) (Waters et 

al., 2003; Soriano et al., 2009; Hugdahl et al., 2013; Badcock et al., 2015). Similar deficits in inhibitory 

control were reported in non-clinical individuals with hallucinations as compared to schizophrenia, 

albeit to a lesser extent (Paulik et al., 2007; Daalman et al., 2011b; Mollon et al., 2016). This does 

suggest that there are differences in top-down processing between non-clinical individuals and 

schizophrenia patients that are not reflected by the results of Chapters 5 and 6. More research is 

warranted to elucidate these findings.

A different neural mechanism for hallucinations in bipolar disorder
In both Chapters 5 and 6, we reported a shared neural mechanism in non-clinical individuals 

and schizophrenia patients with hallucinations, but we found different connectivity alterations 

in connectivity in bipolar disorder patients with hallucinations. Increased connectivity was found 

between sensory and higher-order cognitive areas in non-clinical individuals and patients with 

schizophrenia with hallucinations, whereas decreased connectivity between these areas was found 

in bipolar disorder patients with hallucinations (Chapter 5). A similar contradictory pattern for 

hallucinations in bipolar disorder was found in structural imaging. Mørch-Johnsen and colleagues 

(2018) reported increased cortical thickness in both the left Heschl’s gyrus and superior parietal 

lobule in bipolar patients with hallucinations, as opposed to a reduced cortical thickness of these 

areas in schizophrenia patients with hallucinations (Mørch-Johnsen et al., 2017). The increase in 

cortical thickness was not found in bipolar patients without hallucinations, and is thus specifically 

related to the experience of hallucinations. Mørch-Johnsen and colleagues (2017) suggest this could 

point to disturbances in sensory processing in bipolar disorder, and that the opposing direction of 

cortical thickness alterations could indicate a different neural mechanism for hallucinations in bipolar 

disorder as compared to schizophrenia. Their conclusion is corroborated by the results of Chapters 5 

and 6. Decreased connectivity between fronto-temporal and fronto-frontal areas in bipolar disorder 

patients with hallucinations suggest alterations in sensory processing and top-down control, but 

different alterations compared to non-clinical individuals and schizophrenia patients (Chapter 5). 

Moreover, the results of Chapter 6 indicate that disturbances in top-down/bottom-up processing 

may exist across the psychosis continuum, but that differential top-down networks are involved in 

non-clinical individuals and schizophrenia, versus bipolar disorder. Nonetheless, our results regarding 

a different neural mechanism for bipolar disorder patients should be interpreted with caution, as 

state and mediation differences between patients with bipolar disorder and schizophrenia could 

have influenced these findings (please see the limitations section for a further discussion). Studies 

investigating neural mechanisms of hallucinations in bipolar disorder are scarce. Hence, more studies 

are needed to address possible confounding of state and medication differences, and a possible 

differential mechanism for hallucinations. 

8
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Hallucinations and global modularity 
As discussed above, hallucinations may arise from altered interactions between sensory and higher-

order networks. However, hallucinations have also been proposed to arise due to alterations in the 

global modular organization of the brain. Therefore, in Chapter 6, the global modular organization 

was investigated. Both a more, and a less, modular network have been hypothesized to relate to 

hallucinations. A more modular brain network could lead to a more fragmented brain network 

that gives rise to autonomous modules. Hallucinations can arise when these autonomous modules 

keep reverberating the same output into the brain’s information flow (Hoffman & Dobschka, 1989; 

Hoffman & McGlashan et al. 1993; Hoffman et al., 1997). When the brain is less modular, this could 

result in hallucinations by, for example, causing an overflow of information between the auditory 

and language modules (David, 1994). However, the findings of Chapter 6 do not support either of 

these hypotheses.

Transdiagnostic research

Across all chapters of this thesis, hallucinations were studied using a transdiagnostic approach. The 

transdiagnostic approach was originally put forward as an alternative to the ICD/DSM categorical 

diagnoses, to improve classification and treatment of mental disorders (Insel., 2010; Cuthbert, 2014). 

Hallucinations are increasingly seen as a transdiagnostic phenomenon (Ford et al., 2014; Waters 

et al., 2014b; Waters & Fernyhough, 2017; Pienkos et al., 2019). Chapters 2 and 3 indeed show 

that hallucinations occur across a variety of medical conditions, and should thus be considered 

as a transdiagnostic symptom. The results of Chapter 4 confirm that hallucinations are indeed 

experienced in several disorders, showing both similar and distinctive phenomenological features. 

The findings of Chapters 5 and 6, emphasize the importance of studying the neural mechanisms 

that underlie hallucinations across various clinical and non-clinical individuals, as this can inform 

the development of new treatment options or improve existing treatment protocols.

Transdiagnostic research is still in its infancy, both in the field of hallucinations, as for mental disorders 

in general. Based on the results of the current thesis, it can be concluded that transdiagnostic research 

is much needed. Not only will it improve our understanding of hallucinations as a phenomenon, 

but it can help reduce stigma and facilitate psycho-education. A transdiagnostic comparison of 

hallucinations is of great importance to enhance collaboration on new treatment options across 

medical disciplines. Furthermore, to elucidate the mechanisms underlying hallucinations, a broader 

transdiagnostic approach that acknowledges the complexity and many variations of hallucinations 

across disorders is required.

In this thesis, we have taken a transdiagnostic “symptom-based” approach. Others have suggested 

that a sole focus on the symptom hallucinations is too narrow, and that transdiagnostic research 

should be focused on a broader concept as psychosis manifests in a variety of ways (Pienkos et 

al., 2019). Hallucinations are rarely experienced as an isolated phenomenon, but occur in multiple 
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modalities and might be continuous with other psychotic experiences (e.g., thought insertion, out-

of-body experiences, dissociation, alterations in perception) (Pienkos et al., 2019).

The transdiagnostic approach was originally put forward as a promising new alternative to the 

existing classification system. As of yet, transdiagnostic research has not resulted in a shift away 

from ICD/DSM categorical diagnoses (Fusar-Poli et al., 2019) The transdiagnostic rationale for 

mental disorders in general is based on around several points, for example 1) symptoms of mental 

disorders cross diagnostic borders; 2) the high degree of comorbidity (Fusar-Poli et al., 2019); 3) 

genetic research has indicated that there is no unique genetic predisposition for psychiatric 

disorders in contrast to neurological disorders (Sommer & Schoevers, 2019); 4) the high number 

of disorder-specific treatment protocols for the same symptom (Fusar-Poli et al., 2019). In their 

systematic review, Fusar-Poli and colleagues (2019) conclude that transdiagnostic research has not 

yet brought on new discoveries, and that transdiagnostic research is not always conducted properly. 

The term “transdiagnostic” is still interpreted in many different ways leading to heterogeneous 

incoherent studies that are focused on a limited subset of psychiatric disorders (Fusar-Poli et al., 

2019). Concluding, a more standardized approach to transdiagnostic research is needed to further 

develop transdiagnostic research.

Methodological considerations

Several methodological issues need to be taken into account when interpreting the findings of this 

thesis. Most of these issues relate to the use of a new questionnaire, characteristics of participant 

samples, and the acquisition of imaging data.

Questionnaire for Psychotic Experiences (QPE)
In Chapters 2 and 3, the QPE was developed and validated. Although the QPE has shown to have 

good psychometric properties, the QPE needs to be validated in other population groups as well. As 

of yet, it cannot be concluded that the QPE is valid and applicable across all disciplines and disorders. 

The QPE needs to be tested for its applicability in other populations, for example as recently was 

done in a population-based sample (Linszen et al., in press).

Similarly, in Chapters 2 and 3 the QPE was developed and validated in the Dutch and English 

language. Through collaboration with researchers of the International Consortium of Hallucination 

Research (ICHR), the QPE is translated and validated in several other languages (Norwegian, German, 

French, Korean, Chinese, Arabic). The QPE still needs to be validated in these languages as well.

A third limitation stems from the fact that clinical studies can be confounded by co-morbid disorders. 

In Chapters 2,3 and 4, comorbid disorders could have confounded the results. Previous studies show 

high comorbidity among patients with borderline personality, with about one third of the patients 

that has an additional diagnosis of a psychotic disorder (Slotema et al., 2018), and comorbidity with 

8
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post-traumatic stress disorder is reported as well (Frías & Palma, 2015). For Lewy body disease, clear 

overlap in symptomatology is found with Parkinson’s disease, Parkinson’s disease dementia and 

Alzheimer’s disease making it difficult to establish a precise clinical diagnosis, especially at an early 

stage of the disease (Foguem & Manchoundia, 2018). Furthermore, the prevalence of hearing and 

visual impairment increases in elderly, making comorbidity with neurodegenerative disorders not 

unlikely. At the same time, the high comorbidity in individuals with hallucinations further emphasizes 

the need to consider hallucinations to be a transdiagnostic phenomenon.

Clinical characteristics
Limitations due to clinical characteristics should be kept in mind when reading Chapters 5 and 6. 

In these chapters, we were able to investigate hallucinations in a large sample, by combining scans 

of various studies, all conducted at the University Medical Center Utrecht. The disadvantage of 

merging these samples was that the participant groups differed in experiencing current or lifetime 

hallucinations, hence leading to differences in “state” versus “trait” related effects. For example, 

part of the non-clinical and schizophrenia groups reported hallucinations in the last week or month 

(i.e., current hallucinations). None of the bipolar disorder patients reported hallucinations in the 

last week or month, but they all experienced hallucinations at least once in their life (i.e., lifetime 

hallucinations). This difference in state effects between participant groups could have influenced 

our findings, especially as functional imaging is known to be more sensitive to state related effects 

than structural imaging. Nonetheless, we did not find a significant correlation between symptom-

scores and connectivity measures (Chapters 5 and 6), suggesting we did not measure state-related 

effects. Also, in the current sample the non-clinical individuals experienced hallucinations less 

frequently than the patients with schizophrenia (Sommer et al., 2010; Daalman et al., 2011a), whereas 

the connectivity alterations were highly similar in both disorders. Taken together, we consider it 

unlikely that differences in hallucination state could have confounded our results, but future studies 

should further address confounding factors such as state versus trait related effects. For example, 

by comparing the neural mechanism of hallucinations between patients with bipolar disorder and 

schizophrenia using structural imaging, as structural imaging is found to be less sensitive to state 

related effects.

Another limitation stems from the fact that the participant groups differed in terms of reported 

hallucination-modality. The majority of the non-clinical individuals and schizophrenia patients 

reported auditory hallucinations, with some also reporting visual hallucinations. This was the other 

way around in bipolar disorder patients with hallucinations, as they reported more visual than 

auditory hallucinations. Previous studies have found modality-specific alterations in patients with 

schizophrenia, with alterations in the visual cortex related to visual hallucinations, and alterations 

of the speech and language related areas for auditory hallucinations (located frontal-temporally) 

(Fernyhough, 2019; Ford & Hamilton, 2019). With regard to resting state networks, altered resting 

state connectivity in the auditory, language, cognitive control, memory and salience regions have 
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been linked to auditory hallucinations (Alderson-Day et al., 2016; Ćurčić-Blake et al., 2017). However, 

similar networks have been found for visual hallucinations, suggesting a domain-general mechanism 

for hallucinations alongside modality-specific alterations (Rolland et al., 2015; Amad et al., 2014; Ford 

et al., 2015; Hare et al., 2015; Alderson-Day et al., 2016). In Chapter 5, a machine learning algorithm 

was used to disentangle modality-specific alterations for each participant group. However, due to 

the large proportion of the participants that experienced both auditory and visual hallucinations, 

we were unable to clearly disentangle effects of hallucination modality using a machine learning 

algorithm in the current dataset.

Lastly, the results of Chapters 5 and 6 could be confounded by the experience of other psychotic 

experiences than solely hallucinations. A large proportion of the schizophrenia and bipolar disorder 

patients with hallucinations also experienced delusions during their life. The non-clinical individuals 

experienced hallucinations without delusions. However, these individuals are reported to experience 

additional subclinical psychotic features such as increased levels of suspicion, a proneness for 

magical ideation, and formal though disorder (Sommer et al., 2010; Daalman et al., 2011a). To 

address this confounding factor, a comparison within diagnoses can be made (i.e., schizophrenia 

patients with hallucinations versus schizophrenia patients without hallucinations). However, this 

analysis was hindered by the fact that almost all patients with schizophrenia experienced lifetime 

hallucinations. We were therefore unable to include sufficiently large group of schizophrenia patients 

without lifetime hallucinations. In the Supplementary Information of Chapter 6, we conducted an 

exploratory analysis of current versus lifetime hallucinations within each diagnosis (i.e., schizophrenia 

or bipolar disorder), but did not find any significant results. Future studies should further address 

this issue in a dataset that is better suitable to explore these effects.

Neuroimaging
Neuroimaging studies have various limitations on their own. Caveats of functional connectivity in 

patient-control research concern movement in the scanner, which is known to differentially affect 

het network of patients and controls. Specifically, patients tend to move more, causing the network 

to have more short-range connections and less long-range connections versus healthy controls 

who move less (van Dijk et al., 2012, Power et al., 2012). This can confound connectivity analysis, as 

was done in Chapter 5, but also the modular organization as was done in Chapter 6. We therefore 

carefully applied the most recent motion correction strategies available in the literature (Ciric et al., 

2017; Parkes et al., 2018), and have shown minimal effects of motion on connectivity in both chapters.

Some controversy exists with regard to the use of structural atlases for functional connectivity 

analyses. In Chapter 5, the analyses using the structural AAL atlas (Automated Anatomical Labeling; 

Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) were therefore replicated using the functional Power atlas (Power et al., 

2011). The results between both atlases were comparable, yielding similar alterations in functional 
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connectivity across all groups. The results of both atlases were included to benefit discussion in the 

field with regard to the “best” atlas of choice in functional imaging analyses.

Another limitation concerns the fact that we did not include the cerebellum in our functional 

connectivity analyses of Chapter 5. One of the reasons that the cerebellum is often excluded in 

functional connectivity studies is because the parcellation of the cerebellum is less well developed 

and less fine-grained than the cerebral cortex. For example, the parcellation of the cerebellum by use 

of the AAL atlas (26 regions) is coarser than the cerebral parcellation, which consequently results in 

different types of network nodes (also see Guell & Schmahmann, 2020; Guell et al., 2018). At the same 

time, if the cerebellum would be parcellated at the same spatial resolution as the cerebral nodes, 

this would result in much smaller cerebellar nodes, which provides its own methodological issues 

(Zalesky et al., 2010). In Chapter 6, the cerebellum was included in the modularity analyses using the 

Power atlas (Power et al., 2011). However, the Power-atlas is known to undersample the cerebellum 

and subcortical regions (Power et al., 2011), thus limiting the ability to draw conclusions on the 

involvement of these areas in the experience of hallucinations. As previous studies have implicated 

the cerebellum in the experience of hallucinations (Shin et al., 2005; Cierpka et al., 2017; Lawn & 

ffytche, 2021), future studies should further elucidate the role it may play in discriminating between 

perceptual experiences from inside the self to perceptual experiences coming from external sources 

(Ramnani, 2006; Koziol et al., 2014; Ford & Hamilton, 2019).

Clinical implications

Following the results of this thesis, several clinical implications should be discussed. Firstly, the QPE is 

not only a valuable tool in research settings, but can also be applied in clinical settings. For example, 

the QPE can be used to measure treatment response for both hallucinations and delusions. The QPE 

has additional benefits compared to other questionnaires, as it assesses the phenomenological 

features in multiple modalities (i.e., auditory, visual, olfactory, tactile), not just the auditory modality.

Secondly, the QPE can be easily applied by clinicians who are less familiar with psychotic experiences 

(e.g., ENT or ICU doctors and nurses). This can facilitate the detection of psychotic experiences in 

patient populations that are otherwise easily overlooked. Consequently, the QPE can help reduce 

stigma surrounding the experience of psychotic experiences in diagnoses other than a primary 

psychotic disorder, and can facilitate psycho-education in these groups.

Thirdly, the QPE can help overcome the ever-growing number of questionnaires. The QPE can be 

applied regardless of diagnosis and thus overcomes the need of multiple questionnaires, each for 

a specific diagnosis. When the same questionnaire is used across disciplines, combining data across 

sites and departments is facilitated. This can in turn contribute to combining datasets of various 

sites and various diagnostic groups to enhance the search for subtypes of hallucinations and their 

corresponding neural mechanisms (McCarthy-Jones et al., 2014a; Sommer et al., 2018).
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Furthermore, the QPE may help elucidate controversy regarding the existence of hallucinations versus 

pseudo-hallucinations. Controversy even exists within the field of psychiatry, as hallucinations in 

borderline personality disorder are traditionally deemed pseudo-hallucinations, because insight into 

the hallucinations is often intact (Hepworth et al., 2013; Wearne & Genetti, 2015). Similar suggestions 

have been made for post-traumatic stress disorder (Brewin & Patel, 2010; McCarthy & Longden, 2015). 

However, more recent studies suggest auditory hallucinations to be phenomenologically similar 

between both borderline personality disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder and schizophrenia 

(Kingdon et al., 2010; Slotema et al., 2012; McCarthy & Longden, 2015, Chapter 4 of this thesis). A 

transdiagnostic comparison of hallucinations and delusions in these disorders could help elucidate 

this controversy.

The QPE can assist research into subtypes of hallucinations. Research into the existence of subtypes 

is urgently needed as not all patients respond to treatment. For example, about 25% of the patients 

with schizophrenia do not respond to anti-psychotic medication (Shergill et al., 1998), which could 

suggest that these patients experience another hallucination subtype than the majority of patients 

with schizophrenia. Due to the large heterogeneity in phenomenological characteristics, clustering 

patients into subtypes can likely increase the chances of finding a suitable treatment option.

Lastly, applying neuroimaging in clinical settings is less straightforward, as the analyses of 

neuroimaging scans can be cumbersome (Soares et al., 2016). Furthermore, the possibility to draw 

conclusions based on individual patients’ resting state or task-based fMRI scans is limited (Lee et 

al., 2013). Nonetheless, functional neuroimaging studies can contribute to psycho-education and 

reducing stigma by showing patients that there is indeed a biological imbalance in their brain 

leading to hallucinations. Also, functional imaging can be used to help guide therapy for treatment 

resistant hallucinations, such as fMRI-guided neurofeedback, TMS or tDCS treatment options (Jardri 

et al., 2008; Diederen et al., 2013; de Pierrefeu et al., 2018; Bauer et al., 2020).

Future perspectives

Following the paragraphs above, several factors should be kept in mind in future studies such as that: 

hallucinations are a transdiagnostic phenomenon; hallucinations occur in multiple-modalities; there 

are large inter-individual differences in phenomenology characteristics; cognitive, neuroimaging 

and phenomenological data should be combined to gain a better understanding of hallucinations 

as a phenomenon; state versus trait differences should be kept in mind when analyzing imaging 

data; the role of the cerebellum in hallucinations is currently understudied.

Furthermore, besides the bottom-up top-down processing, there are several other theories that seek 

to explain the occurrence of hallucinations. The most important hypotheses concern concepts such 

as unstable memories, disturbed source monitoring, and an imbalance in top-down and bottom-up 

processing, although several limitations and inconsistencies remain (for a review see Ćurčić-Blake et 
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al., 2017). However, no single explanatory theory is likely to explain the wide variety of hallucinatory 

experiences, therefore hallucinations should be studied at various levels of explanation, such as 

cultural, clinical, cognitive, brain imaging, cellular and molecular levels (Hugdahl & Sommer, 2018). 

Integration of multiple levels of explanation is necessary for a full understanding of the concept 

hallucinations.

Lastly, as phenomenological characteristics of hallucinations can show both similarities between 

diagnostic groups, as well as differences within diagnostic groups (Chapter 4, Aarsland et al., 2001; 

Daalman et al., 2011a; Larøi et al., 2012; Slotema et al., 2012; Llorca et al., 2016; Waters & Fernyhough, 

2017). Therefore, the large heterogeneity of hallucinatory experiences in, for example schizophrenia, 

can hamper the search for a common underlying pathway within this group. Consequently, 

future studies can increase their chances of finding a common underlying neural mechanism by 

grouping together individuals with similar subtypes of hallucinations (i.e., with homogeneous 

phenomenological features) regardless of clinical diagnoses and compare neural mechanisms 

within and between these subtypes (i.e., deep phenotyping) (Sommer et al., 2018). This would 

entail that future studies should incorporate both phenomenological assessments (e.g., the QPE) 

and neuroimaging measures (e.g., functional connectivity). Additional measures of cognition (e.g., 

inhibitory control) can shed more light on alterations of top-down processing in each of these 

hallucination subtypes.

Concluding remarks

Hallucinations are a transdiagnostic phenomenon. The QPE is proven to be a valuable assessment 

tool in transdiagnostic hallucinations research, as the QPE can be applied in clinical and research 

settings regardless of diagnosis. Our findings suggest the existence of subtypes of hallucinations 

based on phenomenological characteristics. Hallucinations with similar phenomenological features 

across the psychosis continuum do not necessarily imply a shared neural correlate. More research is 

needed to establish what subtypes of hallucinations exists, and what neural correlates underlie these 

types of hallucinations. A better understanding of hallucinations as a transdiagnostic phenomenon 

will help progress development of treatment options.
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Een transdiagnostische vergelijking van hallucinaties

Een hallucinatie kenmerkt zich als een perceptie zonder aanwezigheid van een externe stimulus. 

Het is een symptoom dat zich voordoet bij een breed scala aan klinische aandoeningen, waaronder 

psychiatrische, neurologische en andere medische aandoeningen. Een klein deel van de algemene 

populatie ervaart ook hallucinaties. Deze personen hebben geen identificeerbare klinische 

aandoening en ook geen behandeling nodig, zij worden daarom gedefinieerd als niet-klinische 

individuen met hallucinaties.

Traditioneel gezien vormt een diagnose de basis voor het onderzoek naar hallucinaties. Tot op 

heden was het hallucinatie onderzoek voornamelijk gericht op auditieve verbale hallucinaties 

bij patiënten met schizofrenie, of visuele hallucinaties bij patiënten met de ziekte van Parkinson. 

Echter, hallucinaties zijn niet uniek voor een specifieke psychiatrische of neurologische aandoening. 

Daarom groeit de consensus om hallucinaties vanuit een bredere transdiagnostische benadering te 

onderzoeken, die zich meer baseert op symptomen dan op de momenteel vaak gebruikte “diagnose-

gebaseerde” benadering. Het doel van dit proefschrift is om hallucinaties te onderzoeken aan de 

hand van een transdiagnostische benadering, om het begrip van dit fenomeen verder te vergroten.

Deel I – Vertonen hallucinaties bij verschillende aandoeningen vergelijk-
bare fenomenologische kenmerken?

Voor het eerste deel van dit proefschrift is een nieuw meetinstrument ontwikkeld en gevalideerd, 

waardoor het transdiagnostisch onderzoek naar hallucinaties mogelijk wordt gemaakt. Voorheen 

werd transdiagnostisch onderzoek gehinderd door het ontbreken van een geschikt meetinstrument 

dat kon worden ingezet bij verschillende aandoeningen. Bestaande vragenlijsten zijn afgestemd op 

psychotische ervaringen die samenhangen met een specifieke diagnose, maar deze vragenlijsten 

zijn vaak niet toepasbaar bij andere diagnoses. Daarom is de Questionnaire for Psychotic Experiences 

(QPE) ontwikkeld, deze vragenlijst meet de ernst, frequentie en fenomenologie van psychotische 

ervaringen bij verschillende stoornissen. Hoofdstuk 2 behandeld de ontwikkeling en validatie van 

de QPE in de Nederlandse taal. De QPE is getoetst bij een participantengroep met een breed scala 

aan klinische aandoeningen, inclusief participanten met een schizofreniespectrum stoornis, de ziekte 

van Parkinson, Lewy body dementie, Alzheimer’s dementie, auditieve beperking, visuele beperking, 

posttraumatische stress stoornis, borderline-persoonlijkheidsstoornis en participanten die recent 

een grote chirurgische ingreep hebben ondergaan. Hoofdstuk 3 behandeld de validatie van de 

QPE in de Engelse taal. Hierbij is de QPE getoetst bij participanten met schizofrenie, schizoaffectieve 

stoornis, bipolaire affectieve stoornis, ernstige depressieve stoornis en bij niet-klinische individuen 

met hallucinaties. Voor zowel de Nederlandse als de Engelse QPE zijn goede psychometrische 

eigenschappen gevonden, waaronder structurele, interne en convergente validiteit. Participanten 

met verschillende stoornissen beschreven een verscheidenheid aan psychotische ervaringen. De 

noodzaak van een transdiagnostische vragenlijst werd hiermee extra QPE benadrukt. De QPE is 
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in relatief korte tijd af te nemen en kan een waardevol hulpmiddel zijn in zowel de klinische als 

onderzoeksomgeving. Bovendien faciliteert de QPE de beoordeling van psychotische ervaringen 

bij stoornissen die onder andere omstandigheden gemakkelijk over het hoofd worden gezien. 

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt de QPE toegepast om transdiagnostische fenomenologische kenmerken 

van een psychotische ervaring te onderzoeken. Fenomenologische kenmerken zoals frequentie, 

ernst, duur, onderwerp, inzicht in en mate van interactie met hallucinaties werden gemeten bij 

een brede onderzoeksgroep bestaande uit participanten met een schizofreniespectrum stoornis, 

de ziekte van Parkinson, Lewy body dementie, Alzheimer’s dementie, auditieve beperking, visuele 

beperking, posttraumatische stress stoornis, borderline-persoonlijkheidsstoornis en participanten 

die recent een grote chirurgische ingreep hebben ondergaan. Uit de analyse van de resultaten 

kwam naar voren dat hallucinaties bij psychiatrische en neurodegeneratieve aandoeningen 

meer op elkaar lijken dan eerder werd gedacht. Tegelijkertijd kunnen hallucinaties binnen de 

aandoeningen fenomenologisch van elkaar verschillen. Psychotische ervaringen, zoals hallucinaties, 

zijn niet nadrukkelijk verbonden aan een bepaalde diagnose (bijv. schizofrenie) maar moeten 

worden gezien als een transdiagnostische fenomeen. De resultaten van deze fenomenologische 

vergelijking bevestigt eerdere bevindingen dat soortgelijke fenomenologische kenmerken kunnen 

voorkomen bij verschillende aandoeningen. Dit suggereert het bestaan van verschillende diagnose 

overstijgende hallucinatie subtypes.

Deel II - Hebben hallucinaties bij verschillende aandoeningen vergelijk-
bare neurale mechanismen?

Voor deel II van dit proefschrift is er gebruik gemaakt van functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

(fMRI) om neurale mechanismen op het psychose-continuüm te onderzoeken. Het psychose-

continuüm beslaat hallucinatoire ervaringen die variëren van niet-pathologische ervaringen in de 

algemene populatie, tot hallucinaties bij personen met een ernstige psychotische aandoening. 

Gezien de overeenkomsten in fenomenologische kenmerken van hallucinaties op het psychose-

continuüm, stelt de hypothese dat individuen op het psychose-continuüm ook een vergelijkbaar 

neurale mechanismen delen.

Eerdere studies hebben aangetoond dat hallucinaties ontstaan bij een disbalans tussen de 

sensorische en de hogere cognitieve hersengebieden. Dit wordt weerspiegeld door afwijkingen 

in de functionele connectiviteit. In hoofdstuk 5 zijn de individuele verbindingen van het 

functionele connectoom onderzocht aan de hand van een network-based statistics analyse 

(“netwerkgebaseerde statistieken”). Een onderzoeksgroep bestaande uit niet-klinische individuen 

met hallucinaties, schizofrene patiënten met hallucinaties, en patiënten met een bipolaire stoornis 

met en zonder hallucinaties zijn vergeleken met een gezonde controlegroep. Bij niet-klinische 

individuen en schizofrene patiënten met hallucinaties is er een verhoogde connectiviteit tussen 

de sensorische en hogere cognitieve hersengebieden gevonden ten opzichte van de gezonde 

controlegroep, met name tussen fronto-temporal en fronto-insula/cingulate gebieden. Bij patiënten 

9
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met een bipolaire stoornis met hallucinaties zijn er differentiële effecten gevonden ten opzichte 

van de gezonde controlegroep. Deze effecten kenmerken zich voornamelijk door een verminderde 

connectiviteit tussen de fronto-temporal en fronto-striatal gebieden. Tussen bipolaire patiënten 

zonder hallucinaties en gezonde controles werden geen verschillen in connectiviteit gevonden. 

In hoofdstuk 6 is de modulaire organisatie van het functionele connectoom onderzocht bij 

een onderzoeksgroep bestaande uit niet-klinische individuen met hallucinaties, patiënten met 

schizofrenie en hallucinaties en patiënten met een bipolaire stoornis met en zonder hallucinaties 

en vergeleken met een gezonde controlegroep. De hypothese stelt dat een afwijkende modulaire 

organisatie ten grondslag ligt aan hallucinaties op het psychose-continuüm. Deze afwijking wordt 

gekarakteriseerd door 1) afwijkingen in het globale modulaire hersennetwerk organisatie; en 

2) afwijkingen in connectiviteit binnen en tussen modules, bijvoorbeeld tussen sensorische en 

hogere cognitieve modules. De resultaten tonen aan dat de globale modulaire organisatie niet 

afwijkt bij participanten met hallucinaties ten opzichte van de gezonde controlegroep, maar dat 

er wel afwijkingen zijn in de connectiviteit binnen en tussen modules. Bij niet-klinische individuen 

en patiënten met schizofrenie zijn afwijkingen in connectiviteit gevonden binnen en tussen de 

auditieve, visuele, somatosensorische, cognitieve controle, salience, subcorticaal en geheugen 

modules. Bij patiënten met een bipolaire stoornis met hallucinaties, zijn afwijkingen in connectiviteit 

gevonden tussen het visuele, default-mode, en geheugen modules. Echter, er zijn geen afwijkende 

patronen in de connectiviteit tussen het visuele, salience en cognitieve controle netwerk gevonden. 

Deze bevindingen bevestigen het bewijs voor afwijkingen in de modulaire organisatie van het 

functionele connectoom bij individuen die gevoelig zijn voor hallucinaties. Niet-klinische individuen 

en patiënten met schizofrenie vertonen vergelijkbare afwijkingen in de modulaire organisatie van 

het sensorische en hogere cognitieve netwerk, terwijl er andere hogere cognitieve netwerken zijn 

gevonden voor hallucinaties bij een bipolaire stoornis. In samenspraak met hoofdstuk 5 suggereert 

deze studie dat er verschillende neurale mechanismen bestaan voor hallucinaties over het gehele 

psychose-continuüm.

Conclusie

Op basis van de bevindingen van dit proefschrift heeft de QPE zich bewezen als een belangrijk 

instrument voor zowel de klinische als onderzoeksomgeving. De QPE maakt het mogelijk om 

hallucinaties transdiagnostisch te meten. De resultaten van dit proefschrift moedigt verder 

onderzoek aan naar hallucinaties bij andere aandoeningen dan een primaire psychotische of 

neurologische aandoening. In tegenstelling tot wat eerder werd gedacht komen hallucinaties bij 

schizofrenie sterk overeen in fenomenologie in vergelijking tot andere psychiatrische stoornissen, 

zoals posttraumatische stress stoornis en borderline persoonlijkheidsstoornis. De fenomenologische 

karakteristieken van hallucinaties overlappen sterk bij verschillende neurodegeneratieve stoornissen.

De bevindingen van het onderzoek op basis van neuroimaging ondersteunen niet de de hypothese 

dat er overeenkomsten bestaan in neurale mechanismen bij verschillende aandoeningen. Dit 
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betekent dat hallucinaties die fenomenologisch overeenkomen niet vanzelfsprekend ook hetzelfde 

neurale mechanisme delen. Vervolgonderzoek naar fenomenologische karakteristieken en de 

onderliggende neurale mechanismen kan verduidelijken of er subtypes van hallucinaties bestaan, en 

of fenomenologie een voorspeller kan zijn van het ziekteverloop. Concluderend kan worden gesteld 

dat dit proefschrift bijdraagt aan het verdere begrip van hallucinaties als een transdiagnostisch 

fenomeen.

9
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QPE
Questionnaire for Psychotic Experiences

Guidelines for administering the questionnaire 

This questionnaire has been developed to describe the characteristics and severity of 

hallucinations and delusions. The questionnaire can be administered to patients with different 

disorders and also to individuals without a diagnosis. Given the personal and at times even 

confronting nature of some questions, it is important to carefully introduce the interview. This 

can be done by explaining the purpose of the questionnaire and describing the kind of 

questions that can be expected. Try to make sure the participant feels at ease, and clearly 

indicate that breaks are possible during the interview. Be aware that psychotic experiences 

can be highly emotional experiences, possibly causing a luxation of symptoms. Indicate that 

the participant is always able to stop the interviewer when the symptoms worsen (e.g. voices 

become worse during course of the interview), and provide the participant with a feeling of 

control. When possible, discuss the effects of medication on concentration prior to scheduling 

the interview, and decide on the best time of the day to administer the questionnaire. It is 

important to explain that not all questions may apply to the participant and that parts of the 

questionnaire can therefore be omitted. 

All items of the questionnaire apply to experiences over the past week. Only the 

frequency items (e.g. A1, V1, O1, O3 and O6) will be scored based on a broader timeframe, 

including the past week, the past month and lifetime. If the participant scores 2 or higher on 

these items (presence of the symptom over the past week), the remaining subscale items 

should also be queried.

During the interview, the questions printed in bold can be read out loud to the 

participant. The italicized items are optional and can be used (in no particular order) if  further 

questioning is needed (indicated as ‘example questions’). The underlined items measure 

Guidelines for administering the questionnaire

This questionnaire has been developed to describe the characteristics and severity of hallucinations 

and delusions. The questionnaire can be administered to patients with different disorders and also 

to individuals without a diagnosis. Given the personal and at times even confronting nature of some 

questions, it is important to carefully introduce the interview. This can be done by explaining the 

purpose of the questionnaire and describing the kind of questions that can be expected. Try to make 

sure the participant feels at ease, and clearly indicate that breaks are possible during the interview. Be 

aware that psychotic experiences can be highly emotional experiences, possibly causing a luxation 

of symptoms. Indicate that the participant is always able to stop the interviewer when the symptoms 

worsen (e.g. voices become worse during course of the interview), and provide the participant with 

a feeling of control. When possible, discuss the effects of medication on concentration prior to 

scheduling the interview, and decide on the best time of the day to administer the questionnaire. 

It is important to explain that not all questions may apply to the participant and that parts of the 

questionnaire can therefore be omitted.

All items of the questionnaire apply to experiences over the past week. Only the frequency items 

(e.g. A1, V1, O1, O3 and O6) will be scored based on a broader timeframe, including the past week, 

the past month and lifetime. If the participant scores 2 or higher on these items (presence of the 

symptom over the past week), the remaining subscale items should also be queried.

During the interview, the questions printed in bold can be read out loud to the participant. The 

italicized items are optional and can be used (in no particular order) if further questioning is 

needed (indicated as ‘example questions’). The underlined items measure symptom severity and 

are quantitatively scored (answer options in numbers). If more than one answer applies for the 

severity items, the highest applicable answer should be scored. The other items describe symptom 
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characteristics and are scored qualitatively (answer options in letters). If more than one answer 

applies to the descriptive items, all applicable answers can be scored (e.g. scoring multiple letters).

If an informant (e.g. relative, partner, nurse) is accompanying the participant during the interview, 

they can be invited to add information to the participant’s answer if necessary. We recommend 

interviewing the participant and informant at the same time, especially if the participant is 

cognitively impaired. However, as hallucinations and delusions are highly personal experiences, 

the answer of the participants takes priority if it deviates from the other informer.

The introductory item of the interview is intended to evaluate whether the participant is capable 

of understanding and answering the questions. If the participant scores 4 or 5 on this item, the 

reliability of the answers will be questionable. In that case, answers of informants may be of 

additional added value.

Guidelines for assessing the items on hallucinations and delusions

Scoring items on hallucinations
Hallucinations have perceptual qualities, e.g. they are heard, seen, tasted, smelled or felt. Do not 

incorporate ideas, (strange) thoughts or daydreaming when scoring hallucinations.

Scoring items on delusions
For each question, check whether a conviction or belief is indeed a delusion. This is the case when 

a conviction is almost certainly untrue, and not shared by others. Delusions are very salient for the 

participant. If the participant is not convinced of their conviction or belief, then it is not a delusion 

and most likely not even a delusional ideation (but may have been in the past).

When assessing religious beliefs, ascertain these beliefs are consistent with recognised religions 

that are within the participant’s culture. Religious delusions are inconsistent with accepted spiritual 

beliefs.

A
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Introduction

Probe whether the participant is capable of accurately describing his/her 
experiences:

The questions during this interview concern special experiences or ideas you may have 

had. Examples are hearing voices, seeing images, and being suspicious or confused. Such 

experiences may occur in people with different diagnoses, but also in the healthy population. 

The interview will inquire whether you have ever had such experiences or beliefs. Try to give 

the answer that best fits your experiences. Not all questions will necessarily have to apply to 

you. The interview will take about 30 minutes in total.

First, I would like to ask you if you have ever experienced anything like hearing voices, 

seeing images, being suspicious or being confused? If you feel comfortable, can you tell me 

something about this?

0:  The participant communicates normally

1:  A few ideas are difficult to follow

2:  Several, but less than half of the descriptions are hard to understand

3:  Half of the descriptions are hard to follow

4:  Most of the ideas communicated cannot be understood

5:  The rater cannot follow any aspect of the response
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Part A. Auditory Hallucinations

Instructions – scoring items on hallucinations
Hallucinations have perceptual qualities, e.g. they are heard, seen, tasted, smelled or felt. Do 

not incorporate ideas, (strange) thoughts or daydreaming when scoring hallucinations. Rate the 

hallucinations at its worst during the past week. If more than one answer applies, score the highest 

answer applicable.

The following questions are about hearing things that others are not able to hear.

A1. Frequency of hallucinations

a. People sometimes hear another person speak, while no one seems to be there. Also, 

music or other sounds can be heard, while it is unclear where this comes from. Have you 

ever heard such voices, music or other sounds?

Example questions:

 Have you ever heard voices, music or other sounds that no one else could hear?

 Or while there was no clear explanation for it?

If yes: How often have you heard these voices and/or other sounds?

 Have you heard them once a week, every day, every hour or almost continuously?

 Did you experience this in the past month?

 0: no

 1: yes

If no: continue with question V1

If yes: continue with question A1b

b. If yes, have you experienced this in the past week?

0: Less than once a month

1: At least once a month

2: At least once a week

3: At least once a day

4: At least once every hour

5: (Almost) continuously

If score is between 0 and 1: continue with question V1

If score is 2 or higher: continue with question A2

A
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A2. Description of auditory hallucinations

a. What kind of things do you hear? If you feel comfortable, could you give an example?

.......................................................................................................................................................................................... 

.......................................................................................................................................................................................... 

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

b. Since when do you hear such voices or sounds? At what age did it start?

.......................................................................................................................................................................................... 

.......................................................................................................................................................................................... 

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

c. For some people these voices or sounds relate to unpleasant experiences from their past.

 Does this apply to you as well? Yes / No

A3. Duration of hallucinations

In the past week, how long did the (insert auditory hallucination) typically last?

0: Very brief; just an instant

1: A few seconds

2: A minute or a few minutes at most

3: 10 minutes to an hour

4: Between one and several hours

5: (Almost) continuously

A4. Emotional valence of auditory hallucinations

Some people hear voices or sounds with a negative content, such as criticism or hostility. In 

the past week, what proportion of the voices/sounds did you experience as negative?

0: Never negative, the entire content is positive, useful or neutral

1: Occasional instances of negative content, but these have been rare (< 10%)

2: Some of the content is negative

3: About half of the content is negative

4: The majority of the content is negative

5: Always, the entire content is negative
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A5. Experienced distress due to auditory hallucinations

In the past week, did the (insert auditory hallucination) cause you any distress?

If so:  Did the voices make you uncomfortable, anxious or depressed?

If uncomfortable: How uncomfortable did the voices and/or sounds make you feel?

  Very uncomfortable or slightly uncomfortable?

0: No discomfort, it does not affect the participant at all

1: Doubtful, perhaps a little discomfort

2: Some discomfort, it can affect behaviour or mood

3: Considerable discomfort, it sometimes causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

4: A lot of discomfort, it often causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

5: Intense anxiety or severe depression because of the voices or other sounds

A6. Impact of auditory hallucinations on functioning

Do the voices or other sounds affect how you function in your day-to-day life?

Example questions:

 Are there days that you prefer to not leave your house because of the voices or sounds?

 Do they affect the way you function during studying or at work?

 Do the voices or other sounds affect your social life or your relationships?

If yes: Did you experience this in the past week?

0: They have no impact on the conduct of normal daily activities

1: They interfere with a few particular activities, most can be conducted normally

2: They interfere with several activities

3: They prevent most activities (e.g. not leaving the house)

4. They are so disruptive that it may lead to yelling, screaming or breaking something

5: They cause harmful disruption of daily functioning. Hospital admission or crisis support might be needed

Notes

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................................
A
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A7. Repetition of auditory hallucinations

Do you repeatedly hear the same words, phrases, sentences, or sounds?

If yes: Are the exact same words, sentences or sounds repeated every time?

If no: Is the theme generally the same, but with different words, sentences or sounds?

If no: Do you often hear the same words, sentences or sounds?

 Is there a lot of variety in the words, sentences or sounds you hear?

A: No repetition, the content always differs

B: Sometimes repetition of content (words, sentences or sounds), but much variety

C: Themes or content are often repeated, but the words differ

D: Frequent repetition of the same words, sentences or sounds

E: The same words, sentences or sounds are repeated continuously, like a broken record

A8. Complexity of auditory hallucinations

(Only for participants hearing voices, not applicable to non-verbal auditory hallucinations)

When you hear voices, do you typically hear single words or a complete sentence?

If complete sentence:  Do you sometimes hear several sentences or longer narratives?

(Multiple answers possible)

A: Only non-verbal auditory hallucinations, no voices

B: One single word

C: Several words

D: Short phrases

E: A complete sentence

F: Narrative consisting of several complete sentences

Notes

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................................
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A9. Location of auditory hallucinations

Where do you hear the voices or sounds?

Example questions: 

  Do they come from inside or outside of your head?

  Or from inside as well as outside of your head?

If inside:  Do they come from one specific place in the head?

If outside:  Do they come from one specific location?

(Multiple answers possible)

A: Inside the head, no specific place inside the head

B: From a specific place inside the head (e.g. near an ear, in forehead, from the mouth)

C: Both inside and outside the head

D: Outside the head, usually from the left

E: Outside the head, usually from the right

F: Outside the head, no specific side

A10. Time of occurrence of auditory hallucinations

At what time of the day (or night) do you mostly hear (insert auditory hallucination)?

Example questions: 

 Do they mostly occur at night? Or in the evening?

 Or when going to sleep or waking up?

 Or mostly during the day?

(One answer possible)

A: No time pattern noticed

B: Only at night

C: Mostly during the evening

D: At the borders of sleep

E: Mostly during the day

F: Both during the day and night

A
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A11. Insight into auditory hallucinations

People make sense of these experiences in different ways. Some people say they are hearing 

people/beings/sounds that really exist in the external world. Some people see them as generated 

by their own mind. What do you think might be making you hear the (insert auditory hallucination)?

Example questions: 

 Could it be possible that the voices or sounds you hear arise from a particular being or force?

 Are they from real people or from another source in this world?

If yes: How strongly do you believe this?

 Do you have any doubts or do you think there might be alternative explanations?

When doubt: To what extent are you convinced the voices or sounds are from real people or other sources?

 Do you mostly doubt it, sometimes, or never doubt it?

If yes: How did you experience this in the past week?

0: Completely convinced that the voices, sounds or music are not real

1: Slight doubt whether they are real, most likely not real

2: They are probably real, but alternative explanations may also be possible

3: Strongly convinced that they are real, only minimal doubt

4: Completely convinced that they are real

A12. Interaction with auditory hallucinations

Some people find themselves responding to the (insert auditory hallucination), either aloud, 

or silently in their mind. When you hear the voices or other sounds, do you find yourself 

talking back to them?

Example questions: 

 Do you sometimes find yourself talking back to the voices?

 Do you sometimes scream of yell to them?

If no: Does it only occur when the voices are intense, but usually not?

 Did it only occur once or a few times?

If yes: Have you experienced this in the past week?

0: Never had any interaction

1: Once or very few times

2: Only when voices or other sounds are intense, usually not

3: Sometimes, but not always

4: Most of the time

5: (Almost) always
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A13. Complying with commands of auditory hallucinations

Do the voices or sounds tend to give you commands? If so, do you comply to these commands?

Example questions: 

 Did you receive any commands in the past week?

If yes: Do you sometimes obey these commands?

If yes Do you obey all commands, even when they are dangerous?

If no: Do you sometimes obey dangerous commands?

If no: Do you always obey harmless commands?

If no: Do you sometimes obey harmless commands?

0: Never received commands

1: Does hear commands, but never obeys them

2: Sometimes obeys harmless commands (e.g. brushing teeth)

3: Always obeys harmless commands, but never dangerous ones

4: Sometimes obeys dangerous commands (e.g. jumping off the stairs)

5: Always obeys every command, even the dangerous ones

A14. Musical experiences

Do you sometimes hear music or singing while there is no television or radio playing or when 

no one else can hear it?

Example questions: 

 Did you experience music or singing in the past week?

If yes: How often do you hear music or singing?

If yes: How does that compare to how often you hear other voices or sounds?

If often: Do you hear music or singing more often than other voices or sounds?

If yes: Do you hear music or singing most of the time and other voices or sounds only sometimes?

If yes: Do you only hear music or singing and no other voices or sounds?

(One answer possible)

A: No musical content or singing

B: Only a small part of the hallucinations are musical, but the majority is non-musical

C: Approximately half of the hallucinations are musical

D: Majority of the hallucinations are musical, but voices or other sounds are heard as well

E: Solely musical hallucinations

A
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A15. Auditory illusions

People sometimes hear their phone ringing while they are taking a shower. When they turn 

off the shower, this sound can no longer be heard. Another example is someone who hears 

a voice in the humming sound of a vacuum cleaner. Have you ever experienced such sounds 

that appeared not to be real?

If yes: How often does this occur?

 Have you heard this once a week, every day, every hour or almost continuously?

If no: Have you ever had this type of experience?

 Have you had this experience in the last month?

0: Never or less than once a month

1: At least once a month

2: At least once a week

3: At least once a day

4: At least once every hour

5: (Almost) continuously

Please continue to part V on the next page.
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Part V. Visual hallucinations

I will now ask you a few questions about things you may have seen, that others could not see.

V1.  Frequency of visual hallucinations

a. It sometimes occurs that people see a person, animal or object that others cannot see. 

For some people, this can be a shadow. Have you ever seen such objects, persons or 

images?

If yes: How often did you see this?

 Have you seen them once a week, every day, every hour or almost continuously?

 Did you experience this in the past month?

 0: no

 1: yes

If no: continue with item O1

If yes: continue with item V1b

b. If yes, have you experienced this in the past week?

0: Less than once a month

1: At least once a month

2: At least once a week

3: At least once a day

4: At least once every hour

5: (Almost) continuously

If score is between 0 and 1: continue with item O1

If score is 2 or higher: continue with item V1b

Notes

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................................
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V2. Description of visual hallucinations

a.  What kind of things do you see? If you feel comfortable, could you give an example?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

b.  Since when do you see such images? At what age did it start?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

c. For some people these images relate to unpleasant experiences from their past.

 Does this apply to you as well? Yes / No

V3. Duration of visual hallucinations

When you see the (insert visual hallucination), how long do they typically last?

0: Very short; only an instance

1: A few seconds

2: A minute or a few minutes at most

3: Between 10 minutes and an hour

4: Between one and several hours

5: (Almost) continuously

Notes

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................
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V4. Emotional valence of visual hallucinations

Some people see images with a negative content. In the past week, what proportion of the 

images did you experience as negative?

If negative: Is the entire content negative?

If no:  Is the largest part negative, while there is also a positive or neutral part?

If no:  Is about half of the content negative, and the remaining half positive or neutral?

If no:  Is the largest part positive or neutral?

0: Never negative; the entire content is positive, useful or neutral

1: Occasional instances of negative content, but these have been rare (< 10%)

2: Some of the content is negative

3: About half of the content is negative

4: The majority of the content is negative

5: Always, the entire content is negative

V5. Experienced distress due to visual hallucinations

In the past week, did the (insert visual hallucination) cause you any distress?

If yes:  Did the images make you uncomfortable, anxious or depressed?

If uncomfortable: How uncomfortable did the images make you feel?

  Very uncomfortable or slightly uncomfortable?

0: No discomfort, it does not affect the participant at all

1: Doubtful, perhaps a little discomfort

2: Some discomfort, it can affect behaviour or mood

3: Considerable discomfort, it sometimes causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

4: A lot of discomfort, it often causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

5: Intense anxiety or severe depression because of the images

Notes

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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V6. Impact of visual hallucinations on functioning

Does the (insert visual hallucination) tend to negatively affect how you function in your day-

to-day life?

Example questions: 

 Are there days that you prefer to not leave your house because of these images?

 Do they affect the way you function while studying or at work?

 Do the images affect your social life or relationships?

If yes: Did this occur in the past week?

0: They have no impact on the conduct of normal daily activities

1: They interfere with a few particular activities, most can be conducted normally

2: They interfere with several activities

3: They prevent most activities (e.g. not leaving the house)

4. They are so disruptive that it may lead to yelling, screaming or breaking something

5: They cause harmful disruption of daily functioning. Hospital admission or crisis support might be needed

V7. Repetition of visual hallucinations

Do you repeatedly see the same people, patterns, animals or objects?

If yes: Do you continuously see the same images?

If no: Do the images have the same theme, although the exact images differ?

If no: Do you often see the same images?

 Is there a lot of variety in the images you see?

A: No repetition, different content each time

B: Sometimes images reoccur, but they mostly differ

C: Although the exact images differ, the theme remains the same

D: Usually the same images reoccur

E: Continuous recurrence of the same images

Notes

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................................................
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V8.  Complexity of visual hallucinations

What kind of images do you see?

Example questions: 

 Do you see only shapes or flashes?

 Do you see faces or shadows?

 Do you see people or animals?

 Do you see landscapes, buildings or vehicles?

(Multiple answers possible)

A: Simple forms like circles, flashes of light, dots or lines

B: Patterns, such as checkerboards or diamond shaped objects, a grid or bricks

C: (Distorted) faces or shadows

D: People and/or animals

E: Inanimate objects (e.g. buildings, landscapes, vehicles)

V9. Location of visual hallucinations

Where do you usually see these images?

Example questions: 

 Are they mostly at the right or at the left side?

 Or straight ahead?

 Do you see the images in the corner of your eye?

If participant has a visual impairment:  

 Do you only see this in the area where your vision is  impaired?

(Multiple answers possible)

A: Can be anywhere, no predominant location

B: Usually at the left side

C: Usually at the right side

D: Usually straight ahead

E: Usually in the corner of his/her eye

F: In the area with impaired vision A
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V10. Time of occurrence of visual hallucinations

At which time during the day (or night) do you typically see (insert visual hallucination)?

Example questions: 

 Do they occur mostly at night?

 Or in the evening?

 Or when going to sleep and waking up?

 Or mostly during the day?

(One answer possible)

A: No particular time of occurrence

B: Only at night

C: Mostly in the evening

D: At the borders of sleep

E: Mostly during the day

F: Both during the day and the night

V11.  Insight into visual hallucinations

People make sense of these experiences in different ways. Some people say they see people/

beings/images that really exist in the external world. Some people believe these images are 

generated by their own mind. What do you think might be making you see these (insert visual 

hallucination)?

Example questions: 

  Could it be possible that the images you see arise from a particular being or force?

  Are they from real people or from another source in this world?

If yes:  How strongly do you believe this?

  Do you have any doubts or do you think there might be alternative explanations?

When doubt: To what extent are you convinced the images are real?

  Do you mostly doubt it, sometimes, or never doubt it?

If yes:  How did you experience this in the past week?

0: Completely convinced that the images are not real

1: Slight doubt whether they are real, most likely not real

2: They are probably real, but alternative explanations may also be possible

3: Strongly convinced that they are real, only a minimal doubt

4: Completely convinced that they are real
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V12. Interaction with visual hallucinations

People often find themselves responding to the images they see, for example by reaching out 

to them or moving away from them. Do you find yourself responding to the images you see?

Example questions: 

 Do you reach out to touch the visions or images you see?

 Or have you moved away from them?

 If you see people, do you talk to them?

 Or do you make them a meal or drink?

If yes: Have you experienced this in the past week?

0: Never has any interaction

1: Once or very few times

2: Only when they are severe, usually not

3: Sometimes, but not always

4: Most of the time

5: Always

V13. Complying with commands of visual hallucinations

Do the images ever give you commands? Do the images you see imply that you should take 

some kind of action? If so, do you comply to these commands?

Example questions: 

 Did you receive any commands in the past week?

If yes: Do you sometimes obey these commands?

If yes: Do you obey all commands, even when they are dangerous?

If no: Do you sometimes obey dangerous commands?

If no: Do you always obey harmless commands?

If no: Do you sometimes obey harmless commands?

0: Never receive commands from the images

1: Does receive commands, but never obeys them

2: Sometimes obeys harmless commands (e.g. brushing teeth)

3: Always obeys harmless commands, but never dangerous ones

4: Sometimes obeys dangerous commands (e.g. jumping off the stairs)

5: Obeys every command, even the dangerous ones
A
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V14. Passage hallucinations

In the past week, did you ever see a person or animal passing by, which disappeared when 

you had a closer look at it?

If yes: How often does this occur?

 Have you seen this once a week, every day, every hour or almost continuously?

If no: Have you ever had this type of experience?

 Have you had this experience in the past month?

(One answer possible)

A: Never experienced

B: Less than once a month

C: At least once a week

D: At least once a day

E: At least once every hour

F: (Almost) continuously

V15. Visual illusions

People sometimes see fleeting images, for example a face in the trunk of a tree. Or people 

see an animal in the pattern of a carpet or wallpaper. Have you ever had such experiences?

If yes: How often does this occur?

 Have you seen this once a week, every day, every hour or almost continuously?

 Have you had this experience in the past month?

0: Never experienced fleeting images

1: Less than once a month

2: At least once a week

3: At least once a day

4: At least once every hour

5: (Almost) continuously

Please continue to part O on the next page.
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Part O. Hallucinations in other modalities

I will now ask you a few questions regarding experiences in other senses, such as feeling or 

smelling things.

O1. Tactile hallucinations

a. People sometimes feel things that are not there. One example is feeling a hand on their 

shoulder, while no one is around. Or someone who feels a tickling or itching sensation as 

if there are tiny creatures crawling under the skin. Have you ever had such an experience?

If yes: How often have you felt these sensations?

 Have you felt them once a week, every day, every hour or almost continuously?

 Have you had this experience in the past month?

 0: no

 1: yes

If no: continue with question O3

If yes: continue with question O1b

b.  If yes, have you experienced this in the past week?

0: Less than once a month

1: At least once a month

2: At least once a week

3: At least once a day

4: At least once every hour

5: (Almost) continuously

If score is between 0 and 1: continue with item O3

If score is 2 or higher: continue with item O2

Notes

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................................................
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O2.  Description of tactile hallucinations

a.  What kind of things do you feel? If you feel comfortable, could you give an example?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

b.  Since when do you experience such feelings? At what age did it start? 

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

c.  For some people these sensations relate to unpleasant experiences from their past.

 Does this apply to you as well? Yes / No

O3.  Olfactory hallucinations

a.  People sometimes smell things that are not there. For example, the smell of smoke, 

while there is no fire. Another example is someone who smells flowers, while there are 

no flowers around. Have you ever had such an experience?

If yes: How often have you smelled this?

 Do you smell this once a week, every day, every hour or almost continuously?

 Have you had this experience in the past month?

 0: no

 1: yes

If no: continue with item O5

If yes: continue with item O3b

b.  If yes, have you experienced this in the past week?

0: Less than once a month

1: At least once a month

2: At least once a week

3: At least once a day

4: At least once every hour

5: (Almost) continuously

If score is between 0 and 1: continue with item O5

If score is 2 or higher: continue with item O4
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O4. Description of olfactory hallucinations

a. What kind of things do you smell? If you feel comfortable, could you give an example?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

b.  Since when do you experience such smells? At what age did it start?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................

c.  For some people these smells relate to unpleasant experiences from their past.

 Does this apply to you as well? Yes / No

O5. Multimodal hallucinations

Do you sometimes experience hearing and seeing things both at the same time?

Or have you ever both seen and felt something?

Or heard voices while feeling something?

Or did you smell something when seeing or hearing things at the same time?

(Multiple answers possible)

A: Never any combination of hallucinations in more than one sense

B: Sound together with vision

C: Sound together with touch

D: Sound together with smell

E: Vision together with touch

F: Vision together with smell

Notes

...........................................................................................................................................................................................
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........................................................................................................................................................................................ ..
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O6. Sensed presences

Did you ever have the sensation that someone or something was present, without you being 

able to see it?

Example question: 

 Did you feel a person standing behind you whom you could neither hear nor see nor touch?

If yes:  How often have you felt these sensations?

 Have you felt them once a week, every day, every hour or almost continuously?

 Have you had this experience in the past month?

0: Never experienced sensed presences

1: Less than once a week

2: At least once a week

3: At least once a day

4: At least once every hour

5: (Almost) continuously

Please continue to part D on the next page.
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Part D. Delusions

Instruction – scoring of items on delusions
To check whether a conviction or belief is indeed a delusion, the following rules of thumb can be 

applied: the conviction is almost certainly untrue and is not shared by others. Delusions are very 

salient for the participant and the participants often thinks about them.

If more than one answer applies, score the highest answer applicable.

I am now going to ask you a few questions about experiences that people are sometimes 

concerned about. Not all questions have to apply to you. Try to give the answer that best fits 

your experiences.

D1. Paranoid belief, suspiciousness

a. Were you ever convinced that other people were out to get you? Have you had the feeling 

that people were watching you, or may even want to hurt you?

Example questions: 

 Or did you think that some people cannot be trusted?

 Or that you are being deceived?

 0: no

 1: yes

If no: continue with question D2

If yes: continue with question D1b

b. If yes, have you experienced this in the past week?

 0: no

 1: yes

c. In the past week, how strongly did you believe (insert delusion) was really happening?

Example questions: 

 Have you ever doubted your beliefs or considered other explanations?

 Are you completely (100%) convinced that (insert delusion) is true?

If doubt: Do you sometimes doubt your beliefs?

If yes: Do you often doubt (insert delusion)?

If no: Do you doubt (insert delusion) a little?

A
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0: Does not really believe in it, knows it actually is not true

1: It could be true, but highly doubts it

2: It could as well be true as not be true

3: Thinks it is true but alternative explanations could also be possible

4: Strongly convinced, only little doubt about it

5: Fully convinced, no doubt about it

If 0 - 3: continue with question D2

If 4 - 5: continue with question D1d

d. In the past week, have you often thought about (insert delusion)?

0: Never thought about it

1: Less than once a week

2: Once or a several times a week

3: At least once a day

4: At least once every hour

5: (Almost) continuously

e. In the past week, did the idea that (insert delusion) cause you any distress?

If yes: Did the images make you uncomfortable, anxious or depressed?

If yes: Did you feel a little bit of very uncomfortable or depressed?

If yes: Did you feel intense fear or depression?

0: No discomfort, it does not affect the participant at all

1: Doubtful, perhaps a little discomfort

2: Some discomfort, it can affect behaviour and mood

3: Considerable discomfort, it sometimes causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

4: A lot of discomfort, it often causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

5: Intense anxiety or severe depression because of the conviction

f. In the past week, did the idea that (insert delusion) tend to affect how you function in your 

day-to-day life?

Example questions: 

 Are there days that you prefer to not leave your house because of this belief?

 Does it affect the way you function while studying or at work?

 Do you think it affects your social life or your relationships?
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0: It has no impact on the conduct of normal daily activities

1: It interferes with a few particular activities, most can be conducted normally

2: It interferes with several activities

3: It prevents most activities (e.g. not leaving the house)

4. It is so disruptive that it may lead to yelling, screaming or breaking something

5: It causes harmful disruption of daily functioning. Hospital admission or crisis support might be needed

D2. Delusions of reference

a. Were you ever convinced that things in your environment might have a special meaning 

just for you? For example, certain messages on TV or in the newspaper?

Example questions: 

 Or are certain billboards specifically meant for you?

If yes: Did you also experience this in the past week?

 0: no

 1: yes

If no: continue with item D3

If yes: continue with item D2c

b.  If yes, have you experienced this in the past week?

 0: no

 1: yes

c.  In the past week, how strongly did you believe (insert delusion) was really happening?

Example questions: 

 Have you ever doubted your beliefs or considered other explanations?

 Are you completely (100%) convinced that (insert delusion) is true?

If doubt: Do you sometimes doubt your beliefs?

If yes: Do you often doubt (insert delusion)?

If no: Do you doubt (insert delusion) a little?

0: Does not really believe in it, knows it actually is not true

1: It could be true, but highly doubts it

2: It could as well be true as not be true

3: Thinks it is true but alternative explanations could be possible

4: Strongly convinced, only little doubts about it

5: Fully convinced, no doubt about it

A
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If 0 - 3: continue with question D3

If 4 - 5: continue with question D2d

d. In the past week, have you often thought about (insert delusion)?

0: Never thought about it

1: Less than once a week

2: Once or a several times a week

3: At least once a day

4: At least once every hour

5: (Almost) continuously

e. In the past week, did the idea that (insert delusion) cause you any distress?

If yes: Did the images make you uncomfortable, anxious or depressed?

If yes: Did you feel a little bit of very uncomfortable or depressed?

If yes: Did you feel intense fear or depression?

0: No discomfort, it does not affect the participant at all

1: Doubtful, perhaps a little discomfort

2: Some discomfort, it can affect behaviour and mood

3: Considerable discomfort, it sometimes causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

4: A lot of discomfort, it often causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

5: Intense anxiety or severe depression because of the conviction

f. In the past week, did the idea that (insert delusion) tend to affect how you function in your 

day-to-day life?

Example questions: 

 Are there days that you prefer to not leave your house because of this belief?

 Does it affect the way you function while studying or at work?

 Do you think it affects your social life or your relationships?

0: It has no impact on the conduct of normal daily activities

1: It interferes with a few particular activities, most can be conducted normally

2: It interferes with several activities

3: It prevents most activities (e.g. not leaving the house)

4. It is so disruptive that it may lead to yelling, screaming or breaking something

5: It causes harmful disruption of daily functioning. Hospital admission or crisis support might be needed
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D3. Delusions of guilt

a. Were you ever convinced that you were guilty of some bad things that have happened? 

While others did not feel you were responsible?

 0: no

 1: yes

If no, continue with item D4

If yes, continue with item D3b

b.  If yes, have you experienced this in the past week?

 0: no

 1: yes

c. In the past week, how strongly did you believe (insert delusion) was really happening?

Example questions: 

 Have you ever doubted your beliefs or considered other explanations?

 Are you completely (100%) convinced that (insert delusion) is true?

If doubt: Do you sometimes doubt your beliefs?

If yes: Do you often doubt (insert delusion)?

If no: Do you doubt (insert delusion) a little?

0: Does not really believe in it, knows it actually is not true

1: It could be true, but highly doubts it

2: It could as well be true as not be true

3: Thinks it is true but alternative explanations could be possible

4: Strongly convinced, only little doubts about it

5: Fully convinced, no doubt about it

If 0, 1, 2, 3, continue with item D4

If 4, 5, continue with item D3d

A
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d. In the past week, have you often thought about (insert delusion)?

0: Never thought about it

1: Less than once a week

2: Once or a several times a week

3: At least once a day

4: At least once every hour

5: (Almost) continuously

e. In the past week, did the idea that (insert delusion) cause you any distress?

If yes: Did the images make you uncomfortable, anxious or depressed?

If yes: Did you feel a little bit of very uncomfortable or depressed?

If yes: Did you feel intense fear or depression?

0: No discomfort, it does not affect the participant at all

1: Doubtful, perhaps a little discomfort

2: Some discomfort, it can affect behaviour and mood

3: Considerable discomfort, it sometimes causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

4: A lot of discomfort, it often causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

5: Intense anxiety or severe depression because of the conviction

f. In the past week, did the idea that (insert delusion) tend to affect how you function in your 

day-to-day life?

Example questions: 

 Are there days that you prefer to not leave your house because of this belief?

 Does it affect the way you function while studying or at work?

 Do you think it affects your social life or your relationships?

0: It has no impact on the conduct of normal daily activities

1: It interferes with a few particular activities, most can be conducted normally

2: It interferes with several activities

3: It prevents most activities (e.g. not leaving the house)

4. It is so disruptive that it may lead to yelling, screaming or breaking something

5: It causes harmful disruption of daily functioning. Hospital admission or crisis support  might be needed
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D4. Delusion of control

a. Were you ever convinced that a thought or action was not quite your own? As if you were 

being controlled by someone else?

Example question: 

 Did you feel that someone else could make you say or do things?

 0: no

 1: yes

If no, continue with item D5

If yes, continue with item D4b

b. If yes, have you experienced this in the past week?

 0: no

 1: yes

c. In the past week, how strongly did you believe (insert delusion) was really happening?

Example questions: 

 Have you ever doubted your beliefs or considered other explanations?

 Are you completely (100%) convinced that (insert delusion) is true?

If doubt: Do you sometimes doubt your beliefs?

If yes: Do you often doubt (insert delusion)?

If no: Do you doubt (insert delusion) a little?

0: Does not really believe in it, knows it actually is not true

1: It could be true, but highly doubts it

2: It could as well be true as not be true

3: Thinks it is true but alternative explanations could be possible

4: Strongly convinced, only little doubts about it

5: Fully convinced, no doubt about it

If 0, 1, 2, 3, continue with item D4

If 4, 5, continue with item D4d

A
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d. In the past week, have you often thought about (insert delusion)?

0: Never thought about it

1: Less than once a week

2: Once or a several times a week

3: At least once a day

4: At least once every hour

5: (Almost) continuously

e. In the past week, did the idea that (insert delusion) cause you any distress?

If yes: Did the images make you uncomfortable, anxious or depressed?

If yes: Did you feel a little bit of very uncomfortable or depressed?

If yes: Did you feel intense fear or depression?

0: No discomfort, it does not affect the participant at all

1: Doubtful, perhaps a little discomfort

2: Some discomfort, it can affect behaviour and mood

3: Considerable discomfort, it sometimes causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

4: A lot of discomfort, it often causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

5: Intense anxiety or severe depression because of the conviction

f. In the past week, did the idea that (insert delusion) tend to affect how you function in your 

day-to-day life?

Example questions: 

 Are there days that you prefer to not leave your house because of this belief?

 Does it affect the way you function while studying or at work?

 Do you think it affects your social life or your relationships?

0: It has no impact on the conduct of normal daily activities

1: It interferes with a few particular activities, most can be conducted normally

2: It interferes with several activities

3: It prevents most activities (e.g. not leaving the house)

4. It is so disruptive that it may lead to yelling, screaming or breaking something

5: It causes harmful disruption of daily functioning. Hospital admission or crisis support might be needed
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D5.  Delusion of religiosity

a. Were you ever convinced you were specifically chosen by a god for a special purpose in 

life? Have you ever thought you were a god, devil, angel or a saint?

Example questions: 

 Are you a religious person? If you feel comfortable, could you tell something about this?

 Did you every think that you were chosen by god for a special mission in life?

 Are you for example in direct contact with a god?

 Does god or the devil communicate with you personally?

If yes: Are your religious beliefs or experiences different from others in your community?

 Have you ever had a religious experience that other people from your religion never   

 experienced?

 0: no

 1: yes

Note: When assessing religious beliefs, ascertain that these beliefs are consistent with recognised religions 

within the culture of the participant. Religious delusions are inconsistent with accepted spiritual beliefs.

If no, continue with item D6

If yes, continue with item D5b

b. If yes, have you experienced this in the past week?

 0: no

 1: yes

c. In the past week, how strongly did you believe (insert delusion) was really happening?

Example questions: 

 Have you ever doubted your beliefs or considered other explanations?

 Are you completely (100%) convinced that (insert delusion) is true?

If doubt: Do you sometimes doubt your beliefs?

If yes: Do you often doubt (insert delusion)?

If no: Do you doubt (insert delusion) a little?

A
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0: Does not really believe in it, knows it actually is not true

1: It could be true, but highly doubts it

2: It could as well be true as not be true

3: Thinks it is true but alternative explanations could be possible

4: Strongly convinced, only little doubts about it

5: Fully convinced, no doubt about it

If 0 - 3: continue with item D6

If 4 - 5:continue with item D5d

d. In the past week, have you often thought about (insert delusion)?

0: Never thought about it

1: Less than once a week

2: Once or a several times a week

3: At least once a day

4: At least once every hour

5: (Almost) continuously

e. In the past week, did the idea that (insert delusion) cause you any distress?

If yes: Did the images make you uncomfortable, anxious or depressed?

If yes: Did you feel a little bit of very uncomfortable or depressed?

If yes: Did you feel intense fear or depression?

0: No discomfort, it does not affect the participant at all

1: Doubtful, perhaps a little discomfort

2: Some discomfort, it can affect behaviour and mood

3: Considerable discomfort, it sometimes causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

4: A lot of discomfort, it often causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

5: Intense anxiety or severe depression because of the conviction

f. In the past week, did the idea that (insert delusion) tend to affect how you function in your 

day-to-day life?

Example questions: 

 Are there days that you prefer to not leave your house because of this belief?

 Does it affect the way you function while studying or at work?

 Do you think it affects your social life or your relationships?
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0: It has no impact on the conduct of normal daily activities

1: It interferes with a few particular activities, most can be conducted normally

2: It interferes with several activities

3: It prevents most activities (e.g. not leaving the house)

4. It is so disruptive that it may lead to yelling, screaming or breaking something

5: It causes harmful disruption of daily functioning. Hospital admission or crisis support might be needed

D6.  Delusion of grandeur

a. Were you ever convinced you had extraordinary talents or powers that no one else had?

Example questions:  

 Have you thought you will achieve great things in life?

 Is there something big or important you would really like to achieve in life? If so, how do you  

 think you can achieve this?

 0: no

 1: yes

If no: continue with item D7

If yes: continue with item D6b

b. If yes, have you experienced this in the past week?

 0: no

 1: yes

c. In the past week, how strongly did you believe (insert delusion) was really happening?

Example questions: 

 Have you ever doubted your beliefs or considered other explanations?

 Are you completely (100%) convinced that (insert delusion) is true?

If doubt: Do you sometimes doubt your beliefs?

If yes: Do you often doubt (insert delusion)?

If no: Do you doubt (insert delusion) a little?

A
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0: Does not really believe in it, knows it actually is not true

1: It could be true, but highly doubts it

2: It could as well be true as not be true

3: Thinks it is true but alternative explanations could be possible

4: Strongly convinced, only little doubts about it

5: Fully convinced, no doubt about it

If 0 - 3: continue with item D7

If 4 - 5: continue with item D6d

d. In the past week, have you often thought about (insert delusion)?

0: Never thought about it

1: Less than once a week

2: Once or a several times a week

3: At least once a day

4: At least once every hour

5: (Almost) continuously

e. In the past week, did the idea that (insert delusion) cause you any distress?

If yes: Did the images make you uncomfortable, anxious or depressed?

If yes: Did you feel a little bit of very uncomfortable or depressed?

If yes: Did you feel intense fear or depression?

0: No discomfort, it does not affect the participant at all

1: Doubtful, perhaps a little discomfort

2: Some discomfort, it can affect behaviour and mood

3: Considerable discomfort, it sometimes causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

4: A lot of discomfort, it often causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

5: Intense anxiety or severe depression because of the conviction

f. In the past week, did the idea that (insert delusion) tend to affect how you function in your 

day-to-day life?

Example questions: 

 Are there days that you prefer to not leave your house because of this belief?

 Does it affect the way you function while studying or at work?

 Do you think it affects your social life or your relationships?
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0: It has no impact on the conduct of normal daily activities

1: It interferes with a few particular activities, most can be conducted normally

2: It interferes with several activities

3: It prevents most activities (e.g. not leaving the house)

4. It is so disruptive that it may lead to yelling, screaming or breaking something

5: It causes harmful disruption of daily functioning. Hospital admission or crisis support might be needed

D7. Somatic delusions

a. Were you ever convinced that there was something strange with your body, others said 

this was not the case?

Example questions:

 Were you sure there was some kind of device implanted in your body while the doctors told  

 you this is not the case?

 Or were you ever convinced you were pregnant while tests suggested you were not?

 Or did you think you had a parasite although doctors told you this is not the case?

 Or were you convinced that an organ was too large or too small?

 0: no

 1: yes

If no: continue with item D8

If yes: continue with item D7b

b. If yes, have you experienced this in the past week?

 0: no

 1: yes

c.  In the past week, how strongly did you believe (insert delusion) was really happening?

Example questions: 

 Have you ever doubted your beliefs or considered other explanations?

 Are you completely (100%) convinced that (insert delusion) is true?

If doubt: Do you sometimes doubt your beliefs?

If yes: Do you often doubt (insert delusion)?

If no: Do you doubt (insert delusion) a little?

A
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0: Does not really believe in it, knows it actually is not true

1: It could be true, but highly doubts it

2: It could as well be true as not be true

3: Thinks it is true but alternative explanations could be possible

4: Strongly convinced, only little doubts about it

5: Fully convinced, no doubt about it

If 0 - 3: continue with item D8

If 4 - 5: continue with item D7d

d. In the past week, have you often thought about (insert delusion)?

0: Never thought about it

1: Less than once a week

2: Once or a several times a week

3: At least once a day

4: At least once every hour

5: (Almost) continuously

e. In the past week, did the idea that (insert delusion) cause you any distress?

If yes: Did the images make you uncomfortable, anxious or depressed?

If yes: Did you feel a little bit of very uncomfortable or depressed?

If yes: Did you feel intense fear or depression?

0: No discomfort, it does not affect the participant at all

1: Doubtful, perhaps a little discomfort

2: Some discomfort, it can affect behaviour and mood

3: Considerable discomfort, it sometimes causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

4: A lot of discomfort, it often causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

5: Intense anxiety or severe depression because of the conviction

f. In the past week, did the idea that (insert delusion) tend to affect how you function in your 

day-to-day life?

Example questions: 

 Are there days that you prefer to not leave your house because of this belief?

 Does it affect the way you function while studying or at work?

 Do you think it affects your social life or your relationships?
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0: It has no impact on the conduct of normal daily activities

1: It interferes with a few particular activities, most can be conducted normally

2: It interferes with several activities

3: It prevents most activities (e.g. not leaving the house)

4. It is so disruptive that it may lead to yelling, screaming or breaking something

5: It causes harmful disruption of daily functioning. Hospital admission or crisis support might be needed

D8. Delusion of nihilism (Cotard syndrome)

a. Were you ever convinced that you somehow no longer existed? Have you ever had the 

feeling that you might be dead?

Example questions: 

 Did you ever have the feeling that a part of your body was already dead?

 Or did you have the feeling that the world no longer existed?

 0: no

 1: yes

If no: continue with item D9

If yes: continue with item D8b

b. If yes, have you experienced this in the past week?

 0: no

 1: yes

c. In the past week, how strongly did you believe (insert delusion) was really happening?

Example questions: 

 Have you ever doubted your beliefs or considered other explanations?

 Are you completely (100%) convinced that (insert delusion) is true?

If doubt: Do you sometimes doubt your beliefs?

If yes: Do you often doubt (insert delusion)?

If no: Do you doubt (insert delusion) a little?

0: Does not really believe in it, knows it actually is not true

1: It could be true, but highly doubts it

2: It could as well be true as not be true

3: Thinks it is true but alternative explanations could be possible

4: Strongly convinced, only little doubts about it

5: Fully convinced, no doubt about it

A
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If 0 - 3: continue with item D9

If 4 - 5: continue with item D8d

d. In the past week, have you often thought about (insert delusion)?

0: Never thought about it

1: Less than once a week

2: Once or a several times a week

3: At least once a day

4: At least once every hour

5: (Almost) continuously

e. In the past week, did the idea that (insert delusion) cause you any distress?

If yes: Did the images make you uncomfortable, anxious or depressed?

If yes: Did you feel a little bit of very uncomfortable or depressed?

If yes: Did you feel intense fear or depression?

0: No discomfort, it does not affect the participant at all

1: Doubtful, perhaps a little discomfort

2: Some discomfort, it can affect behaviour and mood

3: Considerable discomfort, it sometimes causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

4: A lot of discomfort, it often causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

5: Intense anxiety or severe depression because of the conviction

f. In the past week, did the idea that (insert delusion) tend to affect how you function in your 

day-to-day life?

Example questions: 

 Are there days that you prefer to not leave your house because of this belief?

 Does it affect the way you function while studying or at work?

 Do you think it affects your social life or your relationships?

0: It has no impact on the conduct of normal daily activities

1: It interferes with a few particular activities, most can be conducted normally

2: It interferes with several activities

3: It prevents most activities (e.g. not leaving the house)

4. It is so disruptive that it may lead to yelling, screaming or breaking something

5: It causes harmful disruption of daily functioning. Hospital admission or crisis support might be needed
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D9. Delusions of misidentification (Capgras syndrome)

a. Were you ever convinced that someone close to you might not be who they say they are? 

Or have you ever had the thought that this person had been replaced by an imposter?

Example questions: 

 For example, your partner or a family member?

 Did you had the feeling your partner was actually someone else?

 0: no

 1: yes

If no: this was the last question

If yes: continue with item D9b

b. If yes, have you experienced this in the past week?

 0: no

 1: yes

c. In the past week, how strongly did you believe (insert delusion) was really happening?

Example questions: 

 Have you ever doubted your beliefs or considered other explanations?

 Are you completely (100%) convinced that (insert delusion) is true?

If doubt: Do you sometimes doubt your beliefs?

If yes: Do you often doubt (insert delusion)?

If no: Do you doubt (insert delusion) a little?

0: Does not really believe in it, knows it actually is not true

1: It could be true, but highly doubts it

2: It could as well be true as not be true

3: Thinks it is true but alternative explanations could be possible

4: Strongly convinced, only little doubts about it

5: Fully convinced, no doubt about it

If 0 - 3: this was the last question

If 4 - 5, continue with item D9d

A
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d. In the past week, have you often thought about (insert delusion)?

0: Never thought about it

1: Less than once a week

2: Once or a several times a week

3: At least once a day

4: At least once every hour

5: (Almost) continuously

e. In the past week, did the idea that (insert delusion) cause you any distress?

If yes: Did the images make you uncomfortable, anxious or depressed?

If yes: Did you feel a little bit of very uncomfortable or depressed?

If yes: Did you feel intense fear or depression?

0: No discomfort, it does not affect the participant at all

1: Doubtful, perhaps a little discomfort

2: Some discomfort, it can affect behaviour and mood

3: Considerable discomfort, it sometimes causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

4: A lot of discomfort, it often causes anxious, restless or depressed feelings

5: Intense anxiety or severe depression because of the conviction

f. In the past week, did the idea that (insert delusion) tend to affect how you function in your 

day-to-day life?

Example questions: 

 Are there days that you prefer to not leave your house because of this belief?

 Does it affect the way you function while studying or at work?

 Do you think it affects your social life or your relationships?

0: It has no impact on the conduct of normal daily activities

1: It interferes with a few particular activities, most can be conducted normally

2: It interferes with several activities

3: It prevents most activities (e.g. not leaving the house)

4. It is so disruptive that it may lead to yelling, screaming or breaking something

5: It causes harmful disruption of daily functioning. Hospital admission or crisis support  might be needed

This was the last question. Thank you very much for your participation.
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Scoring of the hallucination severity

Lifetime presence of hallucinations (+/-):

Auditory 

hallucinations

A1

Visual 

hallucinations

V1

Tactile 

hallucinations 

O1

Olfactory 

hallucinations 

O3

Sensed 

presence

O6

For an indication of the severity, the scores of the following can be added:

Severity of auditory hallucinations

A1 + A3 + A4 + A5 + A6 + A11 + A12 + A13 + A15

Severity of visual hallucinations

V1 + V3 + V4 + V5 + V6 + V11 + V12 + V13 + V15

Severity of hallucinations in all modalities

A1 + A3 + A4 + A5 + A6 + A11 + A12 + A13 + A15 + V1 + V3 + V4 + V5 + V6 + V11 + V12 + V13 + V15 

+ O1 + O3

Past week

Severity auditory hallucinations

Severity visual hallucinations

Severity all hallucinations

Scoring of the severity of delusions

Lifetime presence of delusions (+/-):

Paranoid 

D1

Reference

D2

Guilt

D3

Control

D4

Religious

D5

Grandeur

D6

Somatic

D7

Capgras

D8

Cotard

D9

Delusion

For an indication of the severity of delusions in the past week, the scores of the different sub-

questions c until f can be added per delusion. If several delusions were scored, count the most severe 

score as the total severity of delusions.

Past week

Severity delusions – total score

A
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She started as a PhD student in the lab of Prof. dr. Iris Sommer in 2014. During the course of her 
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freelance illustrator. Her work can be found on Instagram as @rosebird.illustrations.
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